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APPENDIX A 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES, SPECIMEN FABRICATION, TEST SETUP 

A 1 • 1 Concrete 
Append i x A 
A 1 MATER IALS 
Test vessels PVl and PV2 were cast from ready-mix concrete 
obtained from a local plant. The mix was specified to contain pea gravel 
aggregate and seven bags of type I cement per cubic yard of concrete. 
Test vessels PV3 through PVl4 were cast from concrete mixed in 
the laboratorYa The proportions by weight of cement:sand:gravel were 
1.00:3.51 :3.40. Type III cement was used. with a water cement ratio of 
0.74. The aggregates were crushed limestone with a maximum particle size 
of one in. and' Wabash River ~ande 
The concrete for vessel PV15 contained pea gravel aggregate and 
Wabash River sand with type III cement. The proportions by weight of 
cement:sand:gravel were 1.00:2.77:3.07 and the water cement ratio was 0.56. 
The end slab and top two inches of the skirt of vessel PV16.were cast from 
the same mix used for vessels PV3 through pV14. The remainder of the skirt 
was cast with the mix used 'for vessel PV15. 
Table Al gives the properties of the concrete used in the end 
slabs of the vessels. Two batches of concrete were required to cast vessels 
PV3 through PVIO. Vessels PVll through PV16 required three batches of 
concrete. Compression tests were conducted on five 6x12-in. cyl inders from 
each batch. Five 6x6-in. cyl inders were cast from the batch used in 
the end slab for use in the spl it cyl inder test. Figure Ala shows the range 
of the modulus of elasticity measurements. Figure Alb is a plot of the 
results of the individual spl itting-strength tests versus the average 
compressive strength in each vessel. 
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Two creep racks were assembled as shown in Figure A2. The 
results of the creep and shrinkage determinations are presented in Fig. A3. 
Each curve represents the average of readings from three cylinders. The 
6x12-in. cyl inders used for creep and shrinkage measurements were cast 
from concrete with the same proportions as the concrete in the vessels. The 
concrete in Batch I was left in the cyl inder forms for two days, cured under 
wet b~rlap for seven days, and loaded to 1000 psi on 9 February 1968 at the 
age of eleven days. The concrete in Batch II was left in the forms for 
two days, cured under wet burlap for six days, and loaded to 1000 psi on 
16 February 1968 at the age of ten days. Three ten-in. gage 1 ines were 
establ ished on each cylinder for measurement of deformations. Companion 
cyl inders for each creep rack were also equipped with gage 1 ines and stored 
in the laboratory for shrinkage measurements@ All measurements were taken 
with a O.OOOl-in. Whittemore gage over a ten-in. gage length. The environmental 
control in the laboratory is set at 50 percent reiative humidity and 72°F. 
Al.2 Longitudinal Reinforcement 
Ve sse 1 s P V 1 and PV 11 t h r 0 ugh P V 16 we rep res t res sed wit h 0 .. 775 .. in. 
diameter Stressteel rods. Vessels PV2 through PVIO were prestressed with 
1/2-in. diameter seven-wire strand. 
The results of a tensile test of a 30-in. Stressteel rod are 
plotted in Fig. A4. The strain was measured using an eight-in. extensometer. 
The ultimate stress in the rod, which had a measured cross-sectional area 
of 0.471 sq .. in. was 140 ksi. 
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The apparatus used to determine the "spring factor" of the 1/2-in. 
strand is shown in Fig. A5. The length of strand between strandvises is 
approximately the same as the length between the vises in the test setup. 
The load on the strand was cycled six times between zero and thirty kips. 
The load deformation characteristics of the strand under these testing 
conditions are presented for the first three loadings in Fig. A6 0 By the 
third loading cycle the stiffness of the strand was constant. The stiffness 
of the ~trand depended on the torsional fixity of the strandvises and on 
the sl ippage of the outer wires relative to the central wire. The nominal 
area of the strand was 0.151 sq. in. 
Al.3 Circumferential Reinforcement 
The wire that was used to prestress the vessels circumferential1y 
was obtained from INTERPACE. Tests conducted on samples cut from the 
unstressed coil before prestressing and cut from the wire on the vessels 
after pressure testing showed no significant difference in stress-strain 
response. Typical stress-strain curves for each size wire used are shown 
in Fig .. A7. 
The wire used on vessels PVl through PV10 had a diameter of 0.192 in. 
and a computed area of 0.0290 sq. in. Deformations to about two percent 
were measured with a two-in. electrical extensometer. The strain at failure 
was obtained from measuring the change in length of a five-in. gage length 
etched into the wire before thetest .. 
The wire used on vessels PV11 through PV16 had a diameter of 
0.250-in. and a computed area of 0.0491 sq. in. The wire was tested on a 
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Baldwrn testing machine. Tests were made using a two-in. electrical 
extensometer to measure deformationse Another set of tests was made 
using a portable strain indicator to read strain from two BLH HE121 
strain gages. The two strain gages were mounted on opposite sides of 
the wire and wired in series in order to average the strain readings. 
Al.4 Liner Materials 
The neoprene used to seal the pressure vessels was purchased in 
200-1b. rolls. The sheets were 72 in. wide and 1/16 in .. thick" It was 
specified as 1160 Durorneter Shore A Black neoprene Sheeting, Type #260'. 
The O-ring material was obtained in 200-ft lengths. The diameters 
of the 3/16-in. and 3/4-in. O-ring stock were 0.210 ± 0.010~in. and 0.750 ± 
O.OlO-in. respectively. The material was specified as 1'70 Durometer Shore 
A Extruded Buna N O-ring cord stock". 
The caulking used to complete the seal at the end slab was 
General Electric Sil icone Caulking. 
Sheets of aluminum with a thickness of 0.Oi7-in. were used on 
the sides and end slabs of some of the vessels. Sheets of 16-oz. soft copper 
were used on vessels PV12 through PV16 in addition to the aluminum sheets. 
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A2 FABR rCATION 
A291 Casting and Curing 
The pressure vessel's were cast in the steel form shown in Fig. A8. 
The same outer form was used for all sixteen vesselse This form was rolled 
from 5/16-in. steet plate and reinforced with rolled 2x2xl/4 in. angles. 
The inner form, outer ~~~_ ~_~ l...~1-1-~-l 1 UJ 111 ell C UU I LCU 
to a l/2-in. thick base plate. The inner form for vessels PVl through 
PV10, thirty-in. inside diameter, was rolled from 3/l6-in. plate. Both 
forms used the same five-piece construction. Holes were drilled into the 
base plate to receive 7IB-in. diameter rods which formed ducts for the 
longitudinal prestressing. For vessels PV15 and PV16 which had two rows of 
longitudinal prestressing., 1-in. round electrical conduit was used to 
form the ducts for the second row of prestressing. The tops of the rods and 
sections of conduit were secured by a template of l/2-in. steel plate which 
was supported by sections of 4-in. wide channel attached to the sides of the 
forms The center of the template plate was cut out to permit access to the 
form for the concrete and to facilitate finishing the surface of the concrete. 
Vessels PVl and PV2 were cast continuously from ready-mix concrete. 
All other specimens were cast in either two or three batches as noted 
previously. The batches were proportioned so that the end slab and at least 
2-in. of the skirt were cast from a single batch. The concrete was vibrated 
internally with an electric vibrator during casting. Five 6x12-in. cyl inders 
were cast from each batch. Five 6x6-in. cyl inders were also cast from the 
end slab batch for use in the spl itting test. The side walls of vessels 
PV11 through PV16 were reinforced with No.4 bars to have a reinforcement 
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ratio of one percent. The bars were placed longitudinally about 1/2-in. 
from the outside surface of the concrete. 
When the concrete had begun to set, usually about three hours after 
casting, the greased rods and conduit sections were manually extracted 
and the top of the vessel was trowelled to a smooth finisho jhe vessels 
were then covered with polyethylene film until the form was struck on the 
second day after casting. The vessels were cured under wet burlap for one 
week in the laboratory which had environmental control set at lOoF and 
50 percent relative humidity. 
A2e2 Circumferential Prestressing 
The INTERPACE plant at South Beloit, III inois, made their facil ities 
available for applying the circumferential prestressing wire. A mandrel and 
end fittings as shown in Fig. A9 were designed to adapt the vessels to the 
equipment at INTERPACE, which is normally used to wrap concrete pipe. The 
vessels were transported to and from South Beloit by truck. 
Anchors for the prestressing wire 'were cast into the vessels. 
An anchor is shown bolted to the form in Fig. A10a. Figure A10b shows a 
closeup of the anchor. A steel block about 3/4 x 3/4 x 1-1/4 in. is grooved 
and stamped, forming a ~oothed channel to grasp the wire. The block is 
then welded to a 3/8-in. diameter rod that has been bent into a U-shape to 
provide anchorage. The block and rod are hardened as a unit. The anchors 
were provided by INTERPACE and performed very well throughout the test 
series. 
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The prestressing operation was started by securing the wire in 
the anchor at the closed end. This was done by driving the wire into the 
toothed channel with a hammere The first wrap of prestress was appl ied 
at a sl ightly reduced load. Subsequent wraps of the 0.192-in. diameter wire 
were appl ied at a tension of 4800 lb. Tension in subsequent wraps of the 
Oe250-ino diameter wire were appl ied at a tension of 7,800 lb. 
A schematic diagram of the machine at INTERPACE is shown in 
Fig. All. When the mandrel and vessels were in place, an axial load of 
about 20,000 lb was appl ied to create a friction force between the end 
fittings and the rubber bearing surfaces on the turning heads. The turning 
heads were rotated by a motor mounted at one end of the frame. The pre-
stressing wire passed through a straight duct about 50 ft long from an 
uncoil ing area to a friction wheel. The wire then passed through a load 
cell above the friction wheel and travelled overhead to the spacing apparatus 
which ran on a track above the mandrel and vessels. The spacing apparatus 
could advance automatically at a rate proportional to rotation of the turning 
heads or be adjusted by.an operator. Tension was developed in the wire at 
the friction wheel by a D. C. motor which supplied a resisting torque. The 
load ce 11, wh i ch is located above the fr i ct"j on whee 1, gave an account of 
the tension in the wire. Deviation from the desired load could be 
compensated by adjusting the torque transmitte~ by the D. C. motor. The 
load cell was calibrated to indicate the tension in the wire at the turning 
heads. 
Approximately five minutes were required to prestress a vessel" 
Figure A12 contains two plots showing the variation of the load in the wire 
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as wrapping proceeded from the end slab of the vessel toward the open end. 
The data for Fige A12 were obtained from recording equipment at INTERPACE 
which showed a plot of load versus timee 
The force in the wire as it was being wrapped around the sp~cimen 
was known. To obtain the effective prestress at the time of the test, the 
following procedure was used. All calculations referred to the prestress 
aroun~ the end slab. The initial prestress was assumed to be the force in 
the wire less ·the calculated effect of the reduction in diameter of the 
vessel due to elastic deformation of the concrete. The time-dependent 
losses were estimated using the creep and shrinkage data given in Fig. A3. 
Relaxation of the prestress wire, estimated to be less than four percent 
in most cases, w~s ignored because of lack of directly relevant data and 
because -the scatter in the time-dependent properties of the concrete was 
expected to be .much larger. The increase in circumferential prestress 
caused by longitudinal: prestressing was calculated by assuming that the 
Poisson's ratio for concrete was 0.15. 
A2.3 Longitudinal P~estressing 
V~ssel .PVl ~as prestr~ssed longitudinally with ten DellS-in. 
diameter Stressteel bolt·s. Vessels PV2 through PVlD were prestressed with 
seven-wir~, O.S-in. diameter strand. The use of strand was more economical 
and permitted the longitudinal restraining force of the prestressing tendons 
to be more evenly distributed about the periphery of the vessel. With the 
higher pressure required for vessels PVll through pv16, it was necessary 
"to use Stressteel bolts for prestressing in order to develop the necessary 
clamping force at the base. 
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Strain gages were placed on some of the Stressteel bolts,and 
these bolts were calibrated in the laboratory. Loading of the bolts was 
accompl ished with a 30 ton Simplex jack with the scheme shown in Fig. A13. 
The jack chair permitted a nut to be tightened against a 3x3xl-in. steel 
bearing plate so th~t~the load in the jack could be transferred with a 
minimum loss. For vessels PV13 through PV16 where sixty bolts were used 
fQr the prestressing, a continuous steel plate 1 l/4-in. thick was used 
for the bearing plate rather than the individual plates. The load in the 
bolts after the jack was released varied from 40 to 45 kipso The average 
load in the bolts after prestressing was completed,was less than 40 kips 
since the loading of a bolt adjacent to an already loaded bolt tended 
to reduce the load carried by the loaded bolt. The effect was increased 
as the number of bolts used for the prestressing was increased. 
Figure A14 shows the method of prestressing the strand. The 
appl ied load was monitored either by a load cell between the jack and the 
top strandvise or by measuring the oil pressure in the 1 ine to the Simplex 
jack. Those strands that were to be monitored during the test were equipped 
with a load cell between the four-in. plate at the open end of the vessel 
·24 and the bottom strandvise. After a load of kips was applied, the jaws 
of the strandvises were set either by driving slotted wedge's between the 
bearing plate and the strandvise or by driving the jaws down the strand with 
an implement designed to fit around the strand and inside the body of the 
vise. Those strands equipped with load cells under the four-in. plate carried 
an average load of about 20 kips after the jack was released. 
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The force in the strand for vessels PV2 through PV10 and in the 
Stressteel bolts for PVl was monitored immediately after prestressing. To 
obtain the effective prestress at the time of the test, the time-dependent 
losses were estimated using the creep and shrinkage data given in Fig. A3 
and subtracted from the initial prestress. The force in the Stressteel 
bolts for vessels PV11 through PV16 was monitored immediately after pre-
stressing and immediately before the test so that· the vertical prestressing 
force was known at the time of the test. 
A2.4 Liner 
A detail of the 1 iner in each vessel is provided in Appendix B. 
The scheme for seal ing vessels PVl through PV5 was as follows. After 
cleaning the inside and filling the voids with Hydrocal, successive layers 
of 1/16-in. neoprene, 18 gage sheet metal, and 1/16-in. neoprene were placed 
on the inside surface of the end slab, using contact cement to hold them in 
place. A six-in .. wide strip of 20-gage sheet metal was cemented to the side 
wall just below the end slab (Fig .. 81 .. 2). 
The connection between the concrete and the steel seal ing ring 
was achieved by welding an eight-in. wide strip of sheet metal to the ring. 
The neoprene sheet placed on the side wall butted the seal on the end slab 
and 1 appe.d over the sheet meta 1 at the sea 1 i ng ring. Contact cement was 
used to secure the neoprene to all surfaces except to the sheet metal at 
the seal ing ring where rubber cement was used. Rubber cement was also used 
at the lapped joint in the neoprene. All surfaces to be cemented were 
. carefully cleaned with benzene. 
All 
The seal at the junction of the end slab and side wall was made 
by embedding a 3/4-in. a-ring in General Electric 511 icone Caulking. The 
seal between the steel base plate and the seal ing ring was made by compressing 
a 3/16-in. a-ring into the groove in the base plate (Fig. A15). 
Difficulties were encountered with this method of sealing at 
higher pressures. The details of the seal were changed for vessels pv6 
through PV12. These changes are reported in Appendix B. The seal for vessel 
PV12 proved to be satisfactory for high pressures and was used without change 
for the remaining vessels. 
The seal used for vessel PV12 through pv16 consisted of 1 ining 
the wall and end slab with a sheet of a.017-in. thick aluminum bonded to 
the concrete with rubber cement (Fig. B12.1). Next, a 1 iner of 16-oz. soft 
copper was placed over the aluminum. The copper-aluminum interface was 
greased so that the copper would not develop large stress concentrations 
ruring deformation. The copper sheet used on the end slab had a one-in. 
1 ip which was soldered to the copper sheet on the wail. The lap in the 
copper wall sheet was also soldered as was the copper-steel joint at the one-in. 
steel base ring. The vessels were then 1 ightly prestressed longitudinally 
and pressurized to 50 psi gas pressure to deform the metal liners to the 
contours of the concrete and to check for any major leaks in the 1 iner. A 
layer of· 1/16-in. thick neoprene was placed over the copper and secured with 
rubber cement. A 3/4-in. neoprene a-ring was also installed at the junction 
of the end slab and the side wall. 
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A3 TES T SETUP 
The test shed was erected on the grounds of the Structural Dynamics 
Laboratory which is situated in farmland about three miles south of the 
univers ity campus (Fig. A16a). The shed is a wooden enclosure built on a 
twelve-ft square slab-on-grade floor. It features a 5 by 5 ft steel test 
chamber in its center which extends from the floor through a hole in the 
roof. The test chamber was constructed of four 4 x 4 x 3/8 in. angles which 
extend vertically from the corners of the opening to the floor with 0.5 
in. steel plate on the four sides. Figure A16b shows vessel pv8 inside the 
test chamber after the test. A hatch was provided to cover the hole in the 
roof when the shed was not in usee During tests the hole was covered with 
layers of wire mesh to impede concrete projectiles. For vessels PVll through 
PV16, three layers of wire blast mats were used to cover the hole. The 
blast mats were anchored with 3/8-in. cable fastened to ground anchors at 
the sides of the shed. 
After the 1 iner and one-in .. steel .ring were in place (see Section 
A2.3 on the assembly ~f the 1 iner) the vessel was placed on a four-in. 
thick circular steel plate shown in Fig. Al5. A 3/16-in. O-ring was compressed 
between the one-in. ring and the four-in. closure plate to complete the seale 
In vessels PVl through PV8 a ten cubic-ft block-out was provided to fill part 
of the void inside the vessel and reduce the quantity of compressed gas that 
would be released when failure occurred. The block-out was a closed cylinder 
filled with vermiculite concrete for the first three tests. 'JOn the 
third test a leak in the block-out permitted it to become filled with gas, 
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causing the block-out to burst when the vessel failed. In subsequent vessels 
up to pv8 the block-out was filled with water. In vessels PV9 through PV16 
the entire vessel was filled with water to within approximately l/2-in. of 
the end slab. 
Figure A17 shows the gas supply and pressure regulating scheme used 
to pressurize the vessels. Nitrogen gas was admitted to the vessels in the 
test shed through a 1/4-in6 copper 1 ine from a series of gas supply bottles. 
The pressure within the vessel was monitored by a Bourdon test gage with 1/4 
percent accuracy which was connected by a second 1/4-in. copper 1 ine to the 
vessel. This second 1 ine for pressure measurement e1 iminated error in the 
pressure reading due to gas flow in the line. The gas supply line and pressure 
monitoring 1 ine were connected through the steel base plate on the vessel. 
Vessels PV9 and PV10 were exceptions to the general test setup 
in that they were tested using oil pressure and were tested inside the 
Structural Dynamics Laboratory. The remote monitoring of the tests 
was not necessary since compressed gas was not used in the test and the 
failure did not result in a violent release of energy_ 
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A4 INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURE 
In general the instrumentation consisted of deflection measurements 
across one diameter of the head and down the side on aline at one end of 
this diameter, strain measurements on the concrete on the inside face of the 
end slab on four diameters 45 d~grees apart and on the outside face on two 
diameters, strain measurements on the circumferential prestressing steel, and 
change_ in force in the load cells on some of the longitudrnal prestressing tendons. 
The diameter on the outside of the end slab on which deflections were measured 
was offset 3 degrees from one of the diameters on which strains were measured. 
The strain gages on the circumferential steel reinforcement were placed 
after the steel was wrapped so that only the change in strain during the 
test was measured. The load cells on,the longitudinal prestressing were 
monitored during the prestressing operation and during the test so that the 
total ~oad could be calculated. The Stressteel bolts were gaged with BLH 
A-19 strain gages and cal ibrated in a testing machine, thus e1 iminating 
the need for external load cells for the bolts. The actual number of measure-
ments of each type and their locations are shown in Appendix B for each test. 
The strain gages used on the concrete were BLH type A12 which 
have a one-in. gage length and are flat wound wire gages wi-th paper backing. 
These gages were appl ied with Eastman 910 cement. There was some concern 
that the strain gages located on the inside of the head would be affected 
by the normal pressure on the gage grid. This problem has been the subject 
of several investigations one of which is reported in Ref. Al. These studies 
show that gages which are properly appl ied have a response resulting from 
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normal pressure sufficiently small that it could not .,be dist inguished from 
the scatter in the strain measurements for these tests. On the inside of 
the head the gages were appl ied by first sanding the concrete to a smooth 
finish and then placing a layer of cement on the concrete and allowing it 
to set. The gages were then cemented to this prepared surface with Eastman 
910 cement and a soft rubbery protective ooating placed over the gage= After 
the, protective coating had set, a 1/16 in. sheet of neoprene was glued over 
the gages to provide further protection and assure that the appl ied pressure 
was uniformly distributed over the gage. In vessels PV7 through PV16, the 
end slab was covered with a 1/4-in. thick layer of Hydrocal e Conductors 
from the inside strain gages were glued to the inside wall of the test 
vessel from the gages to the corner where the head and wall meet. At this 
point a hole was drilled through the wall and the leads run through this hole 
which was then resealed with epoxy. The entire inside surface of the end slab 
was then covered with a 1/4-ing- thick layer of hydrocal c The neoprene gas 
seal was then' placed over the, hydrocal which covered the wires and the hole 
in the wall. On vessels PVll through PV16, the gage wires were run down I 
the inslde'of the vessel and out between the concrete and the one-in. steel 
ri ng e Channe 1 s in. wide by 1/4-in. deep were cast in the concrete to 
accommodate the gage wires. On the outer surface of the concrete the strain 
gages were appl ied in the same manner, but no protective coating was used 
on them. The strain gages used to measure change in strain of the circumferential 
reinforcement were BLH type A19 which is a flat grid wire gage with a gage 
length of 1/16 in. and temperature compensation for steel a These gages were 
appl ied with Eastman 910 cement following standard procedures .. 
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The load cells used to measure load in the longitudinal strand 
consisted of 6-inG-long aluminum cylinders 1 3/8 in. in diameter with a 
--- ------5T8-in-~-lo-ngn: u aTnal--FIOTe-a-f-rrrea-fhrougn-rt;:----Tne--aTumTnum-rn--rne-s-e---cyrr nae r s- ---- -------- -
was a soft bar stock of 2014 alloy and was heat treated in our laboratory to 
meet specifications for 2014-T6 temper. Four strain gages were cemented 
to the outside of these cyl inders andwired into a full bridge .. The strand 
was threaded into these cyl inders at the lower end of the test specimen, and 
the change in strain monitored as the load changed in the strand. Before 
they wer;e used, the load cells were calibrated in a testing machine by 
applying a direct compression to them. Different numbers Qf load cells 
were used in the various tests as indicated in Appendix B. 
All the tests except PV9 and PV10, were performed in the test 
shed which was about 100 ft from the Structural Dynamics Laborato~y. 
Approximately 135 ft of cable was required to reach the area where readings 
were taken in the main laboratorYe A 4-conductor cable with heavy rubber 
coating passing through an overhead metal cable tray wa~ used between the 
two buildings. This cable is Belden 8424 and contains 20 gage conductors. 
Several of the tests were performed during the winter so a heater was placed 
in the test shed to keep it warm enough for men to work. It was not possible 
to maintain room temperature at all times with this heater but temperature 
compensating strain gages were placed in the test chamber with the test 
specimen. The specimen was then ieft in the test shed for sufficient 
time to allow the temperature to stabil ize. 
Strains on the first 5 specimens were read with two BLH portable 
strain indicators model number 120 C in the main laboratory at the end of 
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the 135 ft lead wires. This strain indicator is designed to excite the 
bridge with an alternating square wave in order to reduce the effects of 
capacitance in the leads to the strain gages. However, since the leads were 
rather long in this case special precautions were taken. For each type of 
bridge used on the test vessel the effect of a given shunt was read with 
the Then, with the strain indicator connected to 
the bridge through the long leads, the gage factor was adjusted so that 
the same shunt had the same effect on the bridge. This slightly adjusted 
gage factor was then used when the strains were read during the test. During 
tests PV6, PV7, and pv8 strains were read with an automatic device assembled 
from components in our own laboratory. An automatic stepping switch was 
used to switch gages, the voltage difference across two corners of the bridge 
was read with a digital volt meter, and the resulting voltage was printed 
on a paper tape with a line printer. The device was cal ibrated by applying 
shunts of known value to the bridges and the compensation for long leads 
was made in a manner similar to that used for the portable strain indicator. 
Strains read with the portable strain indicator have an accuracy of the order 
of ~ 5 ~ in./in. while those read with the automatic reading device were 
somewhat more erratic and have and accuracy of approximately + 20 ~ in./in. 
The portable strain indicators used for tests PVl through PV5 were used for 
tests PV9 through pV16. 
Deflections across the head of the specimen and down the outside 
wall were measured with 0.001 in. Ames dial gages located within the test 
shed but outside the test specimen enclosure. The dial gages were connected 
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to piano wires which were strung over ball bearing pulleys and attached 
to metal tabs glued to the specimen o Tension springs connected to the 
back end of the dial gage plunger kept the piano wire taute The pulleys 
over the top of the specimen were attached to an arm which was broken off 
by the flying debris each time a specimen failed. The dial gages were read 
with a closed circuit television hookup with the receiver in the main 
laboratory. The television camera was located inside the test shed but 
outside the test specimen enclosure, had a telephoto lens so that the dial 
gage face almost filled the television receiver screen, and was mounted on a 
system of two television antenna rotors so that it could be adjusted in 
d i iect ion for This arrangement for 
this purpose, though some of the gages were damaged by the sudden tension 
on the piano wire at failure of the ?pecimen. A second television camera 
was set up outside the test specimen enclosure and aimed through a hole In 
the enclosure at a mirror to observe crack development on the end slab of 
the vessels .. 
Pressure was appl ied to the inside of the specimen with bottled 
nitrogen through a regulator. With this regulator in the 1 ine, a pressure 
could be set and maintained in the specimen though there was a small leak, 
because more gas would be suppl jed through the regulator as soon as the 
pressure dropped below the set value. Pressure within the specimen was 
monitored with a Bourdon pressure gage. During a test the gas pressure 
was increased in increments and once the pressure was set and became stable 
all measurements were taken. Approximately 10 to 15 minutes were usually 
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required to take all the readings. The size of pressure increments varied 
between tests depending on the anticipated maximum pressure. In general 
the size of the increments was reduced as failure approached. 
TABLE A 1 
CONCRETE PROPERTIES 
S P 1 itt i ng . Compressive 
Modulus of Strength Strength 
Age at Elasticity 6x6-in. 6x12-in. 
Test Slump psi xlO 6 cylinder cy 1 i nder Mark days in. ps i ps i 
PVl 71 3 1/2 L~ it 2 432 5680 
PV2 105 5 3 .. 5 398 4955 
PV3 36 4.2 450 6250 
pv4 38 3/4 4 .. 2 380 5680 
PV5 32 3/4 4 .. 1 439 6250 
pv6 42 4 .. 1 398 5805 
PV7 54 4,,6 506 6720 
pv8 78 1/4 4 .. 8 443 7230 
PV9 71 1/2 4.3 446 7140 
PV10 54 1/2 4.0 394 7005 
PVii ,,' 4.5 5i4 6830 tjlf 
PV12 89 3 4.4 456 5860 
PV13 84 1/4 4.2 490 6750 
PV14 107 2 1/4 4.3 465 6880 
PV15 39 1/2 4 .. 2 531 7340 
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FIG. A17 SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF GAS SUPPLY AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 








This ~ppendix contains test de~criptions and data for eachbf the 
16 vessel tests. The dates of casting, prestressing, and testing of each 
specimen is recorded 1M T~ble Bl. Vessel di~ensions, prestress data, concrete 
strength,type of failure,and failurepr~ssu~e are summarized in Tables 2.1 
and 2.2 of the f~rst volume of this neport. For convenient reference these 
tables' are repeated, as Tables B2 andB3' in thisapperidix~ 
Thenum~rical designat10n of each'section cdrre5ponds to the 
designation of the vessel whichit':describe~. Each section consists of a 
description of the test and descriptive information concerning the vessel 
and instrumentation, followed by the data resulting from the test in graphic 
form. The nominal thickness and wire spacing, designated t and s respectively, 
are given in the captions for each section. Those data which were obviously 
in error were discarded in order to reduce the volume of material. Some 
editing of data was performed where it was apparent that the zero for strain 
shifted, or that an error was made in a reading. The data consists first of 
deflection information and then concrete strains, circumferential reinforce-
ment strains, and changes in longitudinal reinforcement force. The strain 
and force measurements presented were started after prestress was completed, 
and therefore are the result of appl ication of internal pressure. 
Development of leaks prevented completion of tests PV6, pv8, 
and PV11 on the first try. These vessels were resealed and retested; 
a third attempt was required for pv6 and a fourth for PVll before failure 
B2 
was attained. For these three vessels complete data for only the first 
tests are presented. The seal ing details, center deflection of the end 
s·-l a-b; ·-a hd c-harrge-j n--lbad-- iff tne--lori-~ri tTid iha-r---rei rifbrc·emeiit- are pre sent-ed 
for the fin a 1 t est a s we 1 1 • 
The same general arrangement of instrumentat ion was used for tests 
PVl through PV5. A different but consistent arrangement of strain gage 
locations was used for tests pv6 through PV16 except for PV14 which was 
different from the other two arrangements. The locations of the gages 
for each test vessel are shown in the appendix and minor changes in 
instrumentation may be detected in the descriptive material. 
B3 




Mark Casting Prestressing Prestressing Testing 
PVl 8-17-67 9-23 -67 10-16 -67 10-27-67 
PV2 8-23-67 9-23 -67 12-1-67 12-6-67 
PV3 11-16-6) 12-15 -67 12-19-67 12-22-67 
pv4 11-29-67 12-15 -67 1 -2-68 1-5 -68 
PV5 12 -18-67 1-9-68 1 ··16 -68 1 -19 -68 
pv6 12.~22-6 7 1-9 -68 1-29 -68 2-2-68 
pV6 .. 1 2-6-68 2-8-68 
PV6 •. 2 2-8-68 2-8-68 
PV7 1-4-68 -1 -22-68 2 ... 22 ... 68 2-27-68 
pv8 1 ... 1 0-68 1-22-68 3';20-68 3 -26 ... 68 
pv8 e 1 3-;27-68 3-28-68 
PV9 4-17-f)-8 5-2-68 6-26-68 6-27-68 
PV10 4-24-68 5-2-68 6-17-68 6 -18-68 
PV11 7-15-68 7-31-68 9-11 ... 68 9-17-68 
PV 11 " 1 9-23 -68 9-25-68 
PV11,,'2 
PV 11 .. 3 
PV12 7 ... 19-68 - ·7-31-68 .10-10-68 10-16 ... 68 
PV13 8-14-68 9-4-6.8 11 -1-68 11 -6 ... 68 
pV14 8 ... 19 -68 . 9-4-68' . 11-21-68 12-4-68 
12-2-68 
PV15 11 -7-68 11-26-68 12-13 -68 12-16 ... 68 
PV16 11 -1 2 ... 68 11 -26 -68 1 -3 -69 1 ... 28 -69 
1 ... 24-69 
B4 
TABLE B2 
PROPERTIES OF THE TEST VESSELS 
Slab Wall Circum. Prestress Lons. Prestress Concrete 
Mark Thickness Thickness Wire Wire Force Tendon Number Total Compo Tens. Young's 
o ia. Spacing per Wire Type a Force Strength Strength Mod. 
in. in. in. in. kips kips psi ps i 1 06 ps i 
PVl 6 5 0.192 1.0 4.55 Rod 10 388 5680 432 402 
PV2 6 5 0.192 1.0 4045 Strand 24 388 4955 398 3.5 
PV3 7.5 5 0.192 1.0 4.68 Strand 24 392 6250 450 4.2 
pv4 6 5 0.102 0067 4.49 Strand 24 583 5680 380 4.2 
PV5 7.5 5 0.192 0.67 4.59 Strand 24 524 6250 439 4.1 
pv6 9 5 0.192 0.67 4.51 Strand 30 606 5805 398 4.1 
6.1 4.48 639 
6.2 4.47 22 469 
PV7 9 5 0.192 0.33 4.23 Strand 30 693 6720 506 4.6 
pv8 7.5 5 0.192 0.33 4.09 Strand 30 6211 7230 443 4.8 
8.1 700 
PV9 9 5 0.192 0.33 4.10 Strand 30 750 7140 446 4.3 
PVIO 7.5 5 0.192 0033 4.12 Strand 30 750 7005 394 4.0 
PV 11 7.5 7.5 0.250 0.25 6.06 Rod 30b 694 6830 504 4.5 
11.1 5.72 1030 
PV12 10 7.5 0.250 0.25 5073 Rod 30 727 5860 456 4.4 
PV13 12.5 7.5 0.250 0.25 5.82 Rod 60 1356 6750 490 4.2 
PV14 15 7.5 0.250 0.25 5056 Rod 60 1370 6880 465 4.3 
PV15 7.5 7.5 0.250 0.25 6.47 Rod 60 1200 7340 531 4.2 
PV16 10 7.5 0.250 0.25 5.94 Rod 60 1995 7450 518 4.0 
a0075-in. round Stressteel rods or 0.5-in. round seven,..wi re strand 


















































































































































































bRatio of circumferential prestressing force per unit length to the internal diameter 
CRatio of total longitudinal prestressing force to area of cavity at a transverse section 
F: Flexural failure of end slab 
S: Shear failure of end siab 
L: Liner leakage 
FL: Test stopped by liner leakage at incipient failure in flexure 
CL: Leakage caused by circumferential cracking in the side wall 
VL: Leakage caused by longitudinal cracking in the side wall 
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81. Test Vessel PVl 
Test vessel PVl was cast from ready-mix concrete and was nearly 
two months old at the time of the test. When the form was struck. a 
circumferential crack in the side wall i"mrnediately below the end slab was 
observed inside the specimen. The cause of this crack was evidently the 
settlement of the concrete after casting while it was still plastic. 
The testing of PVl was completed without any problems. The test 
chamber had been 1 ined with 3/4-in. plywood, and the hatch was covered with 
a singie layer of steel netting. 80th of these measures proved to be 
insufficient to restrain the force of the explosion when the vessel failed 
at 295 psi. A photograph showing the damage is given in Fig. 81.21a. 
The entire test lasted about three hours. The pressure was 
increased in increme~ts of 25 psi up to 100 psi, when the increment of 
loading was decreased to 20 psi. The final cracking mode is illustrated 
by a photograph of the pieces of the end slab which were reassembled after 
the test (Fig. 81.21b). 
Vessel PVl was prestressed longitudinally with 3/4-in. Stressteel 
rods. Nine of the ten rods in the vessel had been instrumented with strain 
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B2 Test Vessel PV2 (t = 6 ina, s = 1.0 in.) 
Test vessel PV2 was cast from ready-mix concrete. As in 
PVl a circumferential crack at the junction of the slab and skirt was 
observed inside the specimen when the form was struck. 
After the testing of PV1, the test chamber was 1 ined with O.S-in. 
thick steel plate rather than plywood. A television camera was installed so 
mat the head of PV2 could be observed during the test. The first crack on 
the outside of the slab was visible at 170 psi. A second crack became 
visible at about 220 psi. 
This test also required about 3 hours for completion. The 
first load increment was 20 psi followed by increments of 10 psi up to 
the maximum pressure reached which was 240 psi. The vessel had a small 
leak throughout the test and loading could not be continued to failure. 
The maximum deflection at the center of the head was O.B-in. when the 
test had to be stopped. 
Vessel PV2 was longitudinally reinforced with twenty-four O.S-in. 
diameter seven-wire strands. None of the strands were equipped with load 
cells e The vessel was sealed the same way as PVl except for an extra layer 
of neoprene on the inside of the end slab which was cut to fit between the 
gage wires on the end slab in order to make the inside neoprene layer more 
smooth. 
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FIG. B2.j8 LOCATION OF LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT 
8.3 a 
B3 Test Vesse1 PV3 (t = 7 1/2 in., s = 1.0 in.) 
Test vessel PV3 was the first vessel cast from concrete mixed 
in the laboratory. It was free of cracks at the time of the test" 
About three hours were required for the teste Loading was 
increased in increments of 20 psi until the vessel failed at 37G psi. 
No problems were encoyntered with the liner, which was sealed in the same 
manner as PV2. The block-out inside the vessel also failed when the vessel 
failed. The blackout, which was a closed steel cyl inder filled with vermicul ite 
concrete, developed a leak during the course of the test o When the pressure 
surrounding the vessel was reduced by failure of the vessel, the gas trapped 
inside the block-out caused it to burst. 
The longitudinal tendons were GeS-in. strand in PV3. Load cells 
were placed on nine of the twenty-four strands and were monitored during the 
test. The crack pattern in the end slab is illustrated by a photograph of 
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84 Test Vessel PV4 (t = 4 in., s = 2/3 ina) 
Test vessel pv4 was tested in the manner described for PVl through 
PV3 with no unusual occurrences. It was cast of concrete mixed in the 
laboratory and had no visible cracks at the time of the test. 
Nearly four and one-half hours were required to test pv4 as 
loading proceeded in 20 psi increments to a pressure of 310 psi, when the 
increment of loading was decreased to 10 psi until the vessel failed at 
390 psi. No problems were encountered with the gas seal. The block-out 
used in pv4 was a steel cylinder filled with water. 
Twelve of the twenty-four strands were equipped with loa.d cells 
and were monitored during the test. The crack pattern in the end slab is 
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FIG. S4.20 APPLIED PRESSURE vs INCREASE IN LOAD IN DYNAMOMETER NO.9 IN PV4 
FIG. B4.tJ REASSEMBLED END SLAB OF PV4 
85 Test Vessel PV5 (t = 7 1/2 in., s = 2/3 in.) 
Test vessel PV5 was also tested with no unusual difficulties. 
It had no vis~ble cracks before the test. 
About three hours were required to test PV5 •. Internal pressure was 
in~reased in increments of 50 psi up to a pressure of 200 psi. Loading then 
proceeded in 25 psi increments until the vessel failed at 465 psi. The 
crack pattern in the end slab is illustrated in Fig. 85.22. 
The longitudinal tendons and the method of seal ing were the same 
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s6 Test Vessel pv6 (t = 9 in. s = 2/3 in.) 
Test vessel pv6 was cast using concrete mixed in the laboratory. 
It was free of visible cracks at the time of the test. The longitudinal 
prestress was provided by thirty strands. On the first attempt to test 
pv6, the pressure was increased in 50 psi increments to a pressure of 250 
psi. Twenty-five psi increments were added until the pressure reached 450 
psi. Pressure was increased in 10 psi increments until a leak in the seal 
prevented a further increase in pressure at 570 psi. Data for only the first 
attempt at testing pv6 is presented with the exception of the pressure-
deflection curve for the center of the end slab and the change in load in 
one longitudinal strand on the final test of the vessel. Figure S6.2 shows 
the seal ing detail used for the first attempt. The adhesive used on this 
vessel was a 1 inoleum cement. Figure S6.19a shows the crack pattern that 
had developed in the end slab when the test was halted. 
Vessel pv6 was removed from the test chamber and taken off the four-in& 
steel plate so that the 1 iner could be modified as shown in Fig. s6.3. The 
modifications included an additional layer of neoprene o~ the end slab and 
the replacement of the neoprene on the side wall. Rubber cement was used 
as the adhesive in this case. The vessel was ag~in ~ecured to the four-In. 
plate with thirty strands. 
The second attempt to reach the ultimate capacity of the vessel 
was frustrated when severe leaking prevented an increase in pressure beyond 
585 psi 0 Visual examination of the vessel under 300 psi internal pressure 
disclosed a longitudinal crack about mid-height of the vessel near the SW 
meridian. The crack was less than 0.005 in. wide. 
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In order to proceed with the test, eight of the thirty longitudinal 
strands were removed before it was pressurized for the third time. The 
layout of longitudinal reinforcement is shown in Fig. B6 e 18. Pressure was 
increased in 100 psi increments to failure at a pressure of 400 psi. Fifty 
psi increments were added from 400 psi until the vessel failed at 555 psi. 
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B7 Test Vessel PV7 (t = 9.0 in., s = 1/3 in.) 
Test vessel PV7 was cast in the laboratory and was uncracked prior 
to prestressing. The circumferential prestressing appl ied to the vessel 
caused a band of circumferential cracks to develop on the outside of the 
vessel between seven and nine in. from the top. A corresponding band of 
cracks developed from twelve to nineteen in. below the top on the inside of 
the ve?sel. Four longitudinal cables stressed nominally to 24 kips were 
placed on the vessel to arrest further crack development during the interim 
between the prestressing operation and assembly of the test setup. 
The 1 iner for PV7 was modified considerably from the one that had 
been used previously. Figure B7.2 is a detail of the liner that was used 
for PV7. A one-half-in. thick layer of hydrocal was placed on the inside 
of the end slab to provide a smooth surface over strain gages. A 0.017-in. 
sheet of aluminum was attached to the ~ide wall in the hope of bridging 
small pores or cracks more effectively. The round O-ring.was replaced by 
one with a triangular cross se,ct ion, and the .neoprene sheets were lapped 
about one in. at the junction of the end slab and side wall in an effort 
to improve the performance of the seal in that vicinity. Rubber cement was 
used as the adhesive to hold both the aluminum and heoprene in place. Thirty 
Oe5-in. strands were used for longitudinal reinforcement in the test. 
The testing of PV7 was carried out with no difficulty. About 
two hours were required for the entire test as loading proceeded in 50 psi 
increments to an internal pressure of 750 psi. Twenty-five psi increments 
were added up to a pressure of 800 psi. At 800 psi the deflection at midspan 
was creeping steadily. Therefore, the pressure was increased continuously 
until the vessel fail~d at 870 psi •. The reassembled end slab is shown in 
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FIG .. S].17 PIECES OF THE END SLAB OF PV7 
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88 Test Vessel pv8 (t = 7 1/2 in., s = 1/3 in.) 
The same crack pattern observed in PV7 after circumferential 
~estressing was evident in pv8 e In pv8 the band of circumferential 
hairl ine cracks on the outside of the vessel was from six to seven in. 
below the top of the vessel. The band of hairline cracks on the inside 
of the vessel was from ten to sixteen in. below the top of the end slab. 
Fo~r longitudinal tendons with a load of 24 kips in each were placed on 
the vessel to arrest further cracks development. 
A detail of the 1 iner used on the first attempt to test PV8 
is shown in Fig. 88.2. No sheet metal was placed on the end slab. The 
1 iner was fabricated by fitting the sheets of neoprene over a form of the same 
dimensions as the inside of the vessel G The joints at the end slab and 
the side wall was made by lapping the sheets of neoprene and applying 
rubber cement to contact surfaces. The neoprene 1 iner was placed in the 
vessel as a unit and attached fo thea 1 urn inl.fmand hydroca 1 with rubber 
cement. A one-half-in. wide strip of rubber tape was placed around the 
periphery of the vessel at the joint between the one-in. ring and'the 
neoprene 1 iner. The longitudinal prestressing force was provided by 
thirty strands. A load cell was placed on each strand. 
The first attempt at testing PV8 was not successful. Pressure 
was increased in 100 psi increments to a pressure of 200 psi and in 50 psi 
increments until a leak prevented further increase in pressure at 625 psi. 
Deflection and strain reading~ suggest that the vessel was close to failure 
when the test was stopped. The deflection at the center of the end slab 
8100 
reached 0.79 in., and the strains in the prestressing wire were of a 
magnitude that the top three layers were loose when the vessel was 
depressurized. 
The method of seal ing pv8 for the second attempt is shown in 
Fig. 88.3. The neoprene on the walls was omitted and the O-ring method of 
seal ing the joint at the end slab was employed. Thirty strands were used for 
longitudinal prestressing. 
One hundred psi load increments were applied until the internal 
pressure reached 400 psi. The pressure was then increased to 450 psi in 
25 psi increments. Readings were taken again at 500 psi. Loading was 
increased continuously until the vessel failed at 640 psi. A photograph 
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FIG. 8B.14 APPLIED PRESSIJ'{E vs LONGITUDINAL STRAIN ON THE INSIDE OF 
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FIG. s8.15 APPLIED PRESSIJ'{E vs STRAIN IN THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL PRESTRESS 
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FIG. B8.20 REASSEMBLED END SLAB OF PV8 
8116 
89 Test Vessel PV9 (t = 9 in., s = 1/3 in.) 
Test vessel PV9 was cast in the laboratory and was uncracked 
prior to prestressing. After circumferential prestressing a crack was 
observed on the inside of the vessel from five to six in. below the end 
slab and seven to n i-ne- in G be low the top on the outs ide e 
A detail of the 1 iner is shown in Fig. 89.2 and is similar to the 
sealing detail successfully employed in vessel PVIO, which was tested before 
PV9. The longitudinal prestressing~forcewas provided by thirty strands. 
Th i s ve sse 1. wa s f i 11 e d com p 1 e tel y wit h wa t e r • The wa t e r pre s sur e 
was increased by pumping oil into a buffer'tank which w~s, c6nhect~d to the 
cavity of th~'vesse1. 
Pressure was 'increased in 50-psi increments to 85,0 ps'j'and then 
in smaller increments until failure at 887 psi. Failure occurred when the 
circumferential wire'broke. Advanced necking was obse:rved inse~eral wraps 
, , 
on oppos ite 5 ides of the vessel. After failure the end s lab was observed to 
be heavily cracked with'.'ve:r'tical cracks on the side., The cracks at the center 
of the end slab were about one-half ·iri. wide atthetime of failure. The 
deflection at the center of the end slab reached 0.61 in. A photograph 
showing the crack pattern of the end slab after failure is shown in Fig. 89.14. 
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fIG. B9.4 LOCATION Of DEFLECTION GAGES ON PV9 
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FIG. 89.10 (cont'd) CONCRETE STRAINS, VESSEL PV9 
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FIG. B9.11 APPLIED PRESSURE vs STRAIN IN CIRCUMFERENTIAL PRESTRESS WIRE AT THE S-ENO 
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FIG. B9.13 APPLIED PRESSURE vs INCREASE IN LOAD IN 












BI0 Test Vessel PVIO (t = 7.5 inG, s = 1/3 in.) 
Test vessel PVI0 was cast without any visible flaws. After 
circumferential prestressing, it developed two cricumferential cracks. 
One was on the outside approximately seven in. from the top. The other 
was on the inside approximately ten in. from the top. 
Vessel PVIO was the first specimen tested hydraul ically. The 
vessel was pressurized with a hydraul ic pump connected to the vessel through 
a buffer tank. The vessel cavity was filled with water before the test. 
The 1 iner detail was changed significantly from pv8 and is shown 
in Fig. BIO.2. The aluminum liner was assembled outside the vessel and then 
dropped in place. A mechanical interlock was made at the end slab joint 
and at the lap in the wall. Both joints were tinned flat. A neoprene 
1 iner and a 0.7S-in. neoprene O-ring was added as in previous vessels. The 
neoprene wall and end slab pieces butted at the end slab joint but did 
not lapQ Thirty strands were used for longitudinal reinforcement~ 
Pressure was increased in 50-psi increments to 600 psi. The 
vessel began to leak sl ightly at 600 psi but it was still possible to 
pressurize the vessel using the vertical deflection of the end slab as a 
loading crfterion. The load decreased during the reading of the gages but 
the deflections did not change significantly. Failure occurred at 737 psi 
when the prestressing wire failed. A photograph showing the crack pattern 
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FIG. 810.5 DEFLECTION PROFILES OF THE END SLAB ALONG THE N-S 
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FIG. 810.10 (cont'd) CONCRETE STRAINS, VESSEL PV10 
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FIG. BIO.11 APPLIED PRESSURE vs STRAIN IN CIRCUMFERENTIAL PRESTRESS WIRE AT THE S-END OF THE 
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FIG. 610.14 END SLAB AFTER FAILURE 
B139 
811 Test Vessel PV11 (t = 7.5 in., s = 1/4 in.) 
Test vessel PV11 was cast in the laboratory and was uncracked 
~rior to prestressing. After circumferential prestressing a crack was 
observed on the inside of the vessel at 13.5 in. from th~ top. The 1/4-in. 
circumferential prestressing wire was wrapped continuously so that cracking 
on the outside could not be observed. 
The liner detail was similar to the one used for PV9 and PV100 
The aluminum 1 iner was temporarily sealed ~nd pressed into place with 
70 psi air pressure before the neoprene was put on. A combination of 28 
stressteel rods and two strands were used for the longitudinal prestressing. 
Pressure was increased in lOa-psi increments up to 1600 psi, 
when a seal blew in the gas regulator causing a leak. The pressure decreased 
to 250 psi while a higher capacity regulator was being installed. When 
repressurizing was attempted, it was found that the seal ing in the vessel 
had failed. The vessel had a well developed system of radial cracks. A 
new 3/4-ino a-ring was installed after the old a-ring and caulking were 
removed. A second test was attempted and a pressure of 1830 psi was reached 
over a period of about 2 hours. At that pressure a leak in the 1 iner became 
so severe that further increase in pressure was impossible. Center deflection 
was about 0.15 in" 
The vessel was resealed which involved removing the a-ring and 
neoprene from the end slab surface and pouring a one-in. thick layer of 
hydrocaLover .. the .. 8xp.osed .. alumLnumL.IhJs hydr.oc.al_wascovered. wIth alum i num 
and neoprene and a new 3/4-in. a-ring was installed. It was hoped that the 
additional hydrocal would move the corner seal away from the actual corner 
8140 
of the vessel ~d minimize deformations in the seal o This time 30 stressteel 
rods were used for prestressi~g. 
The vessel was again tested and reached 1980 psi in 45 minutes 
withonly deflection readings being taken. The vessel leaked again. The 
leak was determined to be in the end slab since no water was being expelled. 
It was a small leak. The regulator was bypassed and the gas supply flowed 
directly from a 2600 psi nitrogentbottle into the specimen. The vessel 
failed at 2040 psi in about five minutes while reading the center deflection. 
A photograph showing the type of failure is shown in Fig. 811.13. Data 
from only the first test is presented with the exception of the load 
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FIG. Bl1.8 CONCRETE STRAI~. VESSEL PVJl 
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FIG. B 11.8 (cont I d) CONCRETE STRAINS, VESSEL PV II, 
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FIG. BII.9 APPLIED PRESSURE vs STRAIN IN CIRCUMFERENTIAL PRESTRESS WIRE AT THE S-END OF THE N-S 
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FIG. B11.13 END SLAB AFTER FAILURE 
B152 
812 Te s t Ve s se 1 PV 1 2 (t = 1 0 in., s = 1/4 i n e) 
Test vessel PV12 was cast in the laboratory and was uncracked 
prior to prestressing. After circumferential prestressing a crack was 
observed on the inside of the vessel at 19 in. below the top. 
The liner detail was changed significantly for this vessel and 
the resulting seal ing detail was used on all the following tests. The sealing 
detail is shown in Fig. 812.1 The longitudinal prestressing was provided by 
30 stressteel rods. 
Nitrogen gas was used to pressurize the vessel in 250-psi increments 
up to 2250 psi. Since the nitrogen gas bottles used had a maximum pressure 
of 2600 psi, they had a 1 imited capacity above 2000 psi. Therefore, oil 
pressure was used above 2250 psi with the help of a fully charged gas bottle. 
The pressure was increased to 2650 psi at which time the seal in the base 
was broken. It was found that a one-in. long piece of the small a-ring 
in the base had been extruded and the remainder had been partially extruded 
as shown in Fig e B 12 .12a G Figure 8120 12b shows the ·crack pattern of the end 
slab after the test. 
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813 Test Vessel PV13 (t = 1205 ina, s = 1/4 in.) 
This vessel was provided with an additional row of longitudinal 
reinforcement (Fig. 1.2). To accommodate the second row of reinforcement, 
two donut shaped plates of 1 1/4-in. thick steel were cut and drilled for two 
circles of rods. Centerlines of the rod circles were at diameters of 29 in. 
and 43-3/8 in. The inner diameter of the plate was 26 in. and the outer 
diameter was 45 in. One plate was placed on top of the specimen and one 
below the four-in. steel closure plate. The plate on the top was bedded 
in Hydrocal to provide a smooth bearing surface. Longitudinal prestressing 
was provided with 60 stressteel rods. Figure B13.10 shows PV13 in the test 
shed before the test. 
A detail of the 1 iner is shown in Fig. B13.1 and is basically the 
same as for PV12 except that two expansion ridges were formed into the copper 
1 iner near the joint with the end slab piece. 
The vessel was tested with nitrogen gas and reached a pressure of 
3450 psi before the seal between the base plate and one-in. seal ring was 
lost. (After testing PV12, 6000 ... psi gas bottles were used.) After the vessel 
was taken apart, the a-ring in the closure plate was found to be feathered 
as in PV12. Radial cracks were visibie in the end of the side waii. Twenty-
three of the rod holes had cracks running through them. These cracks were 
visible for about 10 to 15 in. up the side wall. There were 3 rings of 
circumferential cracks at about 12 in., 18 in., and 23 in. from the base of 
the side wall on the inside. The dial gages ori the top of the vessel did 
not record any significant deflections. Gage 12, located 17.5 in. from the 
base, indicated a deflection of 0.158 in. at failure. Deflection-pressure curves 
and deflection profiles are therefore not shown for this test. 
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814 Test Vessel pV14 (t = 15 in., s = 1/4 in .. ) 
Since PV13 had not developed an end slab failure, pV14 was used 
to test the circumferential prestress wire and the side wall capacity. 
Two vertical grooves (3/4 in. x 3/8 in.) were cut in the inside 
of the side wall at 1800 apart and were intended to be crack initiators. 
Small grooves were made across the main grooves at 2 in., 9 in., 17 in., 
and 24 in. from the base of the side wall. A-12 concrete gages were located 
in these grooves perpendicular to the main crack. The locations of gages on 
the circumferential reinforcement are shown in Fig. 81403 and Fig. 814.4. 
The gages on the west half of the vessel were at the same level as the 
concrete gages. Deflection measurements were taken on the side of the 
vessel at nine locations as shown in Figo 814.2 None were taken on the top. 
The longitudinal prestressing was similar to that of vessel PV13e 
The vessel was pressurized in increments of 250 psi up to 2000 
psi, increased to 500-psi increments up to 3000 psi, and reduced increments up 
to fai lure .. A small leak occurred at th$ beginning bf the test up to 3000 
psi but then suddently stopped and there was no more leakage until failure 
occurred at 3690 psi. 
After the test, observed to be heavily cracked -~.-! dlJU 
five of the rod holes had collapsed onto the rods. Small radial cracks were 
visible through all of the rod holes after the vessel was broken up, but 
many of these were not visible on the side of the vessel. A circumferential 
crack with a diameter of 35 in. was visible in the end of the side wall. 
No cracks were visible in the top of the end slab. 
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FIG. B14.14 VESSEL pV14 READY TO BE TESTED 
8180 
815 Test Vessel PV15 (t = 705 in., s = 1/4 ine) 
Test vessel PV15 was cast with two rows of rod holes with 
diameters of 29 in. and 34 ina Due to the congestion of vertical prestresslng 
on the end slab, it was impossible to use the three in. by three in. bearing 
plates. Instead, the 1-1/4 in. thick steel plates used for PV13 and PV14 
was used. It was necessary to drill another set of holes "for the outside 
set of rodsa The top plate was slotted between the rod holes to reduce the 
radial restraint from the steel ring when the end slab segments rotated. 
Sixty stressteel rods were used for the longitudinal prestressing. 
Dial gages land 7 were omitted. PV15 was sealed in the same manner as the 
previous three vessels." 
The vess"el was loaded in 200-psi increments up to a pressure of 1600 
psi and then the increments were reduced to 100 psi until failure occurred at 
2300 psi. The vessel failed about fiveminutes after loading had stopped 
at this pressure. Cracks were clearly visible in the end slab at 1800 psi 
as seen via the closed circuit TV. The center of the end slab punched 
out in a shear failure with all three 1 iners in the end slab sheared along 
the circumference of the hole as shown in Fig. 815.12. 
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FIG. B15.12 END SLAB AND LINER AFTER FAILURE FOR PV15 
816 Test Vessel pV16 (t = 10 in., s = 1/4 in.) 
Test vessel PV16 was cast in the same manner as PV15. The seal ing 
details and longitudinal prestressing were also the same. Due to unfore-
seeable delays the vessel was prestressed 25 days before the test was conducted. 
During that period the vessel was represtressed twice. 
The vessel was loaded with gas and failed abou~ five minutes after 
a load of 3200 psi had been obtained. The creep in the vertical deflection 
gage at 3200 psi was quite large and increasing in speed. After the test 
it was noticed that two of the outer circle prestress rods stripped their 
threads during the latter stages of the test. Figure 816.12 shows the end 
slab after failure. 
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FIG. 916 .. 12 END SLAB AFTER FAILURE 

APPENDIX C 
STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL REINFORCEMENT 
C1 Description of the Tests 
Analysis of the data from pressure tests of the vessels 
indicated that failure occurred in the circumferential prestress wire at 
an average strain much less than that which resulted in failure of wire 
specimens tested in direct tension. This premature wire fracture appeared 
to be caused by a concentration of strain at cracks in the concrete vessel 
walls. Tests were performed to check this observationo 
A re inforced concrete disk was cast with a joi nt on a diameter 
to simulate a crack in the end slab of a test vessel. The concrete disk 
is shown in Fig. C1. Prestressing wire with a O.192-in. diameter was wrapped 
around the disk, and the two halves of the disk were forced apart with a 
hydraul ic jack, forcing the crack to open and at the same time imposing 
additional strain in the prestressing wire. During the tests the concrete 
disk lay on three-inch diameter pipe rollers to reduce friction between 
the disk and floor, and was held parallel to the floor with a steel channel 
section OIer the disk and loosely attached to the floor. 
Opening of the crack was measured at both ends of the diameter 
with dial gages and the wire in the vicinity of the crack at one end of the 
diameter was instrumented with electrical resistance type strain gages. 
Also the force required to push the halves of the concrete disk apart was 
measured .. 
C2 
Three tests were performed with this arrangement. There was only 
one wrap of wire around the disk e A prestressing force was appl ied to the 
wire before the halves of the concrete disk were forced apart. This pre-
stress force was appl ied with the arrangement shown in Fig. C2 and a load 
cell was used under the prestress jack to measure the force appl ied and 
the change of force at the ends of the wire during the teste The strain 
gages were placed on the wire after the prestressing force was applied.· 
The jack used to force the halves of the concrete disk apart was placed off 
center 1/2 in. to assure that fracture of the wire occurred on the side 
which was instrumented. 
C2. Shear Stress Between the Wire and Concrete 
An analysis of the relation between shear force along the wire 
and variation of stress in the wire may be made if certain simp1 ifying 
assumptions are made. Assume that there is some prestress in the wire 
which is applied without obtaining a shear stress between the wire and 
concrete so that the prestress force is uniform. The equil ibrium of a 
section of wire between a crack and the point one-half the distance to the 
next crack, as shown in Fig. C3 is then investigated. Distance along the 
wire, x, is measured from the cracka Let F be the force at x in the wire~ 
x 
F the inilial force in the wire, ~ the coefficient of friction between 
o 
the wire and concrete, and R the radius of the concrete disk about which 
o 
the wire is wrapped. From Fig. C3 it is apparent that the rate of change 












= L dx R 
o 
Integrat~on of this expression yields 
log F + C = L x 
x R 
o 
(C 1 ) 
At x ~ 0, F is equal to the force in the wire at the crack, F , which 
x 0 




x L F = R 
o 0 
R F 




The wire on the test vessel approaches the conditions assumed 
in this analysis more nearly than does that in the wire friction tests 
described in the last section. In the wir~friction tests the opening of the 
cracks was much larger so that the movement between the wire and concrete 
was greater. One would expect this to affect the friction coefficient between 
the two surfaces since· the movement would alter the surface characteristics 
of the concrete. The wire in these tests was prestressed by pull in9 the ends 
of the wlre around the concrete disk as explained earl ier. This prestress 
c4 
caused a friction force between the wire and concrete in the direction 
opposite to that which would occur when the two halves of the disk are 
pushed apart on the section of wire which was gaged. As the halves of the 
disk are pushed apart, this initial shear stress must be rel ieved before 
any strain can be appl ied to the wire. Since the strain gages are appl ied 
with th is reversed shear stress in the wire, the initial wire strain 
will appear to be a compression, though it is actually a sl ight rel ief 
of some of the initial tension in the wire. 
The difference in force in the wire at a crack and away from the 
crack must result from friction between the wire and concrete. The maximum 
va 1 ue of th is force depends u;-::·on the coeff i c i ent of fr i ct i on between the two 
surfaces,and the distance between the cracks since the friction force will 
build up only over one-half the distance to the next crack. If the shear 
force is sufficient to cause the strainat the crack to be in the plastic 
range while that away from the crack is still below this range, then 
additional strain will be concentrated at the crack. 
C3 Results of the Tests 
Though there are certain basic differences between the conditions 
at the crack in the wire test and in the vessel tests, the pertinent 
basic information for understanding the wire behavior at a crack can be 
obtained from the wire tests. It is seen from ~ig. C4, C5, and c6 that 
there is a definite strain concentration in the vicinity of a crack. In 
these graphs the varration of strain with distance from the crack is shown 
for several load increments for the three tests. The magnitude of strain 
C5 
concentration at the crack recorded in these tests depends to a large 
measure on whether a strain gage was located very near the failure region 
in the wire" The magnitude is sufficient, however, to cause failure of 
the wire to occur at the crack, and in Fig. c6 for example, when the load 
was maximum the highest strain read near the crack was 0.022 while that 
read at 7 in. from the crack was 0.0066. 
Any numerical value of strain concentration given must be based 
on an arbitrary definition of what is meant by strain concentration; that 
is, on what level of strain the concentration is based since the strain is 
varying continuously along the wire. Also, the concentration of strain will 
depend on the spacing of cracks, the force in the wire, and on the coefficient 
of friction between the wire and concrete. In the test vessels the cracks 
were closely spaced so the results obtained from these friction tests 
probably represent an upper 1 imit on the concentration factors, but the 
coefficient of friction should be representative of that in the test vessel @ 
In Fig. c4, C5, and c6 the curves are lab~led with the forces 
at the crack found from the difference in the load cell forces. If these 
forces are assumed to be correct and a straight line is drawn to average 
the points from the crack out to 31 in. to the right for the curve labeled 
4400 lb in Fig. C4, the difference in force can be found from this strain 
difference. This force difference is found to be 2100 lb and the force at 
31 in. from the crack is then 2300 lb. Substitution of these forces into 
Eq .. C2 gives 
20 in. 
31 in .. 
2300 1 b 
log 4400 1 b = 0.42 
c6 
This value appears high. In Ref. C1 a value of approximately 0.33 is 
reported. Figure A7 shows the stress-strain curve for the 0.192 in. 
prestress wire. A stress of 230 ksi is well within the yield range while 
220 ksi is well below the flat portion of the curve. This difference of 
10 ksi represents a force difference of 290 lb. If a force of 4400 lb is 
assumed at the crack (certainly a lower limit) and a value of ~ = 0.33, 
then the distance required to obtain this force difference may be found 
from Eq .. C2 
0.33 20 in. 4110 x log IjIj:Qo' 
x=4.1 in., 
It is apparent that sQfficient force difference could be developed in the 
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STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR LUMPED-PARAMETER ELEMENT 
The stiffness matrix for a typical node m is 
[ k ] = 2 rcr ( L L /2 [ k ] 
m m r z m 
The element of the s~mmetric matrix k are given by 
. m 
k31 = 0 
k32 = (1/Lr Lz )C 12 - (1/2rmLz )C 23 
2 
... 2(1/2r L )C, ... + 2 k33 = (l/L )C'1 (1/4r . )C 3'" r I I . m r 1.5 m .5 
= 0 
02 
k71 = 0 
k72 = -(1/Lr Lz )C 12 -(1/2rmLz )C 23 
k82 = k83 = a 
2 k84 = -(l/Lr )C44 
k85.= -k81 
k86 = k87 = 0 
k88 ~ -k84 
APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
The computer program used in this study consists of a MAIN 
routine and a number of SUBROUTINES and FUNCTIONS. The MAIN routine is 
the control routine of the program in which various SUBROUTINES for 
reading of input parameters, computation of topological informations, 
ass.igning of joint displacement unknown numbers, generation of the 
stiffness matrix for the complete structure (equil ibrium equations), 
calculation of joint loads for a specifie~ pressure level, solution of 
equil ibrium equations, computation of strains and stresses, etc. are 
called in. Calcu1ation of various pressure levels corresponding to the 
cracking stress or the cracking strain at a flexible node is also 
performed in the MAIN routine. 
The computation of the stiffness matrix for the complete 
structure which is an intermediate major step in the program is performed 
by the use of several SUBROUTINES. These SUBROUTINES generate the 
material property matrix (in elastic or in cracking state), the boundary 
condition matrix (if the node is on the boundary), and the element 
stiffness matrix for each flexible node. The individual stiffness 
matrices are then assembled in appropria~e manner to obtain the stiff-
ness matrix (equil ibrium equations) of the complete structure. The 
terms. in each row of the stiffness matrix between the first and the last 
non-zero columns are then stored on the DRUM (an auxil iary storage 
device). 
When a crack is initiated at a flexible node or when it is 
propagated to another node, the equil ibrium equations which are affected 
E2 
by the presence of the crack are regenerated and restored on the DRUM 
for subsequent use. The program maintains a table of information regarding 
the state of cracking at the flexible nodes (cracking history). This 
table is updated at the end of each pressure level and it is printed 
in order to provide the cracking sequence throughout the study. In 
addition to this table, the displacements, the strains, and the stresses 
are also updated at the end of each pressure level. 
The program is coded in FORTRAN IV language and it is used on 
the IBM System 360/75 of the University of III inoise The number of 
equil ibrium equations which can be solved naturally depends on the 
storage capacity of the computer. However, due to repeated modification 
and solution of the equil ibrium equations, solution of a large number 
of equations' is not economical. 
:. (a) 
*** •• +***~* •• ************.******~.* •• ** •••• * •• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MA TN 
~*~*.~.~.*.**.*.*****.+******.*.******.* ••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••• 
• _lI~MON ALR. AL.Z. T [C. I t:.C. JI "' • .JEp.EC. H.OEL-P.L-RC ,L-R,L-G.L-PI.ltL-CVC,PR. 
PHp.MIO,NIO. AK. ITOT!. I TOT.NQ.KO.KL.OW.KHIGH.K~oI(OR'-lo.Jo lA, 
.JA.NL..CON.ER~.CF.PRFI.PRF2.pWF3.~RF4.L.OCAToL.AOO.L.CL.'$IGN 
• C I. CE. C I. C2. C:3. C4. I CR,.JCR.L.P~CSioL-CIl.P • ..JTOT o,HOT 10 f:CR I T. 
EXCF.SIGICR.TPLATE.TCYL.DR.IICMI.IICPI.L.I • ..JORUM 
~"';M"~ON AI 1::'0) .6(53000) .UI!:iJ.BI) .W(53.BI "N~f 1800) .NC( 1800) .Cf •• ). 
SI 1800) .MSI I aoo I .IH 53 I.SuMR( !!I3) .0IFFRf!:iJ) .,IIR( G!O I.AL.lllf20 I. 
Fl...p I 20 I • PZP f cO I • UC I 41 • WC (" ) • 5RIJO ( 10) • EJ;lPO 1 10) • ~JfPO C 101 • 
EZPO( 10) .STPO( 10) .e:TPOI 101 .5RZII'IO( I 0) .e;RZPOI 101.$ IPOI 10). 
E IPO! 10) .S2POI 10) .E2POC 10). T,IINIPO( 10). TAN2POc 10 I 
IJIMtN::'ION LCI 5;3.81).5 IGRC!5:.1.811 ,5 IG211:)3.811 ,S[GT(~3.I!II.SIGRZliJ. 
BII.OER(53.Bll,DEZ(53.SII10ERZI!5J.811.DEP~IIOJ.ijll. 
ERI"R 1 53.81) • e:ZPR (5.3,81 I .ET~I 53. S I ) .~RZPRI l:\.J,1II1 , • 
EPS 1 15:3.81 I • S IG 153.81) .EPS I 5.3.6 I I. DirT I 53.1i I I 
e:OUIVALENCE IUIII.LCII)) • 161IJ.E:I"51(1)1 • 
(8( 4301).ERPRII)) 1 15( S€oOlleEZII>IHlll. 
(81IZQOI).t:::TPIHIII. I I!I(! 7110 I I.ERZII'I'I(J) 1 • 
(8 ( 21501 I .S I GRI I I .OER 1 I I I .18 IZ51!l0 I I. 5i IGl'IZ I II ,OER7-1 I ) 1. 
(8 ( 30 10 I ) .!:o [GZ I I ) .OEZ I I) ) • IS 13440 I , • $1 <iT II , .O~(illli I I I , I, 
C 8 ( -l670 1 ) I!:> I GI I ) ) • I B 1.300 I I • IE"'!> I I ) ) • I B (" 7:30 I ) .OE T I I ) I 
ExTERNAL. DUMP 
DEFINE F[LE 2CI400.IO.U.IR~CI 
CALI... ERRSET 1200.!.O.2.QUMP.Z10) 
50 READ (50100) IIC'Ir::C • .JIP.JEP.N.ICA6L.E.L.RC.L.R.L.CYC.L.G.I...PO"L.P~CSS. 
I AHP.FHP.ALR.AL.Z.D.EST.E:C.I"R.ECRIT 
100 FO~MAT (!21 •• 12X.FO.::'.FIZ.2/JFI0.5.ZEI2.4.2~12.61 
I .JEP-l) I-ALZ/2. 
TpL.ATE" I.JEP-.JIP)+AI...Z/Z. 
TCYI...DR • C I EC- [ Ie I ~AL.IV'Z. 
ICBL.R w ICA8L.E-IIC+2 
DOE. TCYLDR-IICBLR-21+ALR/Z. 
PRFI E EC///I.+PR)'HI.-2 •• PRII 
PRF2 ~ /I.-PRI+PRFI 
PRFJ ~ PR"PRFI 
PI'lF4 • EC/CZ.'H I.+PR 1 I 
IICMI • IIC-I 
R (I) = O. 
1'1 = IEC-l 
00 1 I. 1.1'1 
R(I+l). RIII+AL.R/Z. 
SUMR( 1+1) = 1./ALR+0.5/R( [+11 
1 DIFFR(I+11 z I./ALR-O.S/I'//(+I, 
OIAM " Z.*RI IECI 
CI .1.+ALR/CA.*RIIICII 
CE • t.-AL.R/C6.!tRIIECII 
PHP.FHP/ID"RI IEC)) 
MW • ..JEP-J[P+I 
NW = IEC-IIC+I 
ITOTI • Z"/(CIIC-II/ZI"MW+(2"IIIC/ZI-IIC+II+IIMW-I+L.I'ICI/I!II 
IToT " ITOTI+2*(1 I.JIP-ll/2).NW+(Z&CJIP/l!)-Jlp+II*CCNW-1+LRCI/2H. 
1 IMW/2J*NW+(MW-Z*CMW'ZI)·I(NW+Z*/IL.Rc+II/ZI-L.RCI/ZII 
'lEAD 15. I (ll) I ALP ( I ) • FLP 1 I ) • I : I ,zo I 
101 FOI'IMAT (5IFs.5.Fa.01) 
IF (JFP-2+I..JEP/211 24,31,24 
( b ) 
2'" IF (JIP+L.RC-2*1 (.JIP+LRCI/ZI) 32.33.J2 
:31 LADO a 0 
GO TO 37 
32 LADD .. -I+Z*IL.RC/ZI 
GO TO :17 
3J L.ADD • I-Z*IL.'lC/ZI 
:37 LCL I .. LRC .. I I C+ JEP-..J I P 
IF ILCL.I-2"II...CL.I/Z)I 38.39,38 
38 LCL. : I 
GO TO 40 
39 L.CL • 0 
40 L. .. 0 
~ .. I 
1 " 2+L.CL 
..J " JEP+I 
DO 16 II " I. I TOT 
16 Nl<Clll .. 0 
IJ I .. I-I 
.J " J-I 
IF II-I) ZO.ZO.21. 
21 IF II-IEC) 14.14 •• 5 
14 I,. • L + I 
CAL.L. NMElI'! C I • J. L I 
IF I .J-.JiPI 17.18.1:3 
20 L ,. L.+l 
CALL. NM8RII. J.L I 
19 K '" K+l 
I = 2"K"LCL 
J = JEP+I 
GO TO I J 
18 IF II-IIC) 19019013 
15 I .. IEC 
.I .. JEP-IZ*K-I+L.CL.-IECI 
L " L+l 
CALL. NM8RII,J.LI 
IF IIEC-2*1 IEC/21 I 1:3011013 
II IF II-IEC) 13.30.30 
:30 [F IJ-I I 25.25.13 
17 [F IJ-II 22.22,23 
23 IF II-IIC) 13019t13 
22 IF 11-2"IIEC/21 I 19.25.25 
Z5 CONTINUE 
00 28 L- I • I TOT 
101 " NRIL) 
Z6 NCIM) " L 
SUMPZP .. O. 
SUMALP .. D. 
NL.P • IEC-IIC+Z 
DO 4 I-I.NLP 
SUM ALP " SUMALP + ALP I [ I 
'" SUMPZP ,. SUMPZP+FL.P 1 I I 
WR[TE 16.1021 TPL.ATE.TCYL.DI'I.H.OIAM,IIC.IEC • ..JIP • ..JEP.ALR.AL.Z 
10Z FORMAT I IHIo 'STRUCTUi:<E DIMENSIONS'//6X,'P\..ATE TMICKNESS·.14".· .. •• 
I F6.3.' IN.'/6X"WALL. THIC~NEsS •• 15X.' ••• F8.J •• IN."6X,'SEMI 
2-HEIGHT OF VEsSEL •• 8X,I"I,FiI.J •• IN.I.i6X,·DIAMETEI'IOF VESSEL-'.IIX 
3.'=' .F8.3.' I"" 1///. MOOEL. GEOMETRY'//6X. OJ-LINE CORRi;S,"ONUING TO 
4 INTERIOR OF CYL.INDER ", .15/6X,'I-L.INE COQ~ESPONOING TO I[XTERIOR 0 
E3 
( C ) 
5F CYL.INOER "'.rS/6X,'..J-LINE CO~RESPONDING TO s:..rrc" .. UF .ILAri:;.'.b.4.' 
" ..... S,I6X •• ..J-L.INc. CORRE!:>PONOING ·ro fOf.J UF PLATl:.'.9x.''''.I::./"",.'I'I.I .... 
7L. SPACING IN R-DIRECTION .. I .F8.3.' IN.'/6X. 'PANt::L ::..f.JAc.l'''' II, ,:-IJ; 
I'IREC110N .. I .Fa.J. I IN. '//1 
GO TO 13.61.L.RC 
3 lI/Ilt I TE (601 03 ) 
103 P"OQMAT 16X"OISPL.,o\CEMENT NODE AT ~E-ENTi:<ANT CO .... Nr:.I.!·///' 
GO TO 7 ' 
6 IIIR I Til: 1 6 • I O. I 
104 ~OR~AT (6X,'sTRESS NODE AT RE-ENTRANT CORNE~'///I 
7 IIIRITE 16.105' EC.PR.EC~IT 
105 FORMATI' ELASTIC :ON::'TANTS OF MATER[AI...'//6X,'MOwULU:'; 01' 1I.";"'IC.lIY 
1',8Xo'.'.EI3.5,' PSI.'/6X.'POIS!:oON RATI0',16X,.=,.F7 • .l/bX.'(.kAc.:r 
2NG ITRAIN •• 14X.·ml.F9.~//1 
WRIT!!!: 16.113 I AHP,e;sT. t,;.FHp ,PHP.SUMAL.p't:.ST ,N, sVMI-'Lf' .WOt.. 
113 F~MAT 10 HOOP PRI::STRESSING'//6X"AI<EA OF CAbl...l'tlfJX.,="I:.'-,,!,. 
2. • .H ..to It-l. 1 /6X 1 MCl.U 
1U5 OF EL.ASTICITY'.8XI.',EI3.!:;II P51. I /6)(l5PACINL'2t.!)('.' ,LI...:.,,, , 
• IN.'/6X.IPREST~ESSING LoAD'.(2)( ••••• LI3.~'. LH,·/b •• 'lUVlvALLNr 
!:IA-L.IEO ~ESSURE 8'.11:13.5 •• 1"51.'///' ,-ONGITUD[I'U,L POoIt;;ST ... , :-,:;.1 1 ,(,1 
iIlo//6X"A~e:1\ OF CAdL.E.tl6)("",~I::J.:;.1 SU. IN.'/b)(.o,~uuU'-U~ L';: ('_f.·, 
7TICITY'.6X ••• 1 .EI.3.S.. "'Sol. '/6X"I',UIf.HER llF CAUI...I:..~,' .I.'X" =' t1'.'/I.~. 
BfP~e:STRESSING LOAD PER CABLE "',£:.13.:." i..H.'/C.x.':JI:o.TAV." 1-1.1.'" ,~, 
9UTER e;OGE " •• El:3.5.' IN,'//' 
GO Td flh91.L.G 
a lII1II111: ceo. I 06 I 
106 FOQMAT 16X,'LONGITUOINAL Pr.lESTi.lE~SING IS UNGIoIUUr;;.u'//' 
GO TO 10 
9 lI/Ilt!TE 16.107' 
107 FORMAT 16X,'LONGITUDINAL PRe:ST~ESSING I'> C,i'()uTtI,'//1 
10 [ICPI .IIC+I 
I I CL.P " I I CP I + I 6 
IlIR I TE 16' I OB) I I • I • I 1 (;P 1 • 1 I CLP I • 1 AL ", ( I I • I "J. I 'j I • ( .. LP ( I I • I • ~ • 1 'II • 
I L.RC,L.R.L.CYC.L.C;.LPO.L.PRCSS.ITOT 
10il FORMAT 14X.'EQU1VAL.ENT PRE::'HII:.SSINC; L(;':'ll!.. I\NIJ ,\I.'I.I\~ I.;" THi, y ""re"Y 
IItIE IN THE MOD~L'/6X,'AT I .',1717//6).,'1\10/;;1.:" '.I·/P/'.""'-"L.,.I.,,·., 
2 '1fl'1F7.0/~/1 5WITCHE!;) AT !lTARTI/6)("L~C = •• tJt~j)c..'!..'" _',I ;",X,' 
3L.CVC .',13,SX,ILG :t,[3.5X,tLPO :I.r~.~)c"'~PI:(C!:l:'" :,t,IJ//' ·· ... ;·.tJI.:--! 
.01" EQUATIONS .,,15//, 
ITOTH • ITOT/2 
L.RC • L.RC+ILRC+ 1I/2-Z"(LRC/ZI 
..JTOTI a (I I (C-II/21*IoIW+(2*1 IIC/i!I-IIC+I,I( 11"",-1+<-10/(;1/;', 
..JTOT "JTOTl+ IIJI"'-I)/21*Nw+12*(JIf.J/ZI-.JIP+I)«(:'w-'<I..I·,C 1/"1+ 
I IMW/ZI*NW+IMW-2 6 IMW/21 '*(INE+241(1...4C+II/21-I...WC,,~: 
.JORUM • 1 ..J"I'OT+91 / I 0 
!TOT! II 2"JTOT I 
IF IL.RI 80.80.61 
81 REWIND 3 
READ IJ) NL..I..~C.I...PRCSS.LCR,OELP.P. ICR • .JC~.!:OIGIC4.A"",J->Hf>.AI""i~'.U.W 
L.RC • L.RC+ (L.I'IC+ I I /2-Z*II...RC/2 I 
ITOT! " Z*C I I IICBI I/Z,*MItI+(Z*1 IIC/2)-1 IC+II'" ("'I>~I+I...~JCI/i' I' 
REWIND 4 
009:3 L.aldTOTH 
NO " Z*L. 
CAL.L. COORD 
93 WRITE (4) UI( • ..JI.WII • .JI 
L.RC • L.RC+(L.RC+II/Z-Z*ILRC/21 
ITOTI .. 2 .. ..JTOTI 
00 75 1(. I " ,JOI':IUM 
(d ) 
RIEALl 131 ERPO, EZPO. ET"'O. ERZPO.E I PO.S 11'0 .SZpO. ~2PO, TANI PO. T AN2PO. 
I SRPO,SZPO.IiTpO.SI'lZPO 
00 _ 76 L.. I • 10 • 
NQ • l!*«K-I )*IO+L.I 
CAL.L. COORD 
DER!I • ..JI .S2POIL.) 
EQ~II,..J) • ERPD(L.I 
~I'IPOIL.) " E"'PRI I.JI+OERC I • ..JI 
OF-ZII • ..J) a E2POIL.1 
EZPRII • ..J) " EZpOIL.) 
EZF'On.) 8 ~ZF'RI I • .J)+DEZ([ • ..J) 
DET(I • ..J) • TANIPO(1..1 
ETPR!I.J) • ETpOIL.) 
ETPOIL.) • ETPQ( I.JI+OI!:TII • ..J) 
OERZII,J) • TANZPOILI 
ERZPRII • ..J) • ERZPOfL.1 
ERZPO(L.I • ERZPRII • ..J)+OERZ(I • ..J) 
EPSIII • ..J) • EI"'OIL.1 
01['" S If " .J ) g S I PO ( L. ) 
76 CONTINUE 
WRIT! 12'1() SRpO 




WRIT! 12'JOO+I<) EZPO 
WRIT~ /2'400+KI STPO 
WRITE 121500+1<) ET".O 
WRITE 12'600+1<) sRZPO 
WRITE 12'700+K) ERZPD 
75 CONTINUE 
GO TO 'II 
SO NL. or 0 
00 83 r"I.Ni.,p 
II " '+IIC-! 
ARI II II O. 
PZPI I). 1 N) *PL.PI I )/(J.14IS9*AL.R*!« [III 
83 CONTINUE 
AI< .. O. 
OI!!:L.P ,. O. 
P • O. 
L.CR • 0 
ICR • IIC 
..JCR .. .I," 
00 2 I-I.IEC 
00 2 J-I • ..JE,. 
, L.CI ( • ..J) • 0 
I P" (..J .. ..J I P) 71. 2 d! 
71 Ill" II-IIC) 72.2.2 
72 L.C C I • ..J) • 10000 
2 CONTINUE 
26 CONTINUE 
DO 31.3 I_I,I~C 
DO J 13 ..J- 1 • JEP 
SIGRII • ..JI " O. 
SIGZI I • ..JI " O. 
SIGTfI • ..J1 • O. 
( a ) 
I GP/ ( ( , .. I) = 0 II 
! PPR ( t , ,J) :: 0 II 
r ZPf~( I,.J) = () It 
I' rprlc I • ..J) : O. 
I. R/~~ ( t , .J) ~ (1 II 
~ 1 1 r: !)NT I NUC:: 
: ",e,: LR-::>CLRC+l)/2-2*CLRC/2) 
!IOr.l : 2 ... C(IIIC-11/21 .... I>\\II+C2 .. cIIC/21-IIC+II .. C("""'-I+LRCI/211 
C.h .. L .:oor~1) 
. I( 1,.J 1 :: III 
~'J ( J ,J) : n. 
Alr~ ; l r (q) ",) ( , , .J) • 'oIJ \ 1 ~..J ) 
C1")NTII'..JU::' 
L.~'C = I.RC' C Li~C+ II /':>-2*" C L~C/21 
{ r')r 1 ~ 2 *.J t OT J 
l"~l r. l. ':.: t • .J TO 1 
.~'i "';L 
(/H .. L. COORD 
"_ I = L- C C L-I ) / I (J 1"1 0 
·.,RPOl LI ) 
L ~POC LI ) 
'.,.'POI LI ) 
f. !.roc Ll I 
··.TPOC L I ) 
F TPQ C L 1 1 
,,,IGI:l C I.JI 
FI~pr~ C 1 • ..J 1 
!-'jIGZ ( 1 ,,J) 
EZPCl( I. J) 
:;IGT C I • ..JI 
F TP~ C I.J) 
,.;:POCLII = !;IG>-I/CI.J) 
I·I .. 'POCLI) : F.f.<ZPRCI • .i) 
IF IILI-IO)"IL-..JTOT)I 5.94.5 
L1J = (l.+q 1-' I rJ 
'.IJR I TE .1 2'L 10) :;RPO 
, .... r~ 1 TC (21 l8C·foL.l 0) 
.'R I TE l:"2()O~Llul 
wRI:E 12'J()O+LIO) 
"'1<1 rE I?' 4 00 +L! 0 I 
.w1::1 TE L2!SOC+LHJ} 
IJIRI TE. I? ' 600 ~L I 0 I 
\>11<1 T~ 12'700+LIOI 
5 CONT INV(' 
41 I_R = LoR+! 
NL : NL+I 
II~ INL-?I 42.4J.44 








LRC = LRC+ILRC+I )/2-2.(LRC/21 
ITOTI = 2.IIIIIC-ll/21 .... M\IIH2 .. IIIC/21-IIC+II .. IIMIII-I+LRCI ... 211 
B4 REWIND I 
DO 99 L~I .ITOT 
NO = NRIL) 
C ·\I_L COORD 
CAl..L BAND 
("'ALL FOVA TN 
IF INO-2*"(NO/21 1 46.47.46 
46 IF II-II 4A.4R.49 
4[1. AIKDRI = I. 
GO TO 4"; 
E4 ( c ) 
WRITE 12'.LI0 I 5RPO 
..... RITE 12'100~LI01 ERPO 
WRITE (2'200+LIOI 5ZPO 
WRITE (2':300+LIOI EZPO 
WRITE C2'400+LIOI 5TPO 
WRITE 12'500+LIOI ETPO 
WRITE 12'600+LIOI SRZPO. 
WRITE (2'700+LIOI ERZPO 
WRITE (2'800+LIO) 51PO 
WRI TE 12'900+LIOI EIPO 
WRITE [2'1000+LIUI ,,2PO 
wRITE (2'1100+LIOI E2PO 
WRITE [2' 1200+LI0, TANIPO 
WRI TE (2' IJOO+LIOI TAN2PO 
58 CONTINUE 
LRC s LRC+[LRC+II/2-2+ILRC/21 
ITOTI " 2+[( (IIC-I )/21*1>1\11+12"( 11(/21-IIC+II"1 IMw-I+1../<CI/2) 1 
REWIND 4 
DO 91 Lsi .ITOTri 
NO ;" 2""'L 
CALL COOl'lD 
READ (41 S I G ( I • J I • Ep" ( I • J 1 
UCbJI a UII.JI+51GlI.J) 
91 \!I ( I.JI " III I I.JI+EPS( I.JI 
REIliIND 4 
DO 92 L=I. ITOTH 
NO = 2+L 
CALL COORD 
92 \!IRITE 141 UII.JI.WII.JI 
LI<C • LRC+ILR(+I)/2-2-1HLRC/21 
ITOT! = 2+JTOTI . 
90 IF ILPRC55-21 88.87.88 
87 CALL OUTPUT 
IF ILR-JI 88.8B.JOI 
:301 IF ILPRCS5-11 88.J04.88 
3011 P",P+DELP 
GO TQ 42 
88 IF' (LR-LCYCI 41.59.59 
4:3 IF (LR-21 J4,J4.35 
:34 DO 61 I '" I • NLP 
II'" 1+IIC-2 
AR( II = N&ALPI II"EST/IJ.14159"ALR+RIIII) 
61 PZP(J) = O. 
AI( '" AHP*EST/li)"RI IEel1 
PHP " O. 
DELI' " 100. 
P : P+DELP 
GO TO 42 
:35 DELP ~ P 
PHP " FHP/I,)*R( IECI I 
DO 30:3 I z I .NLP 
II " 1+IIC-2 
303 PZP(II" N*FLP(II",IJ.14159"ALR"RIIIII 
GO TO '12 
4~ IF (LPRCSS-21 62.63.64 
62 CALL EXTRPL 
----- ._._----_. __ .. __ .. _ ... _--- .. _- .. _---_._--_ •.. _-- ------_ ... __ ... __ .. _ .. _- -_._ .... __ ._. 
( b) 
47 IF (J-I) 48.48.52 





GO TO 45 




45 WRITE (II I.J.KLO\ll.KHIGH.A.CON 
9'" CONTINUE 
60 CALL SOLVER 
85 DO 5J L=I.rTOT 
NO = NRIL I 
CALL COORD 
IF (NO-2*INO/211 511.55.S11 
54 UII.JI = SILl 
GO TO 5J 
55 \IIII.JI " SILl 
5J CONTINUE 
LRC • LRC+(LRC+II ... 2-2*(LRC ... 21 
I TOT I = 2*JTOTI 
00 51 Kxl • JORUM 
READ 12'KI SRPO 
READ (2'100+KI ERPO 
READ (2'200+KI SZpO 
r.EAD (2' 300+K I EZPO 
RE.AD 12'400+KI STPO 
READ 12'500+KI ETPO 
READ 12'600+1<1 SRZPO 
RJ::AD (2'700+KI ERlPO 
00 51 L= I 01 0 
NO" 2+CIK-II*10+LI 
CALL COORD 
S IGRI I. JI 
';Rf'lR( I. JI 
:; 1 GZ [ I •• J! 
ElPl:I1 I. JI 
31 GTC I. J 1 






SIGRZ( I. J) zSRZPOIL I 
ERlPql I. JI =ERlPOIL I 
IF INO·2*"JTOTI 51.95.<;15 
51 CONTINUE 
95 CONTINUE 
DO 58 Lsi. JTOT 
NO • 2*L 
CALL COORD 
I A = I 
JA " J 
CALL STRSTR 
LI : L-CIL-il/IOI"IO 
CALL 5 IGE=>S 
IF IILI-IOI·IL-JTOTII Se.9B.58 
7n L 10 
" 
IL+91/10 
( d ) 
DELP ~ 100."(EXCF-I.I 
LPRCSS = 2 
PT " F'+DELP 
\!IR I TE 16. I 141 PT 
II. FORMAT (///'OTHE INT~~NAL PRE~~URE INCREA"~~ TQ'.F~.I.' P~I. AEFO 
1 RE NEXT C~ACK DEVELOPS I / / I 
66 P .. P+OELP 
69 LRC .. LRC+(LRC+11/2-2*ILI<C/ZI 
ITOTI .. 2+1«IIC-II/ZI*Mw+IZ*lIIC/ZI-IIC+II*«(MW-I+LRCI/211 
GO TO 84 
63 ICI<T .. IAASIICRI 
JCI<T • IAt:lSI JCRI 
IF ILCIICRT.JC!'ITI-11 2UI.202.202 
201 IF (ICRI ,;:>04.204.205 
20~ ~CI ICRT.JCRTI .. 2 
GO TO 200 
ZOZ LCI ICRT.JCRTI .. :3 
GO TO 200 
205 LCI ICR • .,JCRI = I 
200 WRITE (601091 It 01"1 oIEC.21 
109 FORMAT I IHI .~OX, 'CRACKING TAt:lLE' ///15X.2~1 I" 1//1 
DO 66 .) .. 1 .JEP 
J1 .. JEP-J+I 
IF IJ+LCL-2*(IJ+LCLI/211 67.68.67 
68 \IIRITE 16.1111 JI.ILC(I.JlloJ"loJEC.21 
III FORMAT <lOXtlJ.2X.ZB<l41) 
GO TO 66 
67 WRITE 16. I 12IJI.ILCI I.J1) .1"2.IE:C.21 
112 FORMAT IIOXoiJ.4X.27(1411 
66 CONTINUE 
LPRCSS " 3 
i'lL = I 
GO TO 26 
64 CALL CHe:CK 
IF (~CRI e7.B7.63 
59 REWIND :3 
\!I1o'I1 TE (J) NL .LRC .~PRCS".LCi<. Ut:::LP,P. ICi<. JC~ '" I (,1 (,1-1. AI< .i-'h~. A",PLoP. u. 
I VI 
DO 7:3 L" I • JTOT 
NO " 2*L 
CALL COORD 
LI .. L-«L-II/101"10 
ERPO(LII .. ERPR( I .JI 
EZPO ( L I I .. EZ PR ( 1 • J ) 
E:TpOILII • ETPRII • .)I 
ERZPOILII .. ERZpRII.JI 
EIPO(LII "EpSl(I.JI 
SIPOILII .. DEPSI I I .JI 
S2POILII a DERI I.JI 
E.2PO(LII " DEZI I.JI 
TANIPO(LII • DETII.JI 
TANZPOILII .. DERZII.JI 
IF «LI-IO'I"IL-JTOTII 73.711.7J 
74 LIO. (L+91/IO 
READ 12'LIOI SRPO 
READ «2' 200+L 101 SZPO 
READ 12'400+LIOI STpO 
( a ) 
~fAO 1?'600+LIOI S~ZpO 
wRITE 131 ERPO,EZpQ,ETpO.ERZpO'EIpO,5IpO.S2PO.~2PO,TANIPO.TAN2PO. 
, ~~PO,SlPO.SrpO,~RZPO 
'f.' ': Y·;T II'II)E 
:.'.' fn ~O 
!,:" hJ[) 
~4~.~~~~~*~~*V~_~'.~~~.~ •• i**.** •••• * •• **.***.**.6* ••• *_ ••••••••••••• 
~UHROUTINE NMBRIIN.JN.L) 
•• ~ -,..It '* \I .t-)o' 1'-11- l-:f ~., * ...... *" ...... * ............... * ........... ** ................. *** .............. .. 
C'''''',··iUN ALI~. ALL. II C. I t;;.C, ..lIP .J!:.P.EC, H, DELI' , LI'lC .LR.LG,Lp(,).LCYC,PR. 
PHI'. """ N ... AI<.. 11 UT I, trOT. NO, KO .KLOII/,KH IGH .KHI'l.KO~. t .J. I~. 
JA. NL. ::Ol~. E.RR. CF ,Pi'll' I ,PRF2. pRF3.PI<F4. LOCAT.LAOU.L.CL.S IGN 
• Cl.CL.CI.C2.CJ.C~.ICI<.JC><.Lp><CS~.LCR.P.JTOI.JrOTI.~CRIT, 
EXCF.S1GICR.TPLATE.TCYLDR.IICM1.IICP1.LI.JORUM 
'- 01001010/ AI 1::.0). BI530001.UI53.1:l1).1!I15J.t!II.NRI 1800) ,Nel 18001 .el&ll). 
'" ( 1800 I • M" I 18'00) • R (53) • SUMR 15310 0 I FF>! I 53) • AR I 20 I. ALP I 20 I. 
FLP 120 I .I-'L;'> I ~O) • UC (4) .... C I 4 I • SRPO I 101. ERPO I (0) .;,21110 I 10)' 
.. £1'0 I 10 ) • <;; [PC! I 10) ,ETPOI 101 • SRZpO I 101. EIIIZpO I (0) • S I POf 101. 
4 t; 1 PO I 10 I • 0,2PO I 10 I • £2PO I (0) , T AN I PO I 10) • T AN2PO I 101 
DI,"Lh/:';ION LCI!:l:..l.dll .!>IGRI53.811 ,:'IG,l:ISJ,tH I.SIGTI:'J.elloSIGAZIS:I. 
(j I I • QUI{ '~3. a 1 I ,OEZ I 53. e I I .OERZ (5.:;1. e I I • DEPS I 153,8 I I • 
ERPRI,,J.dl) .C:;ZPI'/I:53.811.ETPI=!IS3.1I11.EgZPI'/ISJ.al). 
ep:.; I'd .<31).:' IG!:l3 .Ill ) • lOPS I 53.I:lI I ,llETI 53.BI I 
(",e-lVAl..F.:N(E (U(II.LCIl)) • (6(1).EfJSIIIII • 
I (R( 4JOI1.ERpRII)1 , IBI @601).t;;ZpRII'I) • 
,:: Idll"901).ETp~lIl) • 1811T.i!011,~tUPR"I) • 
(,jl 21!:l1:1) -"'I GR( II .DERI III. IB1258011.0,1GRZI II ,llERZIIII. 
(d I .JIJ 10 I ) • .;:, I GZ I I) • DEZ I I I I. 18 I 3440 I I.;' 1 GT II ) • DEP;' I I II I • 
I a I :1870 I I • '" 1 G I I I I • 18 I 4300 I I • e:ps I I I I , (S 147301 I • OET I I I I 
I ,.- I I N- I I,e I I. 2 • 2 
, ~R(_I = I t~/21.2.1 (~~+I-LCLI/2)+IIIN-I )/21*2.IIM~+~CL)/21+ 
IIJN-JIPI/21*2+1 
,'N~(L) = ITOTI+IIIN-IIC-LRC+2)/cl*(JEP+LAOOI 
t +IIIN-I IC.L~C-II/21+IJEP-LAOOI+IIJN-II/21*2+1 
5 :.... = L ... I 
NIJ ( L I = NR ( L -l ) + I 
SU8ROUT I NE EQU A TN 
.... ****** ....... 4 ... **. ** .. *** •• ** .*** ....... +* *it ........... ** ....... ** .......... *** ...... ** .... . 
COMMON ALR.ALL.IIC.IEC.Jlp.JEp,tC.H.OELp.LRC.LR.~G.LPO.LCYC.PR. 




COMMON A I 150) • B (53000) • UI '33. 81) .W I 53,81 I .NR I 1800 I .NC I 1800 I .C I 44 I. 
1 S ( I tI 00 I • MS ( 1800 I • t=< 1531 • SUMR 15.3 1 ,U I FFR ( 53 I • AR I 2U ) • ALP ( 20 I • 
2 f'"LpI 20) • PLP 120 I ,UC I 41 ,\lie I 4 I • SRPO I 101, ERPO ( 10) .::'ZPO I 10) • 
EZPIJ ( 10) .!:o TpO I 101. t:: fPO I 101 • ;,R.lpO ( 101. ERLP(') I 10) • ~ 11"0 ( 101. 
4 EIPQIICI,S2POIIOI.~2pOIIO).!ANIPO(IOI,TAN2pOIIOI 
Ui'''IoN,:;luN LC( :;3,611 .::'IGRI53otll I .o,IGZIS3.SII.SIGTISJ.SI 1.!::iIGR;Zl53. 
1 81 I • Qo.R (5J, e; I I ,DEL I 53. a I I. OEI:IZ 153, d I I • DEI'S I 153.81 I. 




CPSI I "J.elll.S iG(:;3.tlll.I::P!::iI'5:1.81 I .DETI 53.ElII 
EUUlvA~ENCE IUIII.Lellll ,(I:3C1).C:I"SllIll , 
( b) 
laf <;.JOII.E.RI"I'l(III, (B! 86011.t::Z!DR!!11. 
(B(l2901).t:.TPRII)) • (611-,20l1,ERLIDRIII). 
1131 2150 I I .::, 1 GR I 1 ) • DE~ ( I I ) • I EI I 2580 1 ) .:;, I GRZ I I I • OEliljl I I I ) • 
(B( 30101) i'; IGZ( l} ;CE2( l}' t (e!:!~~o!) ~S!GT!!! ~DEP~!«!} ~ ~ 
5 lal 387011.!:>IGI I I 1.19(43001) ,EPS( 1)).181473011 .OETI III 
KHR • KHIGH-KLO"'+I 
K[)R KD-KLOW+ I 
DO 10 1(=1 .KHR 
10 AIKI = 0, 
CON. O. 
C I ,. SUMR( II 
C2 = ';'OIFF~I II 
C:J I./ALZ 
C4 = -C3 
IF I (I-I) Itl I-IECII 11.12012 
II IF 1I-IIC) 13014015 
13 IF I(J-JIP)*IJ-J~p)1 200,17,17 
16 IF 11-21 17.200,17 
14 IF I J-Jlp I 18. 19.23 
23 IF I J-JI "'-1) 24.24.13 
Z4 C4 3 -0.5+1 I .-ALRlI 8.*1'l ( I ) II /ALZ 
CO TO 13 
AT INTERIOR FACE OF 
IB CI 
'" 
2 .... CI 




C4 = -C3 
IF I J-II 200.17.200 
17 C3 =' 2.*C3 
C4 = -C3 
GO TO 200 
AT RE-ENT~ANT CORNER 
1'1 C2 " 0.5"'C2 
C4 = 0.'3*C4"CI 
GO TO 200 
eYL I NOER 
15 IF I I-IIC-I) 25.26.25 
26 IF IJ-JIP) 25.27,25 
27 C2 " 0.5*e2 
25 IF IIJ-I)*(J-JEpl) 200.17.200 
I 2 I F (I - I I 2 1 • 22 , 2 I 
AT f:.XTER lOR FACE OF CY~ I NOER 
21 CI " Z./ALR 
C2 = 2.*C2 
C3 = C3.CE 
C4 = -C3 
IF ItJ-II*IJ-JEpII 200.17017 
22 CI " 8./ALR 
IF I(J-JIPI*IJ-~EpII 200017"7 
200 ~ETURN 
END 
*~.4 •• 4.+.***.******* ••• ****.************.** •• ** ••• ** •••• **** •••••• *,. 
SU8ROUT I NE 5 I G~ A 
******.4* •• ***44*+.******************** •• *****+.6 •• *** •••••••••• e ••••• 
COMMON ALR. ALZ. I IC. lEe, Jip • ..lEI', EC ,H.OELp.LRC .LR.LG.LPO.LCYC.PR. 
I PHI', Mill, NIII, AK, I TOTI. I TOT ,NQ ,KO.KLOIII ,KH IGH.KHR.KOIII. I .~. IA. 
2 ..lA, NL, CON,ERR, CF. P~FI, PRF2 ,PRF3,pRF4, LOCAT .LAOO.LCL.S IGN 
,C I.' CtO, C 1 ,C2,C::I, C4, I CI<. JCR ,\..PRCS~ .LCJ:I. 1', J ro r ,JTOT I .I::CI< IT. 
E 5 (c ) 
~ CXCF.SIGICR,TPLAT~,ICYLDR'IICMI.IICPI.~I.JU~UM 
COrolMON A I 150) • B I 53000 1 .UI 53 • .,1 ) .... I !.;;j. 'i I ). ,'II," I HUG I .NC I I HUO) • C (44) • 
!::i I 18001 ,MS 118001.1<1 :'3) ,SUMRI!jJ I ,uIFFI< I :'~1 I. /Okl 20) .I4LI-' I ,'W) • 
Fl..p( ZO I • PZP I 20 1 • UC I 4 I • IIIC 14 I • !;oRPO I 101 • t.I~f.Ju I I·G) • .:.>LIJU I 101 , 
EZPO I 10 ) .!,; TF>O I 10) ,E TPO ( 101 ,~ioI.lPO I 101 'ckLPD l I (; I '" I PO I 101 , 
4 E I PO ( 10 ) • S2PO I I 0 ) • E 2PCI I I 0 I • TAN I 1"0 I I 0 ) , 1 AN2f-'D I i (j ) 
OIMENSION LC(53.~II.SIGR(53,al)'!;oIGZI53.BII."'IGr(~J.~I),~IGR/'I~J, 
I 81) .OE~I5J,al) .CElI!':>3,!!I) ,Dt;;.JaIS3. dl) ,Ot:.P~1 1'-.d.tU) • 
2 El<pRI53.&I).EZPRlti3.~I).ETpk(~J.BI).!:.kLPRI~~.HII' 
3 EpS 1(5:1.811 ,5IG( 53.dl) .Ep:'15J,81) .PE. T 153.bll 
~aUlvALENCE IL'!I),~CI\II .16111.1:1";'11111. 
I Idl 43011.1:1-11"1'11111 • 181 B6011.FLpRIIII • 
2 IBI129011.ETPRII)). IBlt72011.EI'lLP~IIII. 
3 I a I 2150 I I • ~ I GR I 1 ) • PER I I ) I • 16 I 251:10 I I • '" I GRL ( t I ,Ui:.kL { t , I • 
18 ( 30 I 0 1 I • '" I GZ! I I • PEZ ( II ) • l!j (3440 I ) • -' I G TIl I • Ul:.p., 1 ( 1 ) I , 
I a 13870 I ) • '" I G I I ) ) .18 I 4300 I I. EP5 I I I , , l!j I 4730 I 1.01: 1 ( I I I 
I I A = 1+1 
JA " J 
I F I I I-I I" I I-I EC+ I I * I I - I EC) * I J-I ) i> I J-2) * I J-.J 11'-1 , • (J-J I P I it I .J-Jr:.P i I 
6 221.202.221 
221 CALL STRSTR 
TVI' I t;AL NODE 
201 AIKHR-51 • ICI I II/ALR+C(13)/12.*RI IA)))*CI 
AIKHR-41 " el 1~I*Cl/ALR 
AIKHR-3) " -CI\41+CI/ALZ 
A(KHR-21 " -C( 121*CI/ALZ 
220 AII(DR-21 CI141*CI/ALZ 
ACKDR-II = CC 12)*CI/ALZ 
AIKDRI • -(CI 111/AL~-CI131/12.*RIIAIII*el 
AIKOR+II • -CI 141*CI/ALR 
GO To 250 
202 IF II-IEC+l1 203.204.205 
C AT EXTERIOR FACE OF CYLINDER 
205 AIKDRI & -AK/RI I)"CI 
CON a CON-pHP"CI 
GO TO 250 
C HALF-5~ACE FROM EXT. f'ACE:. OF CVLINIJE'R 
204 CON. CON-pHP*CI 
IF IIJ-21*IJ-JEpII ZU6'~07.2U7 
206 AIKOR-21 " -AK/12.*RIIAII*CI 
217 AIKHR-3) • -AK/(Z.*RIIAII*CI 
GO TO 250 
207 IF IJ-2) 208.223.209 
208 AIKOR-21 = -AK/R( IAI*CI 
GO TO 250 
209 AlKOR) " -AK/12."R( rAI )*CI 
GO TO 217 
22:1 AIKOR-21 = -AK/IZ.*RIIAII*CI 
AIKHR-I) • AIKO~-2) 
GO TO 250 
203 I F I 1- I) 210,2 I I ,;1 t 0 
EQUAtiON AT CENTERLINE 
2 I I A I KOR I • I. 
CON. O. 
RETU~N 
2 I ° CA\..L STRSTR 
IF (J-JIPI 222.213.214, 
(d ) 
222,IF (~-21 212.216,216 
212 AIKORI,. -ICilll/.l\L~-Cil:l)1'12.;;l'IiIA)JJ*CI 
AIKHR-I I " ICI II II'ALR+ClI:lI/12o"RI tAl I I+CI 
AIKOR-i) • Z •• CII21*CI/ALZ 
GO TO 250 
213 IF fl-IIC+\J 2f5ol!I6'201 
. C HALF-SP'ACE PROM LOWER FACE OF PLATE 
216 A I ICHR ... J I " ICI I I I/ALR+CI IJ)/(2o+RI 1.111) I"CI 
AIKHR-21 • CII41*CI/ALR 
A(KHR-II • -C( 141*CI/ALZ 
AIKHR) • -C(121*CI/ALZ 
GO TO 220 
214 IF IJ-~IP-I' 218.;!18,215 
218 IF II-IIC) 216.201.201 
21S LOCAT • I 
219 CF .. C( 111*el 
SIGN. I. 
CA\..L RSTRN 
CF " C( 121*CI 
CAL\.. ZSTRN 
SIGN. -I. 
CF " CI13'*CI 
CALL RSTRN 




........................... _ ..... ~* .. * ... ** ** _it ..... it***** it. _it ...... * *it ....... * .. ** ............. *** .... .. 
SU6ROUTINE SrGR8 
..... * ........... * .* .... **. ""'.* ..... * .. * .. ** *** ....... it ........ it .... *** ... * *** ........... ** .. **'*+ ....... * 
COMMON A1.R. ALZ. IIC. IEC ,J II', Jt;;.p, CC, H.I)I:LP,LRC ,L1< ,LG,Lpu.LcrC, P\.<. 
1 PHP.MW.NW.AK.1Toq .ITOT.NQ,KD,KLOII/,KHIGH.KHI-I.KUR. I.J, IA. 
2 ~A.NL. CON.ERR, CF ,PRF I .pRF~ ,PI-IF.J,PRF4 .LOCAT ,LAOU. LeL,,, I GN 
3 .C I. CEo C I. C2. C:..I,C4, I CR. JCR ,LPRCSo,. LcR .P, JTor • .J rOT I. I:ef'i ii, 
4 E)(CF.S1GICW,T"'\..ATt::.TCYLf)R.llcr~1., IICpI .LI,JO\.<uM 
COMMON AI 150). IS( 53000 1 .UI 53,SI I •• H!5J.SI I ,NIH 1800 I .NCI 1800 I ,CI 441, 
I 5(1800) .MS 1(800) ,R 153, ,SUMI-I (5'J I, III FFI-I I !o31 • A 1-1 I 20 I, ALP ( 20 ,. 
2 FLp( 20 I • PZP I 20) • UC ( 4 I, \:IC 14 I, ",RI"O I 101.1::1'11"0 110 I' "ZPU ( I 0 I , 
3 EZPO(IO),srp"(IOI.ETPOIIO)'::'''·lpOIIO).~k.lPOIIO)':'lpOII01, 
" ElfJOlI0).S2pOilCI.E2POIIO).iANIPOII01.IAN2POIIClI 
OIMENSION \..CC5301:H).~ IGI'I(!53,tH) ,~IC,LI5;;.I:II I ,~,IGt I:'J./jII."IGR£153. 
1 Ell) ,OER(:;3,811 ,OEZI5J.BII ,D[:RZI53,BII.DEPSI l!oJ.I:III. 
2 ERPR 153.811 .EZpRI53,ElI) .E::TpRI 53.811 ,ERZPRI53.81 I' 
3 EPS I (:'3. S I I • S I G ( !i:.l. CI I I ,EP;' 1:=';j • .,1 ) • O!:. T I :':..1 • .,1 I 






250 lA • I-I 
JA .. J 
CA\..L STRSTR 
(al 4.:1011,CRpRIlI) • IB( B6011.LLPRII)) • 
(B<l29011.t.TItRlIl) , IS(j7201 I ,tORZPRII) I , 
19 ( 21501 I ,,, I GR I I ) • DER I I , ) • l!j I eSSO 1 ) .;:0 I GI-IL I I ) • P!:.I'lL ( I I I • 
(I:! ( :30 I 0 I 1 .:; 1 GZ! I ) ,OEZ I I ) I , 18 I 3440 I ) ,S 1 GT ( I 1 ,PLP::; I i I I ) , 
(B 1.:18701 I ,:'1 G ( II I • 1814:..1001 I. EP:; I I I I, I a ('17:10 I I ,D'ET I I I ) 
IF (11-21*1 I-I ICIII( I-IIC-I Jl~IJ-1 )*IJ-.Jlp)*IJ-JEp+II*IJ-JEP) I 
1 251,252.251 
251 A(3) " C( (4)*CZ/ALZ 
AI"') .. CI 121*C2/ALZ 
( a ) 
111'0,) ~ -leI III/AL~-CI 1.3)/(2." .. 1 IA) II*C2 
1\1'':» = -CI 14PC2/ALR 
.~~ AI,0~) AIKU~I+ICIII)/ALR+CII~I/12.*RIIA)II*C2 
~IKDR+I) = AIKDR+I)+CIIG).C2/AL" 
A{~D~~?} = -c{ 141*C2/ALL 
.\I,<,1IH:1) = -CI 121*C2/ALZ 
':',(i 10 '::'00 
('t:;-;I !r \..J-JIP) 254.255.261 
~~~ I~ I I-IIC-II 2S7.257.2~8 
2'.17 C(~N = CON-C2+0ELP 
TO 30:) 
,''"''i .'1'") = 2 ... CI I;:» t>C2/ALZ 
III~D~) = AIKDW)+ICIII)/ALR+CI131/12 .... IIAI11*C2 
AICl) " -ICIIII/AL~-CII.3I/12.i>RIIA)))*C2 
GO TO 300 
."'.5' IF' II-IICI 260.25Q.262 
c'62 IF II-IIC-I) 2(,:1.26:1.251 
263 CON = C0N-C2*OELP 
GO 10 251 
~~q ~oN • CON-C2.0ELP 
CO iO 266 
2<.>0 IF 11-2) 300.300.266 
26) If' 11-2) 300.JOtJ.256 
256 IF IJ-JEP+II 251.265.266 
265 AlII CI141"C2/ALl 
AI21 = C(12)"'C2/IILZ 
" I 3) = - I ell I ) / ALR-C I 13 ) / I 2. +R t 1 A ) ) )*C2 
A I 4) = -C (14). C2/AL~ 
GO TO 253 
266 LOCAT = 2 
CF' " C I 1 I ) .C2 
Stt;N lS 1. 
CALL RSTRN 
CF = C( i.2iii-C2 
CALL lSTRN 
C;: = CI 1:1 I*C2 
51GN = -I. 
CALL RSTRN 




. *'*** ...... ***** ****** .. * ....... 11-* *," * -irtJo*** fI-+** 'i' & ***iHI·** ** * .. ..,. .. it §* .*** ..... *~.-a. 4tiHt* 
5U6ROUT I NE 51 G .. ZC 
~ **+* ...... * ........... *' .. **** *' ** ** * __ * ....... ii'''' *' * ..... * •• *it ......... *** ........ *** .......... ** *it ......... . 
COMMON ALR.ALZ.IIC.IEC.JIP.JEP,EC,H.OELP,LRC,LR,LG.LPQ,LCYC,PR, 
I PHP. ,'1111. NW. AI<.. I TOT 1. I ro I. NO. KO.KLOw .KH 1 GH.KHW .I<DR. I .,J. I A. 
JA.NL.CON.E~~.CF.PRFI.P~F2.P"F3.PRF4.LOCAT.LADD.LCL.SIGN 
.CI.CEACI.C2.c3.C4.IC~.JC ... LPRCSS.LC"~P.,JTOT.,JTOTI.ECRIT. 
CXCF'~IGICR.TPLATC.ICYLOR.IICMI.IICPl.Li.,JO"UM 
COM,'lOt< A 11:-;01. al 53000 I .UI 53.81.1.WIS.3.tlll.NI'<I laoo I.NCI 11:1001 .C144 I. 
I S I ! 800 I • ~,s I 1800 I • R 1 5.3 I • SUMR (53) .0 1 FF~ I ~3) • AR (20 I • ALP 120 I • 
F LP I 20 I .P ZP 1 20 ) • UC 14 I • 'liC I" I • SRPO I 10) • E::I'IPO 1 101 • ~ZPO I 101 • 
3 Ei:POI 101 • STPO I 101 .ETPO 1 10) • S~ZPC I 10) • E::I'<ZPOI 10) .::. I PO I 101' 
.. E 1 PO I 10 ) • ScPO 1 I 0 I • l::2PO I 101 • TAN I PO I 101 • T AN2PO 1 10) 
DIMENSION LC(53.AI).SIGRI53.81).51GZI~.3.dll.SIGTI~3.81).SIGRZI53. 
1 al) .':>I:.RI5.3.61.) ,llEZI:;3.81) .OERZI53.811 ,OEP::'I 153.1:111. 
( b ) 
2 CRPR 1 53.81) .E2PRI·33.81) .t::TPRI 53.81) .ERZPRI 5.3.811. 
3 EPS 1153.81 I .SIGI53.811.EPSIS3.811.0ETI53.81) 
EClUIV.l.LENCE IUI11.LCIIJl • 18IJI.EPSlllli , 
I I B I 430 1 I • ERPR I I I I • I a I 860 I h EZPR I 1 I I , 
2 181129011.ETPS:ZIlII·. 18 1 172QII.ERlPRIIII·' 
I B I 21:;0 I I • S 1 GI=! I I I • DER ( I I I • (EH 25801 I ." i .... z ( I j • DEI'lZ i i j j • 
I B I 30 101 I .::>1 GZ I I I. DEl I I I I. I B (34'40 I 1.5 I G r 11 I • OEP5 I I I I I • 
" IE31387011.::>IGIII).161430011.EP!jIIII.161473011.0ETIIII 
300 IA = I 
JA = .1+ I 
IF (II-IIC)*II-IECI*IJ-JEP+II*I.J-JEPII 3010302 • .301 
302 IF IJ-JEP+I I :103.350.350 
303 IF II-IEC) 304,350.350 
304 IF 1 J-JIP+I I 350.301.3'01 
301 CALL STR5T'R 
A(II ~ CI441*C3/ALZ 
A121. CI4ZI.C3/ALZ 
A(3) = A(3)-(CI41)/ALI=!-CC4JI/IZ .... IIAIII*C3· 
A(4) = AI41-CC441*C3/AL~ 
AIKOR-21 = AIKD~-ZI+IC(411/AL .. +CI431/12 ... RI IAI)I*C3 
AIKDR-II = AIKDn~I)+CI44)*C3/AL~ 
AlKOl'll = AIKOR)-CI441*C3/ALZ 
AIKOR~11 = AIKOR+I)-CI421*C3/ALZ 
.350 RETURN 
END 
.. *it-+* * .... ** ........ *** ... * .. * ... it._ it ........ ** .. it .. * .*it ••• ***** ... ,. ... *.*~ .... ,,* ft6 fit. *.i6 ....... 
SUBRouT I NE S I GR ZO 
It*' -if" .... *"** .... * ....... *4 .... '* ....... * .. ** -do ... * ... &** .... * ... "it* it ***** ..................... * .... .. 
COMMON ALR,ALZ. IIC. IEC,J!P, .JEP":::C,H,llELP.LRC.LR.LCi,LPO.LCYC./'R. 
I PHP.MW,NW,AK.rTOT1,ITOT.NQ.KO.KLOW.KHICiH.KH ... KOR.I,J,rAt 
2 JA, NL, CON, ER>I. CF. PRrr I .PRF2. PRI'"3. P~F4 .LOCAT .LAOU.LCL. ::'IGN 
3 .CI,C~.CI.C2.C~.C4.ICR~JCR.LPRC5&'LC>I,P.JTQT,JTOTI.ECRIT. 
EXCF·::'IGtCRi1PLATE,TCYLDR.IICMI,!!CP!.L! • .JO .. UM 
COMMON A I 150 ,,8 I 53000 I' U (53.8 I) • \I{ I !l3. 8 I I ,NR I I BOO) .NC I I BOO I .C I 44 I • 
I S I 1800 I ,M5 I 1800 I .1'< I 531 • SUMR 153 I .0 I FFR 153 I • AR ( 20 ) • ALP 120 I • 
2 FLPI 201 .PZPI20 ).UCI 41 .... CI41.SRPOI 101.e;RPO( 101.::'ZPO( 10). 
:; EZPO I 10 I • S TPO 1 10) • E TPO I 101 • SRZPO I 101 • E"ZPO I I 0 I ." I PO ( 1 a I • 
4 EIPQ,'IO I.S2PO( 101.E2POI 10) ,TANIPOI 101 .TAN2F'01 101 
DIMENSION U:I 5:3.HI I .SIGI=!(53.l:l11 .SIGZCS3.til I .5IGT(53.81,.5IG .. ZI53, 
811.0<:: .. 153.81 I .OEZ(S.:hBII ,OE"ZI53.SI I .LJ£P::'I (53,81 I. 
i:! ERPRI5.).t31 I .C:£PRIS3'811.t:::TPRI:;301!l) tERZP"I:i3,811' 
3 EPS I 1:53.81 I ,5 I GI 53.dl I .EP!> 1:53.8 II .DETI5.3 .811 
EOUIVALENCE IU(II.LCII)I • (BIII.t::P511111. 
I la( 4.3011.J:.~PI'<III) • lei 86011,ELP"llll , 
2 181(2901).ETPI'1(Jll' IfHI7201).l::RZPRtlll • 
161 2150 I I • ~ 1 GR 1 I ) • DE .. I I I I • 16 12580 I I .:, I GRl ( I') • OEOl": I I I ) • 
4 I'al 301011 .5IGZI I) .DEZI I) 1.18(34401) .:'IGTI II.DE"'::'I I! II. 
:; 1613E17011,:>IG(III.IBI43001).EPSIIII,IBI47301),OETIIII 
350 I A = I J" = J-l 
IF I I I-IICI*I I-IECI*I J-II*IJ-2)*IJ-JIPI*IJ-JIP-I) I 351.:.I52.:J51 
3~2 IF II-IECI 353.400,400 
353 IF II-IICI 400.354.355 
3'14 IF (J-JIP-II 400.356.35! 
3'16 C4 = -CI/12.*ALlI 
GO TO 351 
355 IF IJ-?'I 400.400.351 
E6 ( c ) 
35 I CALL S TRS TR 
AIKOR) • AIKOR1+CI441*C4/ALZ 
AIKDR+!) .. AIKO"+II+CI421*C4/ALZ 
AIKO .. +ZI = ... IKO .. +21-ICI411/ALR-C(4:J)/(2 .... 1 IAI I )*C4 
A I KOR+31 : AI KDR+31-C 1441 *C4/ALR 
AIKH .. -31 : AIKHR-31+1C(41 I/ALR+C(43)/12.<>WI IAI II*C4 
AIKHR-21 • A(KHR-2)+CI44)*C4/ALR 
A(KHR-II • -CI441*C4/ALZ 
AIKHRI .• -CI4ZI+C4/ ... LZ 
400 RETURN 
END 
SUI9 .. 0UT I NE S I G T I J 
.o*~.**.*+~** ••• ******** •• **.*****+**.*~*.++******* •• *+*~**.*4.++**4.*~ 
COMMON ALR.ALZ.IIC.IEC.JIP.J~P.EC.H.ULLP.L~C.LR.LG,LPO.LC(C.Pk, 
I PHP.MW.NIoI.AK, 110TI. ITOT.NQ.KO.KLO".KHIC,H,I<.H>-I.KLlR. I. J. IA. 
2 JA,NL.CON.ERI'<.CF.P~F I .PRF2 .PI'<F:1,Pf.<~4, LUCA1 .L<lDU .LCL. _I(,N 
.3 ,C[lICt:::,Cl·,C2 .. C3,C4. (CR,..JC~.LPI-2C:i.::HLC"~hPo..Jlvl Q..iIL.11 d,: .. CHI i $ 
EXCF.SIGICR, rpLATE.rCvLOR. r ICMI.IICPI.LI • .JtJl"u~l 
COMMON II I 150 I • d I 53000) .;J (53.81 I • 'II I 53. a I I. NI-l I 1800 I • NC I I f'\O') I • C I 44 I , 
I S I I aoo I .M!> I 1800 I • R 1:;3 I ; SUM!'! 1;;3) • U I FFR 1:>3 I ,A).I 1 ;,: . ., ) • ALP 1 20) , 
2 FLPI 20 I ,pZP( 20 I' UC 14 I '''C I. ) • ,,;"PO 11 () I • ':).11"0 t III I • ~.'Pr... t 101. 
3 EZPO I 101 .5 TPC; I 101. t:::TPO I 101 • ,,;<LpU 1 I ()) • ,,;"£Pu ( I v) ' .• 11-'0 r i u) • 
" EIPOI 10) .521"(;1 10l,E2pOI 101 .:ANIPOI 101. I ANZI-'O ( Ii.) I 
DIMENSION LCI ,,:;,81 I ,!>IGFlI5:.J.I:lII • .;IGLI:'.3.£;11 .::'1('1 I:,~.fll) ,~I(,'<"l' •. " 
I 81).DEI'<15J.511.0l::LI53.dl),eJEf.</.I':lJ.illl.O;:;'-:,II"d.t<II. 
2 ERPR153.81 I .t:::ZP .. I:53.81 I .L1PI'I·,',j,81) .Ef.<LPWI 5.l.>11 I. 
EPS 1 15:;.81) .::;IGI53.t31 I .I::P~I~1.tll I .Dl:.r I"J.tll) 
EQUIV ... LENCE IUIII.LC([II • 16111.~P~11111 • 
I Itll "3011.ERPRIIII • 181 fl6011.I:'LPRIIII , 
2 1f:1I129011.E.TPRIIIl • IBtl7"C.I).t..RLI-'~1111 , 
I 8 I 2150 I I ,S·I GR ( I I ,OE~ 1 I I ) , I B (2580 I ) ." I G).IL I 1 ) • U[.l-II. ( 1 ) I. 
4 (81301011.::OIGZ( I I .UEZ( 11). IUI.3."CiI I. ,IC,( 1 I).UU"~I 1 i I). 
5 I B 13670 I I • S I Gil I I • I El I 43001 I. F.P:, I I ) I ,1'.1:" lJu 1 1 • LJo:. r I I ) I 
400 C" '" -0.5/RI I) 
SIGN = I. 
C6 = -1./·14 .... 1'1111**21 
C 15 u C6 
C25 II C6 
C35 .• C6 
C45 = C6 
IF 1I.-IIC-l1 "11.412.413 
411 IF IJ-JIPI 414,415.416 
414 IF IJ"2) 417,442.442 
417 CI5 .. 2.*C6 
C35 .. CIS 
LOCAT = I 
I~ .. 1+1 
JA " .J 
CALL STRSTR 
A tKO .. , •. II I KOR I +C I 33 I *C I ~ 
CI'" .. C1311*C5 
CALL RSTRN 
CF = C1321*C5 
CALL ZSTRN 
LOCAT • 3 
I A = I 
JA • J+I 
CALL STRSTR 
(d ) 
ACKORI Q AIKDR1+CI33i.C35 
CI'" " C(31 l*C5 
CALL RST .. N 
CF =. C(321-.C5 
CALL ZST .. N 
RETURN 
442 CIS" 2.+C6 
IA a 1+1 
,JA a J 
CALL STRSTR 
AIKORI " AIKDR1+CI~31*C15 
418 LOCAT " 3 
I A .. I 
,JA a J+I 
CALL STRSn: 
CI'" " CI31 ).C5 
CALL RSTRN 
LOCAT " 4 
.II. " J-I 
CALL STR5TI'I 
Cpr " CI31 )*C5 
CALL .. STRN 
GO TO 427 
415 II'" II-Ilel 443,4'19.419 
419 C5 " 0.75*C5 
C25 .. 0.5*C6 
C45 ". C25 
CiO TO 421 
416 II'" IIJ-J!P-II*IJ-,JEP+III 420.425.444 
420 IF 11-2) 4Z!I.425.421 
412 IF IIJ-J!P+IJ.IJ-JEP+I1I 421.422.422 
421 , .... I 
JA .. J+I 
CALL ST .. STR 
AlKOl'll 8 AIKORI+C~331*C35 
AI21 .. AI21+CI321*C50.LZ 
AIKDR+II .. AIKO~+ll-CI321*C5/ALZ 
,JA .. J-I 
CALL STRSTR 
AIKORI .. AIKORI+CI331*C45 
A(KHR) .. AIKHR)-CI32H,CS/ALZ 
AIKOR+II .. AIKDR+I)+C(321*C5/ALZ 
JA .. J 
IA .. I-I 
CALL STRSTR 
A (KOIlil I .. AIKORI+CI331*C25+C(.311.C5/AL .. 
AI!!!I .. AI51-CI311*C5/AL .. 
I A • 1+1 
CALL STRSTR 
AI KHR-S I .. A(KHR-!lI+CI31)*C5/AL" 
AlKOl'll" A(KDRI+CI33)l,CI5-Ci311*CS/AL .. 
RETURN 
413 IF II-IEC+II 423.422.4Z4 
423 IF IIJ-21*IJ-JEP+II) 421,425.426 
422 IF 11,J-ZI*IJ-JEP+IIl 425,425.426 
4"':> fA, I + I 
.J:' ~ .J 




f ~ " I-I 
L;:·:"~·d=2 
LlIU ST~STR 
( a ) 
"("-<'Ill = A(K(J~)+C(33)l.C25 
4?? r f, "!' I 
~J ~ ':' ,)-1 
LO(AT = '" 
CALL ST~STP 
CF = C(.12)"C~ 
CALL Z:lT~N 
.JfI. = ..) .... 1 
La'.: A r = J 
CIILL srpSTp 
AIKUR) = AIKDP)+C(33)+C35 
CF = Cf32l*C:-; 
CALL LS r~N 
"'F. TURN 
426 IF (.J-l) 443.44.3.444 
443 CJ5 = 2. "Co 
I A = f 
.JI\ = .1+ I 
CALL sr~ST~ 
A(KDR) = AIKD~)+C(33)"CJ5 
\.';0 fO 445 
444 C·'l5 = 2.*C6 
I A = I 
.1A = .J-I 
CALL ST~S n~ 
A(KDR) = A(KDp)+C(33)"C~5 
445 LOCAr = I 
I A = 1 + I 
.J ol. = .1 
CALL STRSTp 
CF = C('31 ).C!::> 
CALL RS r~N 
CF = C(32)*C5 
CALL ZSTPN 
42R LOCAT = 2 
I A = I-I 
.1A = .1 
CALL STpSTP 
A(KDP) = A(KDP)+C(33)*C25 
CF = C(31 ,.·C5 
CALL PSTpN 




424 C25 = 2. "C6 
IF (.1-.JEP) 429,430,4JO 
429 IF (.J-2) ~31.446.446 
~46 IA = I-I 
.JA = .J 
CALL STI'lSTR 
A(KDRI = A(KDRI+C(33)*C25 
GO TO 418 
431 LOCAT = 3 
I A = I 
.JA = .1+ I 
CALL STI'lSTI'l 
C35 = C25 
A(KDR) = A(KDR)+C(33)*CJ5 
CF = C(31 )*C5 
CALL pSTRN 
CF = C(32)*C5 
CALL ZSTpN 
GO TO 428 
430 LOCAT -= 4 
I A = I 
.1A = .1-1 
CALL STpSTR 
C45 = C25 • 
A(KDI'l) s A(KOR)+C(33)*C45 
CF = (,(31 )*C5 
CALL p5TpN 




.................................. * ................... * ................ * .. H ................... **** .. **** ....... **** ... ** .... *** 
SuBROUT I NE S 1 GZ C 
it ..... * ...... ** ... ********* .. * ................ ".*it .. ******** ....... *+4* .................. * ..................... . 
C()MMON ALP. ALZ. I I C. I EC • .1 IP • .JEP, EC, H. DELP .LI'lC .LI-I.LG.LPO .LCVC.Pp. 
I PHP.M~.NW.AK.ITOTI.ITOT.NQ.KD.KLOw.KHIGH.KHR.KOR.I • .J.1A. 
2 .1A. NL. CON. EPI'l. CF. PI'lF I .PRF2 .PRF3.PRF4 .LOCAT .LADD.LCL. SIGN 
,C!. CE. C! • C2. C3. C4. ! CR. JCp.LPRcSS .LCR .P • .JTOT. JTOT I. ECR IT. 
EXCF.5 I G I CI-I, rpL.ATE. TCVLDR. I I CMI • II CP I .L I • JDRUM 
C 0.'0\1-10 0>1 A ( 150 I • a (53'000 I • U (:5:3.81) • \1/ (53.61 ) • NFl ( 1800) • NC 11800 I. C I 44 I • 
I ';(laOO),M:'I.180CI.1'I153).5UMRI53).I)IFFR(531.A~120).AL.P(2Ol. 
FLP ( 20 I • PiP (20 1 • UC 141 • wC I 4) • SRPO I 10) • ERPO I 101' :'ZPO I 101. 
ElPO ( 10) .5 TPO ( 10) • E TPOI 101 • :'RZPO I 10) ,EI'lZPO ( 10) .::. I POI 101. 
4 EIPO( 10) .S2POI 101.E2PO( 10) .TANIPO( 10) .TAN2PO( 10) 
iJFo\Er<510N LC( 5:3.81) .5IGI'I(53oi:ll) .SIGZI5J.dll.SIGTI53.SII.5IGI'IZ(53. 
I 8 I ) • DER 153. a I 1 • DEZ ( 53.81 ) • DERZ I 53.81 I • DEP:'I ( 53. !II ) • 
EpPRI53.81) .EZPRI53.811.ETPRI53.81l.ERZPRI53.Bll. 
EP;:'\ 153.al) .5IG(53.81) .EpSI53.811.DET(53.811 
EQ\JIV.l.LE.NCE IU(I).LCIII) .-IBIII.EP51(1)1. 
:! I A ': I 
.JA = .J+ I 
(a ( 4:!0 I I • ERPR I I I) • I B ( 860 I ) • EZPR ( I ) I • 
(B(129011.ETPR(III' (61172011.ERZPRIIIl • 
(t3 ( 2150 I I .:'1 GR ( I ) • D::~ I I ) ) • (6 I 25BO I I • S I GRZ I I I • OERZ ( I ) ) • 
I B ( 30 I 0 I) .::> I GL I I) .UEZ I I ) ) • (B I 3440 I 1.5 I GT ( I ) • DEP!::.I I I I I, 
(a 13870 I I • S I G ( II I • (9 I 43001 I. EPS I I ) 1.16 I .730 I ) .DET ( I I ) 
1:= II-IIC) 511.:512.513 
(c ) 
511 IF 111-1)*(.J-.JEP+II*(.1-.JEPII 514.515.514 
514 CALL STRSTp 
A(II C(24).C3/ALZ 
A(2) = AI21+C(221*C3/ALZ 
AI31 = -(C(21 )/ALp-CI23)/(2.*RI IAJ I I+C3 
A(4) • -C(24).C3/ALR 
AIKDP-31 = IC(21 )/ALR+C(23)/(2.iJ.R( IAI) ).C3 
A(KDR-21 = C(24)*C3/ALR 
A(KDR-II • -C(24)*C3/AL.Z 
A(KORI s A{KDR)-C{221+C3/ALZ 
GO TO 550 
515 IF (.J-.1EP+11 516.550.550 
516 CALL STpSTR 
A(2) • C(221"C3/ALZ 
AIKOR-31 ~ 2.*{C(211+C{23) I*C3/ALp 
GO TO 550 
512 IF I (.J-.1IP+11"(.J-.JEP+21) 514.514.'3IB 
513 IF «.1-I)"I.J-.JEP+II"(.J-.1EP)*II-IE::CII 517.51B,517 
517 GO TO ISI4.5101.LG 
510 I I = 1- I I C+ 2 
A(2) = Apllll"C3/ALZ 
A (KOR) " -A ( 21 
GO TO '514 
518 IF (.J-I) 519.519.520 
5 I 9 A (KDI'II = 1.0 
CON,. O. 
RETURN 
520 IF (.J-.JEP+I) 521.522.523 
521 CALL STRSTp 
A(2) = C(221*C3/ALZ 
A(KDR) • -A(2) 
LOCAT " 3 
SIGN,. I. 
CF = C(21 Il'C3 
CALL RSTRN 
SIGN s -I. 
CF = C(231"C3 
CALL RSTpN 
CF " C{241"C3 
CALL RZSTRN 
GO TO 550 
522 11 = 1-IIC+2 
CON" CON-PZP( II )*C3 
GO TO (524.525) .LG 
524 AIKOR) " -API II I"C3/(H-ALZ/21 
GO TO 550 
525 CF = ApIIII*C3 
CALL STRSTp 
CALL ZSTpN 
GO TO 550 
523 II " 1-IIC+2 
CON" CON-PZP( I I )*C3 
GO TO 1526.550). LG 




iHt·.*iHiHiI·iHHriHtiloiHHtifo·'HHHI· ***if .;}.;.*~********~** ****** ;. ... ****.;. .... It" **_***** .. __ 4* t:o 
SUB~OUTINE SIGZD 
.;..;.***.;.~*J- *-:.~~ ;t.*~~-:;·~HHt ~**~-':-**~*~~*~-!!-~--!!-*-!!--:!!---!---!!o -!!-*o!! -!!--!o~*** -!--!:'*~*!-**~*~-!!I:~--!!'~-:!t-!-~-!-~ 
COMMON AL.p.ALZ. IIC. IEC • .JIP • .J~P.EC.H.IJ~LP.LI-IC..Lp.LG.LPi.i.LCYC.Pk. 
I PHP.MW.N ... AK'IT011.lror.NQ.KCI.KLU"'KHIC,H.KHk.KUf~.I • ..J.IA • 
2 JA .NL. CON.ERR.CF.PRF 1 .PpF2 .PI-IF3.Pf.lF4 ,LUCAT,LAOO.LCL,S IGN 
3 .CI.CE.CI.C<!.C3.C4. lCp • .JCR.LPRC::,::,.LCR.P.Jl~T,.JTDII.E::CI-III. 
4 EXCF • S I G I C>'I. TPLATE.. TCYLDR. I I CM 1 • I 1 CP I • L 1 • JLJRUI~ 
COMMON A ( 150 I • B (53000 I • U( 53. B 1) • w (53. B I I. NI'I ( I AOO). NC ( 1800 I • C 1 44 I • 
I S ( I B 00) • MS ( 1800) .1-1 ( 53) • SUMR ( 53 I .0 IF Fp 1 53 I • .HI ( 20 I • ALP ( 20 I • 
2 FLP( 20) • PZP I <!O ) • UC ( 4 I • \fIC ( 4 I • !::.I-IPO I 101 ,ERPO ( 101 • -,LPO ( 101 • 
3 EZPO( 10 I.STPO( 101.ETPO( 10) .::'RlPO( 10) .ERLPO{ IO),SIPO{ 101. 
4 E I PO ( 10 I • S2PO 1 10 I • E 2PO ( 101 • T AN I PO ( 101 • T AN2PO ( I U I 
DIMENSION LC( 53.81).~ IGRI53.811.s IGl( ;:'.J.el! I.::. IGT (::!..lotJlI.::; IGf'lLI!:iJ. 
I 81 I .C.ER(53,811.DEL(53.81I,DERLI53,dll,UC:P:'1 153.dl). 
2 EpPpI53.81) .EZPR(53.BI) .EfPR(5J.BI I .J.::plPR(5.!.E>II. 
EP5 I 153.81 I • ~ I G ( 53.81 I 'EP:;' I 53 .til ) • DEl (53.81 ) 
/EQUIVALENCE ('.J(II.LC!ll) • (B(I).EP::'l{ll) • 
I (B( 43011.EpPR(II) • (S{ 8601).EZPR(lll • 
(S(129011.ETPR(I)). (8(17201).ERZPI'l(II). 
IB( 21501) .!::.IGRI I) .UE~I III. {B(258011.!:oIGpL( II.DHILI III. 
'4 C8(30101).SIGZIII.OEZ(IIIo(B(344011.!:>IGT(II.UEP::'I(III • 
5 (aI38701).!:oIG(III.(B(430011,C:PS(I».(8{473011.D~r(111 
550 I A " I 
.JA " .1-1 
CALL STRSTR 
IF (I-IICI 551.552.553 
551 IF «I-I)*(.J-.JIPI*(.J-.1IP-I)1 554.555.554 
554 A(KDR·I) = A(KDp-I)+CI241.C4/ALl 
A(KDR+II -( C( 21 I /ALR-C(23)/(2.*R( I) I )*C4 
A(KDR+21 • -C(241*C4/ALR 
A(KHR-3) • (CI211/ALR+C(231/(2'''R(llll+C4 
A(KHR-2) • C(24).C4/ALR 
A(KHR-Il " -C(24)*C4/ALl 
A{KHR) • AIKHRI-CI221*C4/ALZ 
GO TO 600 
555 IF C.J-.JIP-I; 556.556.557 
556 CON • CON-DELP"C4 
GO TO 600 
557 AIKDR) = A(KDpI+C(221*C4/A~Z 
A(KHR) • -CI221*C4/ALZ 
A(KHR-31 " 2.itIC(21 )+C(23) )*C4/ALR 
GO TO 600 
552 IF I.J-.JIP-II 558.559.554 











CF s CI 22 I*C4 
CALL ZSTRN 
SIGN .. -I • 






(a) E 8 
\;0 TO 600 
61 (:'IN CON+Cl.-AL>I/CH.*k{ 11))*OELP/(2.*ALL) 
,"~, r n ~60 
,', ~ -CI/(? ... ALi) 
. IN = CON+( I. -ALR/ (D."" C I)) ) "OI:::LP/( 2.o-ALl) 
:'~;) 1 n C:S4 
! I" (iJ-2)'*CI-IFC)) 562.:;63.562 
fl." '-.. "': ,::. (:.,1:-,4.,6,) ,LG 
.... 11 " I-I I c.? 
'\"'lil = -ARCII)'*C4/ALL 
Ar'~~J = A(KDRI-A(KHR) 
TO 554 
1, (I-It,CI 566.560.550 
r\<-([)R) = ACKOR)+2.*C<22J"'C4/ALl 
A (KHI~-I ICC C 21 I" ALR+C ( 23) / (2."1'1 ( I ) ) I*C4 . 
:"(;(OR+II = - (C( 21) /ALR-C (231 /(2 .... R( I) II"C4 
,'0 '-l!"1Ur.>N 
['"u 
*C4*.~ ••••• +~**~***.(** ••• **.4***44* •• *.*~ •• *.*+****a*****.*.*.+.*** 
:~u[jC:Our I NE S I GR lA 
~~L~~~4~.~*.~~.*.**+***.******* •• * •• *§****.*~***.******* ••• ~.* ••••• * 
C~NMON AL~.ALZ.IIC.IEC.JIP.JEP.I:::C.H.DELP.LRC.LR.LG.LPO.LCYC.P>I. 
PHP. f\o11,l/ ~ Nw. AK. 1 rOT 1 II I ruT, NQ, 1<0" KLOw, KH I GH. KH~ "KOR, 1 g..), I A. 
JA.NL.CJN.CRR .CF.PRFI.PRF2.PRF3.PRF4.LOCAT.LADD.LCL.51GN 
• CI.CE.Cl.C2.C3~C4. ICRJJCR.LPRCS~.LCR.P.JTOT.JTOTI.ECRIT. 
" exc".:= [(, I Ch·. TPLA TE. TCVLDR. I I CM I. I I CP I • L I. JORUM 
CJN~10'" ~(I':'OI .8(53000) .VCS3.",1 ).\11(53.81 ).NR( (800).NC( (800) .C(44) 
.~( 1:300) ,r~!::.( 1800, .i«53).5U·'1RC ';;3) .DIFFRC ~3) .AR(20) .ALP( 20). 
.. ~;;-I .~O) .PZP(20) • UC( 4) .'IIC(4) .:OKPOI I 0) .ERPOC 10) ,::'ZPOC 10). 
r:ZPQ 11'.-; J .!;TPOc 10 ).I:;TPOC 10) .:::.RZPOC 10) .ERZPO( 10).:' IPO( (0). 
.. ;-1>"O(101.',2P()IIO).E2POII0).TANIPOCI0).TAN2PQIIO) 
L' 1·\11 .,'" I IN u: (:::>.1. b I ) • S I GR( ';;3.81) .5 [GZ (53.81 ) .:, I GT I 53 .81) • S I GRZ 153 
I 811.,)tRC5.3.31).DEL(S3.8I).DE.J.'ll(53.81).DEPSI153.81). 
<::"1;:>'-11 " . .3013l ) .ElPR(::i3'81) .ETPR(5:J.81) .EI<ZPRC53.81 1, 
L"'51 c'':;:;''3l) .51(,(53.811 0\"P5(S3.81) .OE.TCS301:lJ I 
1.'dl\'A_FNt:f (..Jtll,Lett)) • (6(1).C:PSl(ll). 
I '[I( ":1011.I::.RPIlCl») • Cd( 8601).I:::ZPR(J)I • 
C"(12'JOI).ETPFHI)) • (8CI72011.I:::RZPI<II)) • 
CFl( ;:;',0,).:" IGRC I) .DEJ.'lC I». CI3(25801) ,SIGRlC I) .DERL( I» 
I a ( 30 10 I ) • ~ I GZ C I ) • DEZ ( I ) ) • C B (3440 I I • S [G r C I I • DEI"~ I ( I ) ) 
cdC 3El70i I.:::' IGC I)) .IB(43001) .l:.P5~'». (1:\(47301) olJET( I» 
·0. I A " 1+1 
.J;l = J 
IF I II-IEC+I) oC [-IECI* (..J-..JEP» 511.650.611 
,II I" IIJ-?)"IJ-..J[P)"C..J-JIP-I)I '612.614.612 
:, 1 ~ CALL S TI"<:-l r~ 
A(~HR-5) C~(41)/ALR+C(43)/C2.+RCIA»I.CI 
.l (O<HR-4.) 
1\ I KHP-31 
A C <:HQ-2) 
'> 1:1 A I KDP-3) 







A C I< DR- I ) - ( C ( 4 1 ) / ALR-C 1 43 ) / ( 2. "R ( I A ) ) ) "C I 
GO TO 6'\0 
514 [F I..J-JIP) 515.515.517 
51e; CALL STRSTR 
( b ) 
A(KHR-3) C:: (41 )/ALR+C (43) /12,*RC IA») )*CI 
AIKHR-2) = C(44)"CI/ALR 
ACKH~-I) • AIKHR-I)-CC44)*CI/ALZ 
AIKHR) = ACKHRI-C(42) ... C!/ALZ 
GO TO 613 
6[6 IF 11-[ [C+I) 650.51'5.612 
617 IF ([-I IC) 515.612.512 
650 RETURN 
END 
******************************.********************* •• *****.*.******* 
SUBROUTINE SIGRZB 












CO,>1I~ON A C (50) • S (53000) • UI 53.8 I I • W 153.81 ) • NR I 1800) • Nt I 1800 I' t i 44) • 
5 C ISOO ) ,M~; ( I BOO' • R 153 I. 5UMI-l (53).0 IFFR (b3) .AR( 20) • A~P (20) • 
FLP( 20) • PZP 1 20) • UC (4) • IIIC C 4) • SRPO ( 10) • ERPO C 10) • SZPO (10) , 
EZPO 1 10 ) .5 TPO ( 1 0 I • e:TPO ( (0) ,SRZPO 1 (0) • ERZF>O I 10' .5 I PO I 10) • 
E I PO I (0) • S2PO 1 (0) • E 2F>0( (0) • TANIPO ( 10) • TAN2PO 1 10) 
DIMENSION LCI53.81).SIGR(S3.811.SIGZC53.81).SIGT(53.81).SIGl<lI53, 
1 81 I ,DEP.(:;3,Ell) .DEZIS3.81) .DERZc53.81) .DEPSI (53.81). 
2 ERPRI~3.al).EZPR(53.81).ETPI<153.81) .ER~PR(S3.81). 
EPSI(53.81),SIGI53.81),EPSC53,81).DETI53.81) 
EQU(vt,LENCE (U<I).LCCI) , (SIII.EPSI(I)) , 
I Ca( 4301) .ERPR( I» •. CEs( 8601) ,EZPRI I) '. 
2 CaC(2901).ETPPCI») • (S(17201).ERZPRII)1 • 
5 
650 [A = [-I 
..JA = J 
CALL STpSTR 
( e ( 2150 I ) .5 I GR I I ) • DEI< ( I ) ) • 18 (25801 ) .51 GRZ ( I , • DERZ I I ) I • 
C B 130 I OJ ) .5 I GZ ( 1 ) ,DEZ I I ) ) • I B (3440 I ) .5 I GT I I ) • DEF>5 I I I ) ) • 
(AC .387(1).~ IGI I)). (8143001) .EF>5( I»), (B('I7301) .OETI I)) 
IF [(I-I)*11-2)*(..J-JI:;P» 651.652.651 
651 IF [(I-IIC)*(I-IIC-I)*(J-..JIP)"CJ-JEP+I) 653,654.653 
653 CALL STRSTR 
A(3) = A(3)+C(44)"C2/ALZ 
A(4) = A(4)+CIA2)+C2/ALZ 
A I ';'i) = - 1 C I 41 ) / ALR-C ( 43 ) / (2. "I< I I A) ) ) "C2 
A(6) = -C(44)"C2/ALR 
655 ACKDR-I) = A(KDR-I)+(C(41)/ALR+C(43)/C2,+RIIA) »)+C2 
ACKOR) = AIKDR)+C(44)*C2/ALR 
A(KQR+I) = ACKDR+I)-CC44).C2/ALZ 
ACKDR+2) = AIKDR+?)-C(42)+C2/ALZ 
6'52 RETURN 
6';" IF CJ-JEP+I) 5'56,657.657 
6'56 IF CJ-JIP) 652.658.553 
65A IF C I-IIC-I) 652.553.653 
6,\7 -::Ah.L STR5TR 
ACII A(I)+CCA'!)*C2/ALZ 
A(2) = AI21+C(42)*C2/ALZ 
AC]) = -CC(41)/ALR-CC43)/(2.+RIJAI»)*CZ 
A(4) = -C(44)+CZ/ALR 
GO TO 6'55 
!=:N~) 
( c ) 
**.*.**** .. ***.** •••• * ••• **.+ ... ** ... ***.* •• ****.*.*~***.*4****~ •• *.**.*.* 
SUBROVTlNE R5TI'1N 
*.**.*4.+*****+.*****.*****+******4****.****+*~*.*****+*~~*+* •• * •• *v*** 
COMMON ALR. ALZ. I [C. IEC • ..J [P. JEP. EC .H. D[LP .LRC. LR .LG .LP{J. LCf( •• 1-'1.,. 
1 PHP,M\fI,NW,AK, l rOTI t ITOT ,NQ,K.Ci"KLO\thr<H I Gtitr...Hk,I<W:.J , I ,.J. lA • 
2 JA. NL. CON,ERR. CF. PRF I .PRF2, PI'F3. PI<F4. L{JCAT .'_AOLl.~e.L. ' .• I (,1', 
• C I • CE , : 1 • C2 • CJ t C4. I C~. JCR " LPI-lCS;;, • L Ci< , J.J " .J T u r , ..) r I) f 1 " l.. Ch~ 1 I • 
4 EXCF.5IGICR.TPLATE.TCYLDR. IICMI.IICPl .LI •• )[JkL.:.', 
COMMON A C (50) .:3 (53000) • UC 53, iJ I ) .11/ C 5.J. ell ) • Nil C 1 B:JO I • NC C IBO() I • C C 44) • 
1 S C 1800) • M$ ( 1800) "Q C 53) • SUi"r.! (5:3 1 • i) t FFf..l (:,:;) • AI~ (201, Ai-I J C ;.'0) , 
2 FLP(20).PZPC20).IJCC").'oJC(,,).:'~PO(I'lI.EP'P(JC!IJ).o./flUIIOJ. 
3 EZPO ( 10 ) • STPO ( 10) • ETPu( 10) • 5i-<ZPO ( 10) • CI-IZPuc 1 G I'.:.; 1 PI) C j 0 I • 
4 EIPOC 10) .SZPOC 10) .E2PO( (0) .TA"'IPU( 101 .TAN?>'OI jw) 
O(l~ENSION LCI5.3.llll."IGkI53.UI).S iGZ(~.3.UI) ."IGr(,-,J.t.lII.S[(.kL(~J.3. 
1 811.0f:J...«S.J,dl) ")E'L{'.3:-h81I.DEM'l(L3.3.MI1.J)!::'~:J1 p),1,ljl). 
2 ~RPR(~3.81).EZPR(S3.al) .~TPR(53.RI I .~klPkl~j.~II. 
,,"PSI C5.J.81) .5[GI"'3.811.FP~("'3"J1) .IIL T (:"3.1'.11 
EOU[VALENCL CVCII.LC())). «(JCI).EP":,I(I)). 
I CEll 43011.LPP(:1CI)I. (BC U601).l:;/PI-/II)I. 
2 (8CI29:l1).ETPRC!» • IC'.(17201).I:::RZPRII)I • 
DO I K=I.· • 
UC C K) = O. 
(u C 2150 1 I .!:> I GR ( I J • DF.R C I J J • C IJ C 251>01 I • -" I GRi ( I ) .lJe kt ( I I I • 
18 C 30 10 I) ." I GZ ( I ) .Of::Z ( I I ) • I B 13440 1 J .:':'1 G T ( I ) • LlLP..;) 11 I I \ 
C a I .J070 I) .!> I G ( I I ) • C B (4JO;:) I I • LI-':O I I I ) • I U (" 13..1 I ) • ut:. r ( I ) I 
I WC( K) = 0, 
IF (5 I GN) I I , I 2 • I 2 
I I CF 1 a CF' / C?, "R C I A) I 
GO TO 13 
12 CFI • CF/ALP 
13 [F ICIA-IHHIA-IIC).,cIA-IFC) 1401'5014 
14 UC C I 1 = CF I 
VC(2) = -5[GN*CFI 
21 CALL ASSIGN 
10 RETUI'1N 
15 IF (IA-IIC) 160170111 
16 UC(II " 2,"CF/ALR 
GO TO 21 
17 IF (JA-..JIP) 19.14.14 
19 IF IC(4A) 20.22.20 
20 Al = -C0(4).C(42)/CC44) 
A4 = -C( 14)'" (.:( 41 )/ALI'I-C( 43) /(2. *1'11 I A) I) /e. C"4) 
A5 = -C(14) .. IC(41)/ALR+CI43)/C2 .... R([AI)/-;(4,.1 
GO TO 23 
22 A I O. 
A4 = O. 
A5 = O. 
23 A4 = A4+C:( II )/ALR-C( 13)/(2."R( IA))) 
IF CA4) ?4010.24 
24 A5 = A5+CCII)/ALR+C(13)/(2.*P([A» 
A I sAl +C C I 2 ) 
UC(I) = IA4-A5*S[GN)+CFI/A4 
WC(3) " -AI"5[GN*CFI/IA~*ALZ) 
CON = CON-CF I *OELP*S I GN/A4 
25 IF (JA-I) 26.26.27 
25 WC(3) 2."IIIC(3) 
VC I 3) = 2. +VC C 3) 
( d ) 
(';0 TO 21 
27 WC(4) = -WC(3) 
UC 1 4) " UC ( J ) 
GO TO 21 
18 IF C..JA-JEP) 28,29.29 
28 IF (CC44) 30.31,30 
:30 AI : -CI (4)*C(42)/CC44) 
A4 • -C I 14)" I C 141 ) /ALI'1-C (43) / C 2. "1'1 ( I A) ) ) /C C 44 ) 
A5 = -C(14)"CC(41)/ALR+CI43)/(2.*I'1(IAI)/CC44) 
GO TO 32 
31 A I " O • 
A4 " O. 
AS " 0, 
32 A5 " A5 ... C C I \ ) /ALR+C 1 13) / 12. +R I I A) ) 
IF I A5) 33010.33 
33 A4" A4+ICIII)/ALI<-CIJ3)/(Z.*I'1(IA))) 
AI " AI"'CC 12) 
UC(2: = (A~-A5~S!GN!.CF!/A5 
WC[3) c -AI*CF\/[A5"ALZ) 
CON" CON-CFI*PHP/AS 
UC(3) " -CFI*AK/(2,+R( IA)"A5) 
GO TO 2S 
29 IF IC(44)) 34.35.34 
34 A 10 .. I CI I A) "C( 22 I-C (12) "C( 24) )/ IC( 24) *C(421-C( 22) 'C( 44») 
A6 " -tC(4,2;9(C,21 ;;"ALJ:;l+C(23}/('2;r~R( IAl! )-C!22}4(C(41 )/ALR. 
1 C I 43) / I 2 •. *1< ( [A II ) ) "A I 0 
A7 • -1((42)+IC(21 )/AL.R-C(23)/12.*R( IA)) )-C(22)*(C(41 )/ALR-
I C(43)/( 2.+RI IA))) H,AIO 
AIO = C(42)+AI0 
GO TO 35 
35 A6 " O. 
A7 " O. 
A 10 • O. 
36 A6 • A6+C(22)!l1 C( II )/ALI'1+CI (3)/12.+R( [A») )-CC (2) "IC(21 I /ALP+ 
I C(23)/(2.*RI fA)) 
IF (A6) .,7.10,37 
37 II " IA-IIC+2 
A7. A7+C(22).IC<lI)/ALR-CI13)/(2.*RIIAII)-C(12)*ICC21)/~L(:1-
I C(23)/C2.+I'1(IA))) 
VC(4) • -CC2Z)"AK*CFI/(A6*2.*RlfA») 
UC(2) " VC(4)+(A7-A5*5IGN)+CFI/A6 
CON .. CON-CF 1+ f C I 22) *PHP-( C I 12) +A 1 0) *PZP ( II ) ) / A6 
GO TO 21 
END 
*** *,.***** ....... * ... it.". *** .. it*' ......... *'*'.* ...... *** .. * it ...... ********* .. * .. *** ...... **** ....... 
5UBROUTINF. ZSTRN 
it*·. ***** ... *.*** ..... ** ...... it.** ... *,* ... * ...... * *****.****** *******'* .******* ............... . 
COMMON ALR.ALZ,IIC.IEC.JIP,JEP,EC.H.OELI".LRC,LR.LG.LPU.LCYC,PR. 






JA. NL. CON ,ERR. CF, PRF 1, PRF2. PI<F3. PRF4. LOCAT, ... ADD. LCL, 5 I GN 
.CI.CE,CI,C2.C3.C4.ICR • ..JCI<.LPRCSS,LCR.P.JTOT.JTOTI .r:.CRI r • 
EXCF • 5 I G I.CR. TPLATE • TC vLOR. I [CM I , I I CP 1 • L I • ..JDRVM 
A ( (50) • B C 53000) ,U( 53.81) ,'oj (53.81 ) ,NR C (800) • NC 11800) • C C 44) • 
S I 1000) • M5 I I BOO I .1'1(53) • SVMR ( 53 ) .0 I FFR I ",3) • AR (20) , .tLP ( 20 ) • 
FLPI 20) • PZP [20 1. UC (4) • \IIC (4) • SRPO ( (0) • ERPO ( (0) • :OZP() ( (0) • 
EZPO( 10) • STPO C 101. ETPO ( (0) • SRZPO ( 10 J • ERZPUC 10) • S I PO I 10) • 
EIPO( 10) .52POI 10) .E2POI (0) .TANIPO( 10) .1ANDPO( 10) 
(a ) 
UI~ NSI0N LCI53.81).~IGRI53.GI1.SIGZI53.UI).SIGTI53.611.SIGRZI53. 
81) .DERI53.81) .DClI53.811.'OERZI53.BI) .OEPSI 153.61). 
ERPI< I 5:;.8 I) .EZPR I 53. 81 I .ETPI'l I 53 .81) .ERZPRI 53. B I) • 
lOP:; I 1~3.131 I .~ IGI 53.131) .EPS·153.01 I .oETI5::1.81) 
c".)IV'ILENCE IUII).LCII)) • 1t:){lhEPSIIl)) • 
I 1';11 4301).EI'lF'RIII). 181 86011.EZpQII) • 
IAI I?ClOI).ETPRIll) • IB(17201).ERZPRIl)) • 
I F< I 2 I 50 I ) .!;; r GR I I I • OER I I ) ) • I B I 251'l0 I ) • S I GRZ I I I • oEF/:/,: I I ) I • 
I S 130 I 0 I ) • .:. r GZI 1 ) .OEZ I I ) I • 18 134410 I I • S r GT I I ) .DEps I I I ) ) • 
IBC 311701 I .':'IGI I I 1.18143001 I .EPSI I». 181A7::1011.0ETI III 
~'.\) I K.:. I ,4 
',Jr \ "1 = 0 a 
1 wC ('<) = o. 
IF 1I.)1\-II*CJA-JIPI*IJA-..JEPII 11012011 
11 W~I~1 = CF/ALZ 
we I 4 I = -WC I J I 
Til CAL..L. ASSrGN 
1':' ~FTUQN 
1." IF IJ~-..JIPI 13.14.15 
I.' W,:ll) = ?*CF/ALZ 
GO Tn I "I 
14 IF IIA-IIC) 16.11011 
1 ~ I F I C I 44 I I 19.2 O. I Cl 
111 02 = ((2A}/C(44) 
AI = CI2?I-A?*CI4?1 
GO TO PI 
2.'"\ AI = C(22) 
A? = O. 
21 CON = CON-CF*DELP/AI 
?? IF 11'1-1 I 2.1.'-'''.23 
23 UCC I) = -CF'I ICl21 I-A2 it C141 I I/ALR+(C1231-AZ*CI43) 1/12.*RI IAI) I/AI 
L'CI?I = CF'CCCC211-A?*CI4111/ALR-ICIZ3)-A?CI,,31)/12,"R.CIA)))/AI 
GQ TO IB 
24 UCIt) = -2."CF"ceC211+CCZ31-AZ"ICldlll+CC43)1)/lALR"All 
(;0 T0 18 
1'5 IF CIA-IECI 25.26.26 
pc; IF CCC441) 27"!S.Z7 
?7 42 = CI2~I/CI4"1 
Al -: CI221-AZ*CI4<'1 
G('l TO ?q 
2A Al = CC?2} 
A? ~ (1. 
?q IF I fA-IIC) 22.30.30 
30 I} = IA-IIC+? 
GO To 131. 3Z} • LG 
.11 wel., = -CF*ARCIII/IAI*!H-ALZ/2,)1 
GO TO 33 
:l? Al = A}-ARCfll 
33 CON = CON-CF"PZP(111/AI 
GO TO 23 
2/\ IF (CI4"II 34.35.34 
Al = C(221-CI2A).CI421/CC"41 
A6 " -ICIA2) "Ie 121 I/ALR+CIZ3)/12.*RC IA) }1-CI2Z)*ICI411/ALR+ 
CI431/12.*RC IA) I) ,...AIO 
A7 = ~(C(421*1:12Il/Ai..R-C.!231/IZ.*RI fAll I-CI2Z1*ICt4Il/ALR-
CIA31/12.*RC IA) 111 .. AIO 
(b) 
A8 = -C(241*ICI411/ALR+CIA3)/(2.*RCIA»))/CCA., 
A9 = -CI241*CCC AI )/ALR-C(431/IZ.*F:lC IA) )/C14111 
Ala" C1421*A10 
GO TO 36 
35 A I C( 22! 
A6 O. 
A7 :: 00 
A8 = O. 
A9 " O. 
A lOs O. 
36 A9 s A9+CI211/ALR-CI231/12.*RCIAI) 
II'" IA-IIC+2 
CON • CON-CF*PZP! I I ) /41 
UCC21 • A9*CF/41 
46 = A6+CI2Z)*1 CI I I l/ALR+CI 13I/C2.*R( IA) ll-CI 121*ICIZII/ALR+ 
C(23)/IZ."RC IA»)1 . 
I F I A6 I 37. I 0.37 
37 A7 : A7+C(22).(C'ii)/A~~-Ci131/'2 •• ~(iA»i-C(12)~iCi2i)/ALR-
! C(23)/tZ."PClA1I) 
A8 s A8+C(21)/ALR+CI23)/C2."RIIAII 
UC(4) = AB"CC221"AK+CF/IAlitA6*2.*RCIA)1 
UCt21 " UCIZ1+UCt41-A8*A7.CF/CAI*A61 
CON = CON +AS"CF*ICC221*FlHP-CCUZ1+AI0)"p2Pc II) I/lAI"A61 
GD To If! 
END 
SUBROUTINE RZSTI'lN 
.** .. *" ..... fit it*""***""* ** .. """" .... " it .. """<t*",, "" "* ...... * ...... " *l>" IHII "" It * lUI .. ___ "fI"" 
COMMON ALR.A~Z.IIC.IEC.~IP.~EP.EC.H.OELP,~RC.~R.~G.~po.~CYC,PR. 
PHI', M\II. N ..... AK. I ToTI. I TOT. NQ.l(od<~O\ll,KH IGH.I(~.I(OR, 1 • .1, lA, 
JA.NL.CON,ERR,CF.PRFI.PRF2.PRF3.PRF •• ~OCAT.LADU.LC~.SIGN 
3 .CI.CE.CI.C2.C3.C4.ICR.~CR.LPRCSS.LCR.P.~TOT,~TOTI.ECRIT, 
4 EXCF, S I G.l CF:l, TPLATE. TC"'~oR. IICMI , II CPI .~1 .~ORUM 
COMMON AI 150), BC 53000) .UC53 .al I .\IIC5;:1.811 .NRI 1800 I.NCC 1800 I.C(44). 
I S(1800) ,"'SIISOO) .F:l(53).SUMRI5J).DIFFRC531.ARC201.AI.JIIIIZOI. 
2 FLi'1 20) .PZPIZO I .UCI 41 ..... C(4) .S~POI 10) .ERpOI 10) .5ZPOC 101 • 
.3 EZP;JCI01.STPOCIOJ.ETPOIIO).SRZPOIIO'I'.E~ZpOII01.5IPOCI01. 
4 E I PO I I 0 I • S 21"0 I 10 ) • E 2PO I I 0 I • TAN I PO I I 0 I • T AN2PO I 10 I 
[)11~E"SIDN LC I 53.BI 1.5 IGRC5;J.81).S IGZI!5J.81) .SIGTI5J.IiIII.:>IGAZ(!!3. 
I 01). oER153.811 .oEZC53.81) .oERZC53.8i ).0£1'>51 153.811. 
2 ERPRCS3.BI).EZPRIS3.BI).ETPRI5J.81),ERZPRI5;:1.SAI. 
EPSI 153.Bl 1 .SIGI!53.81) .Ep5153.811.0ETI53.1I1) 
EOUIVAI..ENCE IUIII.LCII») • IBlil.EPSIII». 
I cal 43011.EF:lF'RIIII • ISC 8601).EZpRII1) • 
2 C6(129011.ETFlRCI1) • CB(17201).ERZPRIII) , 
oQ I Kal.4 
UCIK I = O. 
I IIICI Kl = O. 
18 I 215011 .SIGRt II .OERI I) J. 18125801 I.SIGAZC II·.DERZ! III. 
C a I 30 I 0·1 I • S I GZ I I I • oEZ I I ) ) • I B I 3440 I ) .5 I GT C I I • DEli'S 1 ell I. 
16(38701) .5 I GC I) ) • Ie (43001) .EpSI II ).18 I 47;:10 I) .DET I III 
IF IIIA-I)"C..JA-II"'IIA-IICJ"IIA-IEC)"I~A-JIP)*IJA-.JEpll 11.12.11 
II UCI31 CF/ALZ 
UC I 4 I = -UC I 3 I 
IIIC( I I : CF/ALR 
\liC I 21 = -\IIC I I ) 
GO TO 14 
E9 (c ) 
12 IF I I I A-I )" I ~'A - I ) I 13.10013 
13 IF IIA-IICI 1501601 7 
15 IF ICI"211 35.36.35 
35 A2 .. CIZ2I/CI4?) 
AI m C(24)-A2*CC441 
GO TO 37 
36 A I . CI241 
AZ • O. 
37 IF C A I I I a 01 O. I B 
18 UCIII • -CF"IICI211-A2"CI4111/ALR+ICCZ31-AZ*C(431)/12.*WCIAIII/AI 
UC (2) " CF't< I C I ZI l-A2&C C" I I I /ALR- ICC 23 I -A2"C (43 I I / I? ... " I I A I I I /,\ I 
IF I~A-JIPI 19019.14 
19 CON. CON+CF*oELP/AI 
GO TO 14 
16 IF I~A-.JIP) 2001 I .21 
20 A" = CI"41*CCI Ill/ALR-CC 131/(2.*RI IAI I I-CI 14)*ICI41 )/AL~-
I CC431/C2.*RIIA))1 
IF 1144122010.22 
22 UCI II = CF*I ICI II )/A~R+CI131/IZ."RI IA)II.CCI41I/ALI'I-CC43I/C2.' 
I R I I A I I )- C C I" I I / ALR+C I 43 I / C 2."1'l! r A I J J .. C ::: C I 1 I /AL.R-C I 1 .J I / ( 2. "1-1 CIA I I 
I) IA4 
\IIC(3) " CF*CCIIZ)"CCI41 I/AL.R-CI431/(2."~1 IAlll-Clll21.C'.1 II 1/<lL.k-
1 CI 1:31/(2."R( IAI) Il/IALZ*All) 
\!IC ( "I " -WC { J I 
CON = CON.CF*CC(41)/ALR-CI431/(2.*R! IAII I.UELP/A4 
GO TO 14 
ZI I F I JA-JEP I I I .23. I 1 
17 IF ((JA-JIPJIHIA-IECII 23.,?4.23 
23 IF ICIA211 38.39.38 
38 42 = C(22)/CI42) 
Al s C(241-A2"CI4"1 
GO TO ,,0 
39 Al = CI?4) 
A,2 I!I O. 
40 IF (All Z5010.25 
25 II • IA-IIC+Z 
CON" CON+CF*PZPCIII/Al 
GO TO (Z6.271.LG 
26'WCI41 " CF*ARIII1/IAI .. IH-ALZ/Z.1I 
GO TO I A 
27 AI" AI-ARCII1"AZ"CI4AI/CC221 
GO TO IS 
24 IF IIA-IECI 11.28411 
25 IF IJA-~EP) 29.10.10 
29 A5" CIA.)"ICIII1/ALR+C(131/12 •• R(IAIII-CI141*CCl4l)/ALhI+ 
I CI4;:1)/( 2.*RIIA1») 
IF I ASI 31010.31 
:II UCIZI .. CF"CCCI41I/ALR-CI4:11/12.*RClAII)"ICIl11/ALhI+-CllJ)/12.* 
I RI IA) )1~IClI11/ALR-CI 131/12.*RC IAII 1*IC141 I/ALR+CI43,/12.*RC IAI 
)) 1/1105 
\IICI31" CF"ICI121*CCI411/ALI'HCI431/C2.*RIIAI))-CI4cl"(CIIII/Aui 
I +C( 131/(2."~( fAll) I/(ALZ*ASI 
\IICC"). " -WC I :ll 
UC131" CF"CC(41)/ALR+CI43}/IZ.*RIIA))I*AK/.!AS*2."RCIAII 
UC I 4 I " UC I J ) 
CON. CON + CF"ICI411/ALR+CI1I3I/12.*RIIAIJ)"PHP/A5 




............. it ......... flo •. " _***** .. **** ............ **.:It .. *. ** ** ** ~* .. it .. ** **"'4*4****** if' ** *' it"*' *' 
SUBROUTINE ASSIGN 
.... * ......... *** ***it ....... *** it'*** **** ... ** *** .... ~** ****** ........... *' *,****""*******'Jf'***** 
COMMON A~R, ALZ ,l1C. IEC .~I p, JEP. EC. H. oELP.LFlC .LR .LG.LPO.LCYC.PhI. 
I PHP.MItI.N ..... AK. ITOTI.I TOT.NQ.KD.KLOW.KHIGH.KI~~.KoR. I,J, IA. 
2 ~/Io • NL. CON. E):ll'l. CF .F'RF I. PRF2. PRF3. PRFII. L.OCAT. LADo. LCL.. 5 I GN 
• C I. CE.C I .CZ. C3.C". ICR • ..JCR.LPRCs~,.Lcn .P.JTOT .JTOTI .ECR IT. 
El(CF.s IGICR.Tp~ATE.TCYLDR. IICMI. IICPI.LI.·~DRUM 
COMMON A! 1501 .6153000 I.U(5J.SI) .\IIC53.GII.NRI 1800 I .NCI 1800) .CI441. 
I S I I BOO) • MS I 1800 I • "I 153 I • SUMR (·53) • D I FFR C 53 I .141-1 I 20) • ,\L.P I 20 I • 
,~P( ZO I • PZP 120 I' UC C 4) • WC I A I • SRPO I I a I. ERPO ( 101 • ~ZPO I 101. 
EZPOI 10) .STPOI 10) .ETPOC 101 .SR2POIIOI .e;RZPOC 101 .SIPOC 101. 
4 E 11'0 ( I 0 I • S 2PO I I 0 ) • E 21'0 C I 0 I • T AN I PO I I 0 I • T ANZPO I 10 I 
o IMENS I ON LC C 53.81 ) • S I GFH SJ. a I I. S I GZ I 53. (j I I • S I G r I!:oJ. 8 I I • S I GRZI 53. 
Ilil .OERIS3.all.OEZIS3.SI I .DERZI53.811.oEPSI (530131). 
ERPRI 53.ai I.EZPRI5J.811.ETPRlc';3.311 .e;RZPRI53.811. 
;) CPS! (5:;,8!! .SIGI!53.81 ).r;;PSC53,(:l!! .DI..T(5J.81! 
EQUIVA~E~jCE IUC I) .LCI III • lSI II .EF'SI I I I I • 
I IBC 4301l.ERPRIII) • ISC 8601).EZF'RII)1 • 
'Z' IBI129011.ETF'R(I)I. 181172011.ERZPRIIII • 
3 I !:l I 21"50 I I • S I GR I I I • oER I I ) I • I B 12580 I I • !::d GFlZ C I I • DEI< l I 1 I I • 
4 IEI(30101).SIGZIII.D£ZIII).C6C344011.5IGTIII.OEP::'11111. 
!5 (BI3B7011.:'IGI III 0161430011 .EPSI III. 16(47301).oETI I II 
LQ • 2"INC/2)-NC+I 
KDR I • KOR-LC 
.GO TO CI.2.J.41.~OCAT 
RIGHT 
I IF « J-I ) *1 ~-2) * C J-~ I PI" I .J-~ I 1'-1 I" I ~-..JEP I I 1 I tlZ .. I 
II A(I(ORI-21 .. AIKORI-ZI+UCI31 
A(KoRI-l) .. AII(ORI-I)+WCIJI 
i~ A(~HR-~; • ACKHR-~;+UC(i; 
ACJ<HR-4) • ACJ<HR-41+WCCI) 
ACKHR-3) u AIKHR-JI+UCC41 
ACKHR-2) " AIKHR-Z)+WCI41 
14 AIKORll .ACKOR!l.UCCZ) 
AIKORI+I) • AIKoRI+II+WCI21 
R~TURN 
12 IF C .1-.1 I 1"-1) 15. I !5 • 1:3 
15 IF I I-IIC+I) 16017018 
16 IF C.J-~II") 19019017 
11'1 IF. (.J-.!) 19.17.11 
17 AIKHR-31 • A(lCHR-JI+UCI.11 
AC~~R-ZI a AII(~R-2)+WCCII 
A(~~R-II .• AII(HR-II+UCI41 
AIKHR~ • ACKHRI+WCIII) 
GO TO 20 
19 ACI(HR-I) .AIJ<HR-II+UCIII 
AP(HRI • AC~HRI+\IICI I I· 
20 AIKORI-2·) • AII(ORI-ZI+UCI31 
ACKORI-II • AIKORI-II+WCC31 
GO TO 14 
C LI!:FT 
Z IF C~-.JEI"+II 31.32.JJ 
Jl A(3) • ACJ)+UCC3) 
A(4) • AI41+\IIC(31 
(a ) 
"II I ~1 :'/\ ("') +UCI 2) 
AI·.l = 1\ I t;) +\IICI?) 
1" t.,,·.tlRI) = AIKDRI )+UC( I) 
:, ; -.IlR I + I ) A I KnR I + I ) + \!IC ( I) 
"'1.Q)RI+?l : IIIKDRI+?l.UC( 4) 
.~ I 1<.;)RI +:11 = II I KDI<I+l)+WC( 4) 
.:.\ \ 1 l i A { 1 1 .. Hh: ( 2 1 
AI'I : 11121+WCI?1 
,~ .. {1 1 (l ;4 
1;- "'II) AI11+UCI;:1) 
"'t~l = A(2)+WC(3) 
A I 1) : A I 3 ) + uC ( i? 1 
A(4) = td4,+wC(2) 
en Tn '14 
n[\(lVF 
"1. IF t .J ... ~Jr::P.l1 41 ,.:&? ,44 
41 A(I) 1\(1)+1/1'1;:1) 
AI'I : III."l+\IICI.'1 
AI') : AI'Il+UCli') 
11(4) = AI4l+\IICI?) 
.. .l A(KDRI-2) = AIKDRI-2)+UC() 
A(KORI-Il = AIKDRI-I)+"'C( I) 
AIKDRll • AIKnRll+UC(4) 
'''<:I1RI+I) = AIKDRI+I )+WC(,41 
4;"' A ( 1 1 = A ( 1 ) +uC { ?} 
AC.» = AC;:>'1+'IICf2l 
r.n "(1 4-' 
RFL0W 
.. IF (1.J-?)*I.J-.J1P-I» 51.52.51 
'il AIKHR-l) = IICKHR-'l +UCll ) 
II(KI-m-?) = AIK"IIJ-i')+WCII) 
AIKHR-I) = AIKHR-I)+UC(4) 
AI~HR) = A(~HR)+WCC4) 
", A(KnRI) = AIKORI)+UC!3) 
,\C"'OIH+I) AIKORI+I )+\IIC( 3) 
AIKDRI+?) = A!KDRt+2)+UC(2) 
ACKllJ:It+l) = AIKORt+3)+IIIC( 2) 
"i;' IF (~I-J:P"'l) '54,5:;,51 
5 t;" 1;= (I - 1 Ie) C)4. 5 1 f 5 1 
'i4 AIKHfl-.ll = A!KHR-t)+UC!I) 
IICKHR) = AIKHR)+WC!I) 
GO TO ">J 
FNI1 
SUBROUT I NE' COORn 
•• ****+*.***.*.***~~**.********+.**.**.*.********+**.******* ••• ***.*. 
CQMMON ALR.ALZ.IIC.IEC.~IP • .JEP.EC.H.OELP.L~C.LR.LG.LPU.LCYC.PR. 
I PHP,/>Iw,Nw.AK. ITOTI. ITOT.NO,KD,KLOW.KHIGH,KHI'l.KDR. 1,.1, lA, 
.JA,NL,CON,ERR.CF.PRFI,PRF2,PRF3,PRF4.LOCAT.LAOO.LCL.SIGN 
.CI.CE.CI.C2,CJ.C4.ICR,.JCR.LPRCSS,LCR.P • .JTOT,~TOTI.ECRIT. 
EXCF.SIGICR,TPLATE,TCYLOR,IICMI.fICPI.LI • .JORUM 
C:OCol.'\(IN A I 150) ,B (5::;000 I • U (53.81 I • W I 53,81 I. NR I 1800 I ,NC ( 1800 I • C (44 I, 
I ~; 111'100 I .MS( 1800 I. R( 531 ,SUMR( 531 .OIFFR( 53 I. AR( ZO). ALP( 20 I. 
FLP(20) .PZf'120 I.UCI 4) ,\!ICI 4 I .SRPO( I 0) ,ERPO( 101 .SZPOI 10 I, 
( b ) 
ELPO ( 10) ,STPO I 10) ,ETPO I 10) • SRZPO ( 101, Ei-lZPO I 101. S I POI 1'0 I. 
4 E 1 PO I 10 ) • 'i.?f'O ( 1 0) • E ZPO I 101 ,T AN I PO ( 10) • T ANZPO ( 10) 
D I:~:;:N5rON LC 153,81 I .S-IG~( 53 ,31) • :;IGZI53 ,31).S IGT (::..:1.81) .SI GRZI53. 
t 81 I ,OERI53.81) .DEZI53.81).OERZIS3.81) .OEPSI (53,811 j 
ERP,n :03 • S I ) • E'ZPR I 53 ,31 ) • ETPR 133.81 I ,ERZPi-l 15::1,81 ) • 
3 EP S l' ( 53 .8 1 ) ,S I G 153.81 ) • EPS I 53 .131 I • OET ( 53 • B I ) 
EOUIVALENCE (UII).LC(I)) • IEl(I).EPSIII)1 , 
I (a( 4301) .ERPR( I) I • (91 860'1) .EZPR( I» • 
(13(I29011.CTPRCI) • IBII7201-).ERZPR!i») • 
c'S(21501'hSIGR( 1).OER( I) ).IBI2S801).SIGRZII) ,DERZI I I I. 
4 (tl ( 30 10 I) ,S'I GZ ( I ) • OEZ I I ) ) • I B (3440 I ) • S 1 GT ( I ) • OEP::'I I I ) ) • 
S 1:J(38701).SIG(II).(814::10011.EPSII).IB(47301).OET(I) 
IF INO-IrOTl') 1.1,2 
I I' '" ! NO·1) /MIII + I 
IF CMW-2"'CMW/2}' :l,oQ,3 
:4 IF IIIC+LRC'-2*1(IIC+LRC)/2») 7.9.7 
3 IF 1·IIC+LRC-2i>(C'!IC+LRC)/2) 5.6.5 
IF (NO-MW-12*MW)+((I-I)/2» 7.8,7 
1 = I + I 
7 .J=Z+ I (NO+ I )12) - I ( I-I) IZ ) .... (Z+ ( (101111+ I )/2) -1 ) - I 1/2) +! 2+ I M'oIIZ) + 1 )+.1 IP-I 
RETURN 
6 IF (NO-MIII-I-(2"MIlI)*! ct-I)/Z) 9010.9 
10 I = I-I 
q .J=2* ( I NO-I )/21- ( 1 /Z)+ (2* I I ~\OI+ I J 12) -I )- ( I 1- I) 12)lH 2" I MlI//2) + I ) +.1 IP 
RETURN 
Z I = (NO-ITOTI-l )/.JEP+IIC 
Ir (JEP-2"1.Jt::P/2 I I 11.12011 
.12 iF (JIP+LR<:-2"«~IP+LRC)/211 13014013 
II IF I.JIP+LRC-2.( I.JIP+LRC)/2)) 17.16017 
16 IF (NQ-ITOTI-I-.JEP-(2"~EP)+1 (I-IIC)/ZI) l'Iol8tl4 
IS I '" I-I 
14 .J%2*IINO - ITOTI-I 1/21+1-1 (1-IIC)/21+U!+CJEPIZJ+II-1 I I-IIC+II/2I*1 
12*( I.JEP+I 1/2)-1 I 
RETURN 
17 If" INO-\TOTl-.JEP-IZ*.JEPI*« I-IICI/Z) 1 1301S013 
15 I = 1+1 
13,J '" 2*«NO - lrOTI+II/ZI-«I-IIC+II/ZI+(2*(.JEP/Z)+I)-«I-IICIIZI*1 
12'>( (.JEP+I 1/21 -I I 
RETU~N 
END 
I- ." •• ***.:a. ................... it .. * iHt** .... ** ........ **.* .......... 0 .. ** ....................................... ... 
SUB ROUT I NE BANO 
it ... **-it** ..... **** ****+ *' .... * ** ......... ** ... ** .** ""it *4 ..... * ..... it .... *.fIo ....... e •• 'O ........... .. 
COMMON ALR,ALZ,IIC.IEC.JIP • .JEP.EC.H,OELP.LRC.LR.LG,LPO.LCYC,PR. 
PHP.M\II, NW,AK, ITOTI.I TOT.NO,KO.J<LOIll.KHIGH.KHR.J<OR. 1 • .1. lA, 
JA, NL, CON. ERR ,CF ,PRFI ,PRFZ ,PRF3. PRF4 .LOCAT .LAOO.(.CL ,5 IGN 
• C I. CE,:: I. C2. C3. C4. I CR • .JCR.L~CSS, LCR.p • .JTOT .JTOT I ,EC~ IT. 
EXCF,SIGICR.TPLATE.TCYLOR.IICMI.IICpI.LI.JORUM 
COi'~"/OIl A( 1501,9(5300,31.:..1(53,81) •• .. 153.811.NRI IIIOOI.NC( 11100) .C(44). 
5 ( 1800) ,loiS ( 1600 I • R ( !;3 I • SUMR I 53 I • D II"FR I 53 I • AR (20 I • ALP ( 20) • 
'FLP I 20 I • P Z;;> 120 I • UC (4) • WC ( 41 • SRPO 11'0 I • ERPO I 10) • SZpO ( 101. 
E:;Z;oO ( 10 I • STPO I 101. ETPO I 101 • SRZPO I 101. ERZPO( 10) • S I PO I 101. 
E :PO I I iJ I. S2PO ( 101' EZPO I 101 • TANIPO ( 101 • TAN2PO I 101 
01 ,""NS I 0:-.1 L':: ( 53.81 ) ,S I GR (53.6 I I • S I GZ I 53, B I I. S I GT (53.81 ) • S I GRZ I 53 •. 
t BI I • OER( 53,81 I .DEZI 53. BII .DERZ( 53. 81) .DEPSI 153.SII, 
ERPRIS3.811.EZPRI53.61).ETPRIS3.611.ERZPRI53.SI). 
EP51 153 .. ~11.5 IG( 53,BII .EPSI53.811.0ETt53.811 
EIO (c ) 
EOUIVIILr::NCE CUIII.LC(III • (8(11,[-:1"51(111 , 
t lSI 4301·1.l:RPR·1111 ,Itj( B6011,E:;ZPRIII) • 
2 (B( 12QOI) ,IT;:>RI I I I • (B( 1720 I I .ERLPRI I I) , 
l!:l ( 2150 I I .!> I GR I I I ,DER I I ) I • (B (2560 I ) , !:> I GI-IL I I ) ,DI- kL I I I I , 
" IS( 30101 I .slGil I I .DEZ( I) I. (13(34<101) ,!:>IGf! I I .DfP:"1 C I I). 
5 (tll 3870 I I .!:> I G I I I I , (9 I 4300 t I • EP!:> I I I I , (13 I " 7~JO I ) .IJI-. r I 1 ) 1 
KDT B NCINO) 
NOT. NO 
IF I.NO-Z"IN(J/2) I II ,SI '11 
51 NO = N(,-I 
I I KO B NC C NO I 
IF IldllCI 12.13013 
12 IF «J-.JEP+1J'>c.J-.J[P-II) 14015016 
I" KLO\Ol B NCINO+2) 
KHIGH = NC(NO-I I 
GO TO 300 
15 IF 1,J-,JEP+l) 17018017 
17 IF I I-I IC+II 7,1>,7 
7 NOI • NO+2*IMW/21+t 
Iq KHIGH ~ NCINOI) 
20 KLOW " NCINO+?I 
GO TO 300 
8 NOI " NO+2*IMW/21+2*CC.J[P-1 J/2)+1 
GO TO IQ 
18 IF It - t I 2 t, 22,21 
Z t NOI 
" 











GO TO 24 
13 IF «.J-JEP+I 1*1 .1-2)) 
?6 IF (.J-Z) 28.ZQ.28 
2A NOI • NO-2*I.JEP/2) 
GO TO 23 
29 IF (I-TEC) 30.31.30 
::10 NOI • NO+2*I.JEP/21+1 
. GO TO 19 
31 KHIGH " KO+3 
GO TO ZO 
16 IF (.J-.JEP) 32.33.32 
33 IF 11-2) )4 •. 14.35 
34 KLOIII " KO 
GO TO 24 
14.26,27 
35 NOI '" NO-2<>(MIII/2)-2+«MIII+I)/2) 
GO TO 23 
32 IF (1-1 IC+21 36.44.37 
4<1 NOI '" NO+2+IMIII/2)+2*((MW+tJ/21+2 it IC.JIP-I)/21+1 
GO TO IQ 
36 NOI " NQ+2*(MW/Z)+Z*IIMIII+II/ZI+I 
GO TO 19 
37 NOI = No+2+1 (~IlI-I 11?1+2*l.JIP/21+1 
GO TO 19 
27 IF (.J-.JEPI 3A.39,3S 
39 IF I I-I ICI 40.41.40 
41 N(JI = NO-?*(MIII/21-2"(IJEP+I 1/21 
GO TO 23 
(d ) 
40 NOI B NO-2*I.JEP/2)-Z*II.JEP+I)/21 
GO TO 23 
38 II" (I-IEC+II 43,4Z.42 
4Z KHIGH " 1(0+1 
GO TO 20 
43 NOI % NO+2*(.JEPI21+Z IHI.JEP+I)/21+1 
GO TO 19 
300 KD = KOT 
NO " NOT 
RETURN 
ENO 
Sue~OUT I NE S TRS TR 
*&**************4***************** •• ******* ••• *******.**.* •• ** ••• *****. 
COMMON ALR, ALZ, I I C. I EC • .J I p, .JEP. EC.H. i:lE.LP .LRr: ,LR,LG ,LPU. LCYC, PI-l, 
I PHP,MW,NW.AK.ITOTI.I TOT.NO,KO,KLO\!/,KHIGH.KHi-l.KOh', I.J. :A. 
Z .JA.NL. CON .ERR. CF.PRF I. PRF2. PHF3,PRF4. LOCAT .LAOO. LCL.!:> I GN 
3 .CI ,CE,CI.CZ.C:3.C4. ICR.JCR,LPRCS5,LCR,P,.JTOT • .JrOTI ,EC~lr. 
4 EXCF.S IGICR.TPLATE,TCYLOR. IICMI. IICPI.LI • .JOI'lIJM 
COM.MON A( 1501.B(93000).U(53.811 .W(5301JI I.NR( 1800) .NC( ISOO).CI441. 
S ( 1800) ,loiS ( IIlOO) ,1'1 (531 .SUMR (5.3) ,0 I FFR 1!':l3 I ,A'" I ZU I, ALP I 20 I • 
FLPI ZO) .PZP(20) .:..1C( 4) .WC(4) ,SRPOI 10) .ERPO( 10 ).!:>LI-'UI 10). 
EZPOI 10) • 5TPO I 10) • ETPO I 101 • SRZPO ( 10) ,EI-lZPO ( 10) .:; I PO I 10 J • 
<I EIPOII01.SZPOIIO).l!:ZPO(tO).TANIPOIIO).TAN2PO(tO) 
OIMENSION LC(S3.BII.$IGI'I153.811 ,!;;IGZ(5J,61) .5IGTI::':J,BI) .:'IGRL(SJ. 
I 1l11.DEI«53.81).OEZ(53.!JII.UERZ(53.81),DEP:'1!33.811. 
E~PRC53.SI) ,EZPR!-53.BI I .ETPRI'53,BI) .C::RZPR(53,(3I), 
3 EP~ I 153.8 I I ,S I G ( 33, B I I • E P5 I 53 ; 81 J • DI::. T 1530131 ) 
EOUIVALENCE (UIII.LCCi») • 19(II.EP511111 • 
I (a( 4301).ERPR(II) • IB( B6011.C'ZPR(I)1 , 
2 IBI129011,ETPR(II) , (911720l),ERZPRIIII , 
(B 121 '50 I ) ,!>I GA ( I ) .DER ( i ) ) , I A (.2580 I ) • S I Gf.lZ ( I ) • DE:~Z I I ) I • 
4 (13130101).SIGZII),OEZ(III.(BC34401).::'IGT(II'DEP~I(I)I' 
S I B( 3870 I I • S I G I I ) ) • (a (4:300 I I • EPS I I I I , I EI 14 7JO I) • OET I I I ) 
C(311 PRI"3 
C I .32 I • PRI"3 
CI331 " PRF? 
C(341 " O. 
IF (LC(TA • .J"l-ll 11012.13 
13 IF ILC( IA.J"I-3) 14.IZ.16 
14 C(311 .. O. 
C(321 s O. 
C(331 = O. 
C(34) • O. 
GO TO II 
16 GO TO II 
C HERE.· VARIOUS TYPES OF CLOSEO CRACKS CAN 6E TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT 
II CIIII • PRF"Z 
C(IZI • PRF3 
C( 'III) " FOR,.-. 
C( 13) .. C( 31) 
C( 14) s O. 
CtZII "CIIZI 
C(2Z) .. Ctll) 
C(23) • CI3Z) 
C(24) " O. 
C( 'III " O. 
(I .. ;") -= o. 
(4;, -= n. 
, T,JlJN 
( a) 
'" <1-11r.1 ?1 •. ~1.2? 
i IJ-JIP-II 2,,23.22 
if' IA.flSITANI·~IIA.JAIII-I.21 22.22,24 
II' (L.CIIA.JAI-Il. 11011014 
• ~';'~.i :: PRr=-;:Q'·SIN('.4,I( IA.JA, )'**2 
r/\~' e PRr.;"I.v.CO!::l(WCIA • .JA)**2 
f it,' F :: r: (J.~) 
I I •. l~;: :::; -O.I::l*PRF?*SINC2.+WC (A.JA)) 
I" :: S r N ( \IJ ( r A , .J A ) ) '*.2 
",':;" = rOSIWlltI.JA)li ... 2 
-C1.:;:;*r..;r ~J12 ... wr 14 • .JA) 1 
~(I 1) ~ F~rr*~R(F 
(""(I;"', f7CF*SRCF 








F- r.,1CF".:;r~ lCF 
i: ;;-CF*SP/r.F 
(" (4/1) =;~71..""F*SR7cr: 
IF <L«IA.J~)-?) 17ol4.IA 
17 e(11) = FTrF-SPCF 
CI~!) = ETCF*S7CF 
(1~4) = FTCF.SR/CF 
l~") TI) I q 
I r1 CI131 O. 
CI?'I 
CI:1' 1 
C 114 ) 
10 c: (31 ) 
C I J;» 









J**~**.**.******4***4********* ••• ***************.********************** 
SUBROUTINE EXTRPL 
.. +*~****.**.**.* •• **.***~*****.~*.+**.** •• ***.**.********************** 





CJ:'I:~c:r- A (150), ::J15.J000) ,U(53,31) ,W( 53.811,NRe 1800 I .Nce 18001 .c(44). 
:;( IROO) .MSI 180:)1 .RI531.SUMR(53).DIFFRI531.ARe20 1 ,ALP(20). 
FLPI 20 I ,PZP (;::0 I. UC e '" I • we: I 41 • SRPO I 101. ERPO e 101 • SZPO I 101. 
[;cPoe 10 1 .STPOIIO I.ETPOI 101 .SRlPOI 101.ERZPlle 101 .SIPOI 101. 
E I PO I 101 ,!",ZPo I 101. E2PO ( 101 • TAN I PO I 101 • TAN2PO I 10) 
tJl;·i~.N" ION LCI5.3.811 .~dGRI:'3.SII .!:dGZI53.81) .5IGTI53.81) .SIGRLI53. 
811 .DERI53.61 1 ,DEZ153.01 I .DERZC53.BI 1 .DEPSI C53.811. 
E"PRI53.UII.EZPR(53.BI I .ETPRe53.811.ERZPRC53.811, 
EPSrt53.!:lII.SIGIS3.81) .EPSI53.811.DETI53.81 1 
EQuIVALI:::NCI::: IUIII.LCIIII • IBel).EPSIII)1 • 
I 181 43011.ERPRIIIl • la( 86011.EZPRIIII • 
2 (BII2QOll.ETPRIII) • IB!I72011.ERZPR!Ill • 
( b) 
(BI 215011 ,SIGR( I) .DER( I I I. la (25801) .SIGRZ( 1 I .DERZ( II I. 
(81301011 .SIGZ( II.DEZ( 1 I I, (B(34401 I .SIGT( I I .DEPSI (1 I I. 
181387011 ,SIG( III. (a(43001 I .EPS( II I. (8147301 I .DET( I I I 
ExCF I OOOOU. 
DO 40 L= 1 • JTOT 
NO = 2*L 
CALL COORD 
IF (LC I I • J 1 - 1 I I 1 • I 0 , 28 
I 1 I F I DEPS I I I , J I I I 0 • 1 0 • 12 
120= 4.*DER(I.JI~DEZ(I.~I-DERZ(I.JI.*2 
F = 4 •• ECRIT**2-4.*ECRIT*(ERPRII.~I+EZPR(I.~11+4.*ERPR(I.~I*EZPRCI 
1 ,JI-ERZPR( "JI**2 
E • -2.*ECRIT*CDER(I.JI+DEZII.JII+2.*DERII.JI*EZPR(I.JI+2.*DEZ(I.J 
I I *ERPR I I • J I -DER Z I I • J I "ERZPR I I • J I 
IF (01 13,21.13 
21 IF IDEZ(I.J» 22.24.22 
22 ROOT = F/(4.*DEZ( I.JI*(ECRIT-ERPR(I,JII) 
GO TO 7 
24 ROOT = F/14.*DERII.JI .. IECRtT-EZPR(I,J») 
7 IF (ROOT) 10.9.9 
13 IF IABSIE/D)-I.E 051 B,8.21 
!l CONT INUE . 
DISCR = E**2-D*F 
IF (()ISCRI 23014014 
?J WRITE 1601011 I,J 
101 FORMAT ('OCRACK HAS ALREADy PROPAGATED TO NODE AT I s',13.' , J :' 
I • i3/) 
GO TO 10 
14 FI I-E+SORT(DISCR)I/D 
F2 (-E-SORTIDfSCR»)/D 
x I = ERPR ( I • J I +F I"DER I I ,J) 
)"1 = EZPRI!,J)+FI*DEZII.J) 
ZI = ERZPR(I.JI+FI*DERZII,JI 
PRSTRI = 0.5*(XI+YI+SORT((XI-YI)**2+ZI"*211 
X2 = ERPRI I.J)+F2"DERII.J) 
Y2 ='EZPR( I.J)+F2*DEZ(I.J) 
Z2 = ERZPR(I.JI+F2*DERZ(I,JI 
PRSTR2 = 0.5*IX2+Y2+S0RT( IX2-Y2)* .. 2+Z2 .... 21) 
IF IABSIPRSTRI-ECRITI-olE-05) 15015016 
15 ROOT = F I 
IF (ROOT) 16.25.25 
25 CONT INUE 
IF (A8SIPRSTR2-ECRfTl-oIE-051 17017.9 
16 IF (ABSIPRSTR2-ECRIT)-olE-051 18018 • .23 
17 IF IF2) 9 • .26.26 
26 fF' {Fl-F2! 9~9t 18 
10 ROOT = F2 
I F I ROOT I ! 0 • 10 ,9 
CJ IF (ROOT-EXCFI 20.20.10 
i'0 EXCF = ROOT 
I C:P = I 
JCP = J 
10 IF (1-1 I 40.40.29 
?CJ IF ILCII,J)-II 27.27.40 
?7 IF IDETII.JII 40.40.31 
31 ROOT = IEcnIT-ETPRII.J)I/DET{J,J) 
IF IROOT) 40.40.3B 
Ell 
38 IF IROOT-EXCFI 30.32.40 
30 EXCF = ROOT 
34 I CR = -I 
JCR " -J 
GO TO 40 
( c ) 
32 IF (I-IABSI ICR) I 33.34.33 
33 WR I TE (6. 103 I I. J , I CR. JCR 
103 FORMAT ('OWE ARE IN TH~ PRESENCE OF THE RAW~ CAS~ WHCWL TwO NOW ~ 
IAPPART FROM EACH OTHER CRACK SIMULTAN~OUSLY I .'.IJ.' ~ .'.I~.' AN 
20 1='013.' J ='013///1 
GO TO 40 
2B IF ILC(I.J)-3J 11.40.39 
39 CONT lNUE 
HERE - CLOSED CRACKS CAN BE CONS 10EREO 
40 CONT INUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
****** •• *.***~***~.***~.**.*****4*4************.********.*.* •• *.**+*+~4 
SU8ROUTINE CHECK 
*+****4*+*******+**+********~*********·*******+*****·******** •• **~***~* 
COMMON ALRtALZ. J Ie. 'EC • .JIP • .JI:.P,~C.~tQ£LP,LJ..<C,L~.LC"LI-'U,LCy::,PI ... 
1 p~P,MW.NW,AK'ITOTltITOT.NQtKD1~LOW1KHIGH,KH~1K~~t [.J, lA, 
2 .JA, NL, CON, ERR, CF. PRF 1 t P!;!r-2, P~F3, PI .. -ij-4 1 LUCA T ,LAuLJ, LCL. ~ t G/"-I 
,c t • CE, CIt C.2, C3, C4, I CR, .JCR. LPI~C:::"S, LC.~-< ~ P,...;1 'JT • ...J r (j r 1 t : .. c.!,.' I r, 
EXCF.5IGICR,TPLAT::. rCYLDR.1 Icr~I, I IC"'I ,LI .JUWUM 
COMMON A C 150), 1:3 (S.JCOO ) ,u(S31til), i/(53,811 ,NI·![ 1 aao 1 ,N(.( ll'j00)' ~~ {:I(I, I" 
1 S( leaO} .MS{ leCO} .R( :;.3} .SUMI:U 5~)1.!Jlrr;~·( 5.3) dHd;:O 1, r~,-:.J{ ".'~.1. 
2 FLP{ 20) ., PZP (20) .. UC (-4 ) .. wc. (t;.) • ::'p'PO I 101 .. :,:;';Pl .... ( ! 0 i • ~l~'0 ( I (l ;. , 
EZPC( 10) ,£,.rp\J( 10 }.ETPO( 10) ,;:'l-:LPO( lOl,SrolLPU( to) • ...liPI)( IU i. 
4 EIPOIIO) .S2POC IOI,E2POI 10) .TANIPC( 101. TA~2f.'UIIO) 
o I MENS I Of\/ LC ( 5,],81) ,,~I G~'( 5.3. 8t } , ~ I I..J/ {~':;,:3 1 1 , ~I I G T (:;J,~! 1 ) .. '-' t G~/ ('..JJ, 
1 81) .DERC53,Bl) ,DEZ(:'3.91 i .~E.I~l(53.e! I .~)L~.J:"'l.( ':.J.', rjll, 
2 EI-<P~ ( Cj3, (! 1 1 ,EZPR ( ~3, 81 ) ,l: TP~ ( -:J,J. 81 ) ,~I...!ll--l'~ ('jJ .. !) I I .. 
EPS 1 (:53.81}.S IG( 53.81) .EP.s (53,311.;)Cr (r:-,.~,nl ) 
EQUIVALENCE IUIII,LC{J)I , IBIII.EPSIIIII • 
I IBC 4:101I,E~PRI I» • If'll ',('CI) .~LPHII I) • 
2 eBI12901I,ETPR(III. Ctill7201 l.t>lZf.'>l(() I • 
(Be 215(1) .~'Gq( t) .DER( I} j .. (P.(::58QI 1.~IGt~L( I I .t;(:.h· ... < 11). 
'4 
5 
19 C 30 I 0 1 1 • S I GZ I 1 I ,DEI ( 1 ) ) • (d 13440 I ) ,::, I G I ( 1 1 • Ut.p~ I ( I ) ) 1 
I B ( 3B70 1) .5 I G( I 1 ) • (8 (4300 I ) • C:PS f I 1 ) , I,. C 47 3U I 1 .;)1:. TIll) 
LCR = 0 
ETEMP " O. 
DO 10 L=I.JTOT 
NO = 2*L 
CALL COO~D 
ET = ETPRII.JI+DET(I.JI 
I F I LC I I, J) - 11 31.32.33 
31 IF (EPSIII.J)-ECRIT) 34,37.37 
34 IF (ET~ECRITI 10.3B.3B 
38 ICRT = -I 
JCRT = -J 
ETEMPI = ET 
GO TO :;<; 
36 IF CET-EPSI (I .JI) 35./10,40 
40 IF 11-1) 35.35.38 
37 IF (ET-ECRITI 35,36.36 
35 ICRT " I 
JCRT • J 
ETEMPI • EPSIII ,J) 
39 LCR " LCR+I 
( d ) 
IF (ETEMPI-ETEMPI 100lloi2 
11 WRITE 1601031 I·JtlCRT.JCRT 
103 FORMAT I' OWE ARE I N THE PRESENCE OF THE RARE CASE WHt:CWE' TWO NO[)E5 
lAPPART FROM EACH OTHER CRACK SIMULTANEOUSLY I =',13.' ~ ='.13.' AN 
GO TO 10 
32 IF (ET-ECRITI 10.42.42 
42 IF ({-II 43.43,38 
43 LC( I oJ 1 ~ 3 
GO TO 10 
33 IF (LCII.J)-.21 44.44 tl 0 
44 IF (EPSII'I.J)-ECRIT) 10.35.35 
12 ETEMP = ETEMP 1 
IC~ " ICRT 
.JCR B JC~T 
10 CaNT INUE 
IF ILCR) 15,15.16 
15 CONTINUE 
WR I TE (6. 1 1 3 ) 
113 FORMAT ('-THE CRACK DOES NOT PROPAGATE'///) 
OELP " 100. 
LPRCSS " I 
PHP " O. 
NLP " IEC-IIC+2 
DO 90 I,,!, NLP 
90PZP(I) =0. 
RETURN 
16 WRITE 16.(14) LCR 
114 FORMAT ('-THE CRACK SEEMS TO PROPAGAT::: INSTANTANEOUSLY THROUGH', 
1 13,' STRESS NOOES'///) 
RETURN 
END 
*.*****.****** ***** ** ************ ... *** .. * .. "it". * ... ****** .............. * .. * .. *' ..... *** 
SU8ROUTINE SOLVER 
4* ..... _ .................................... iH .......... * ............. ** ............... ** ...... ***** ..... '* ** * ** **** ...... '* ** ** .. 
COMMON ALR.ALZ. IIC.IEC.JIP,JEP,EC,H.DELP.LRC,LR.LG,LPll.LCYC.PR. 
I PHP.MW.NIiI,AK,ITOTI, ITOT,NQ.KD.KLOIll,KHIGH.KHI'I.KtJR, I.J, IA. 
2 JA. NL. CON. ERR. CF ,PRF I .PRF2, PRF3, PRF4, LOCAT ,LADU, LCL', 5 I GN 
3 .CI.CE. CI ,C.2.C3.C4. ICR.JCR,LPRCS:,.LCR,P,JTOT.JTUTI ,I=.Cf..II I. 
4 EX'-F.SIGICR,TPLATE.TCYLDR. I ICM1. I ICPI.LI.~URUM 
COMMON A I 150 I • B (53000 I ,U153, 8 I I ,Ill (53.81 1 • NR C I BOO I .NC ( 1 BOO I • C (44 I • 
1 S ( III 00) • MS (1800) • R e 53) • SUMR (53) • D I FFhll 53 I. AR (;:!u ) • ALP (20) • 
2 FLP( 20 I ,PZP (201' UC ( 41 • WC (4 I • SRPO e 1 C: ,EI<PI.. ( 10) ,::.ZPC ( 101 • 
":3 EZPO ( 10 I ,S TPO I 10) ,E TPO ( 10) ,SRZPU ( I 0 I ,ERZPIJ ( 101 • S I PO ( 10) • 
4 E I PO ( 10 1 ,S2po I 101 • E.2PO ( 101 • TAN I PO ( 101 • TAN2PO ( 10 ) 
DIMENS(QI, LC(53.51 I ,SIGR(S3.BII.SIGZI:;3.BI) .SIGT(53.811.SIGRL(:'..l. 
9 I I • DER (53,91 1 • ~EZ I 53.81 ) • UERZ (53.81 I • DEPS 1 C 53,91 I • 
ERPRI5J'811'EZPR(53,BII ,E"TPRI53.91 1 ,ERZPR(53.BII. 
3 EPSI(53,811.SIG(53,BI).EPse53.BII.DET(53.611 
EOUIVAI..ENCE (UI 1) .LC( I») • (B( II.EPSI (:) I , 
IBI 4301) ,ERPRII» • (B( B6011.EZPf,/1 I) 1 • 
(B(I2901).ETPRIII) , (81172011.ERZPflll)) , 
18 ( 2150 I ) • S I GR ( I I • DER I 1 1 ) • (8 I 25BO I I • S I GWZ I 1 ) ,DEl'll I I ) 1 , 
4 IS( 30IOI).SIGZ( 11.DEZI 111. la(34401 1 .SIGT( I 1 .DEPSJ 11»), 
( (] ) 
I B 1.3870 I ) .::' 1 G I I ) ) • (6 (4300 I ) • EPS ( I ) ) • (B I 4730 I ) • DET ( I ) ) 
I<EWINO ) 
,ALI_ TRI 
t F (~RR) I 1 ::" J 
"RiT!': 11';.4) F.RR 
~ ~O~MAT 1)6H TOO MANY T~RMS .FIO.O) 
,-,n TO n 
,"RITf IA.7) MSIITOT) 
'. rC'R,\I~T I - SIZE OF VECTO>=l B IS- .161 
WRtTF '';,';) rRR 
iOJ<MAT I?OH IERU UIAGONAL TERM ,FIO,O) 
h CONTJNUL 
~L:TUQN 
**+****~ •••• +.******.****+*+-******+*+********.**+*************** •• *** 
:';UI1ROUT I NE BACK 
**.***~~.~ •• **** ••• **.*.*.*4**.***+~.******++.*+**.*.********.***_+++* 
COMMON ALt:I'ALZ.J!C.IEC.~!P.~EPIEC.H'DELP.LRc.LR,LGILPO.LCYC.PR. 
PHP,MW. Nw.AK, rTOTI, [Tor.NQ,Ko.KLOW.KHrGH.KHR.KOR. I .J. IA .• 
JA,NL,CON.ERR.CF.PRFI,PRF2.PRF3.PRF4.LOCAT.LADD.LCL.SIGN 
,CI.CEICI.C2.C3cC41ICRI~CR.LPRCS5ILCRIP.~TOT.~TOTI.ECRIT. 
E X,:F, S! G I CR. Tf'LA TE. TCYLDR. J I CM I. I J CP I • L I • ~DRUM 
l.(:;~:t.JN A I 1:'0) • tl 15:3000 I • UI 53 I 811 • \II 1!::i3. 81 ) • NR I 1800) INC I 1800 I I C ( .. " I I 
~ I ! 13 00) • MS ( 1800) • R ( 5:3) • 5U'IR 1!::i3) \D I FFR (53) • AR I 20) • ALP (20) • 
r\..PI 20 I • PZP I 2'J ) • VC (4) • \IIC 1(, ) • 5RPO I 10) • :;:RPO I 101 • ::;ZPO ( 101. 
E,:PU I 10) • S TPOI I C I. "TPO I I 0 I • SI:.!ZPO I 10) • ERZPU ( 10) .5 I PO I 10) • 
E I PU I 10 ) , 521"u I I C ) • E 2PO ( 10) • T t,N) PU I 10) • T AN2PO I 10) 
.J I ';I.N:" I Ohl LC I ".,; .11,1 ) .5 I G4 (53.81) .5 J GZ I 53. Ell ) • S I GT I 53.81 ) • S I GRZI 53. 
1 IJ 1 ) • DLI'< 1",.3. B 1 ) .DEZ I 53.81 ) • DEI'<Z I 53.91 ) • DEPS I (53.81) • 
ERPR I =3.81) .EZPRI53.81 I .ETPRI53.81 I .ERZPRIS3.811. 
Ef'SI 15.1.81 I .SIG(53.81 I .EPSI53.81) .DE.T(53.81) 
i·l)UIVALI'N\.! IU;II.LCI1) , IBI1I.EPSICl)1 • 
IE)I 43011.ERPr:l(III. (BI B6011.EZPRIIlI. 
IBI12'JOII.ETPRIIII • IBIl72011.ERZPI<IlI) • 
I 1~1 .?1501).S IGRI I I • DEI< I I I I. (B(25801) .SIG~Z( I) .DEt:lZI I). 
(El! 30101)''; IGZI I I .DEZ( 1 I I. (B(34401) .SIGT( I) .DEPSI I I) I. 
,; !1:1(3fl7011.SIG(III.(BI430011.EP51111.(81"73011.DCT(111 
N2 I TOT-I 
~o I I = I. 1-12 
~E I T::JT- I 
,)L loiS I ~E I 
JU 'IS I ~E > 1 I - I 
~2 .JE 
DO I ..I = JL. ~U 
..12 ..12+ 1 
I SI~FI = SI~EI+RI~I*SI~2) 
RF~TURN 
END 
** *** ***** ...... * ... *** .. ****** ... *** .. ***.** .. ****** ..... ** •• ** .... **** ............... ** 
SU8ROUT I NE T R I 
If-* if ** ** .... **4 ..... * .. *" .... *' .. *' ** .. **** ... * ...... '* .. ** .. ** ** .. * ** ** **** it ......... * ............. ** .. * ... ** 
CDMMON ALR.ALZ.IIC.IEC.JIP.~EP.EC.H.DELP.LRC.LR.LG.LPU.LCYC.PR. 




4 E XCI" • ,:; I G I CR • T PL A TE • TC YLDI-l. 1 I CM I • I I CP I • L I • JDRVM 
COMMON A( 1501,8153000), V(53.81 I .\II(5:J.811.NRI 1800) .NC( 1800) .C(44) I 
I S I 1000 I • MS 11800) .R 153 I • SUMR I 53,1. D I FFR I 53 I • AR (20 I. ALP I 20 I. 
2 FLP! 20 I • PZP (20 I • UC (4 I • \IIC (" I • 5 I'< PO I 101. CRPO ( 101 • SZPO ( 101 • 
EZPO ( 10) .5 TPO ( 10 I • ETPO ( 101 • SP.ZPO I 101. EP.ZPO I 101 .S I PO ( 101. 
E I PO ( 10 ) • S2PO ( 10 ) • E2PO I I 0 I • TAN I PO I 101 • T AN2PO ( 101 
DIMENSIO'J LCI5:3.81 I .SIGR(S3.81 I .5IGZI53.51) .SIGTI53.S1) .SIGRZ(53. 
I a I ) • DER I 53.81 I • DE Z ( 53.81 I • DEI-lZ ( 5.1.81 I • DEP;, I ( 53 • 81 I • 
~RPR(53.81)'EZPRI53'ElI).ETPR(53.811.ERZPRI53.811' 
CPS) 153.81) .5/G(53.51) .EPSI53.BI I .OETI53.81 I 
EQUIVALENCE (\J(II.LC(I)) • IS(II.c.PSIII)) • 
I (!3( 4301).ERPRIII) • (L3( B60IltEZP);!(I) • 
2 (8(129011.ETPR()II. (BI172011.ERZPR(Il). 
( B ( 2150 I I .;, I GR I I ) • DER ( I I I • IS (2580 I ) • S I GRZ ( ) ) • DEI'olZ ( I ) I • 
I B ( 30 10 I ) • S I GZ ( I ) • DEZ I I I I • I B ( 344 ()I I .5 I G T ( I I • DEPS I ( I I ) • 
I B ( 3870 I) ,s I G ( 1 ) I • (El (4300 I I • EPS e i I I. (8 (4730 I ) • DET ( I I ) 
o MSI I I = I 
3 
2 
LIMIT = 53000 
DO I IS=I.ITOT 
KD = IS 
READ(II I.J.KLow.KHIGH,A.CON 
NO N);!( IS) 
KL = KL.OI/J 
KH = KHIGH+I-KLOw 
KU = 15-1 
IF IKUI 4,4,~ 
KI = C 
IF IKU-KL I 4,,2 .2 
DO 5 K 
" 
KL. KlJ 








AIL.II = A(LI )+B(LI*AIKI) 
IF (LI-KH) 6.6.14 
14 IF (A(L.III 15.6015 
15 KH = Ll 
6 CONTINUE 
5 CON • CON+A ( K I I *S (K) 
4 KI = IS+l-KL.OW 
KL " KI +1 
L = />IS I IS I-I 
DO 7 K = KL. KH 
IF IA(K))) 10didO 
II ERR , IS 
RETURN 
10 CONTINUE 
L = L+I 
7 BILl = -A(KI/AIKI) 
MS( 15+1 I = L+I 
S( IS) = -CON/AIKI) 
I F I L -L. 1M I T I l.t 3.t 3 








+*** •• **.******.*+.***********.****.***+*~**+.*.~~*.*+*4*'**.~**+ ••• +f. 
SUBROUT I NE 5 I GEPS 
it ................ **** .. * .. ** ...... *** ... ** ..... ** if*'* .**It ........... **** **'*. y.q. :f ... ii- W- .. ,. ..... * ........ . 
COMMON ALR.ALZ.IIC.IEC.~IP.~~P.EC.H.D~LP.LRC.Lk.LG.LP~'LCY~'~W. 
1 PHP.M\,itN\tltAK, rTOT1. ITo·r,NO ...... c:,i<.LOW.;.:ItJGH,jo\.Hh.'.Y~iJP, (,.J, IA. 
JA ,NL t CON. E~hl, CF ,DI4:F 1 ,P'~F2:, P~..!F".J, ~1<Fi'. L'JC.A r • L t~l-·.J' Lt.L,:'" I C:tr0.4 
• C r, CE, C 1, C2, CJ, C4, I CR • .JCf<. LPk(..': .. ~" l .. ChI, 1-', J t j~ I ,..J J uri t :::'Ck J T , 
EXCF, S I G 1 CI...(, TPLA TE:., rc. '(LI)J-1" I I CI~l! , I 1 CP I ,l. 1 ,..JJh't.,;I'./' 
CO,.'MOt'1 A ( 15C) 11.3 C G30CO ) • ue 5 J. ~ 11 t W (:,J. 91 ) ,NJ~ ( 1 tjoo ) '~"I(. l 1/)0(1 ) .:: ( 44) , 
1 S (I CiOO) ,M'::" ( 18CO) .RC 5J) '':'''v~''h:( ~3) ,i..) IFf: .. ' (~..,j) ,llh/( ;"l. I t I .. I....P( ~'G) , 
FLP! 20) ,PZP(20) .UCC 4) .WC! III '-:lH~O( I Oi .t:.f..(~{./{ I G) ,..,J. ... ·fJL'( to J , 
t' LPO I 10 I • S TPO I 101 • E TPO I 1 Cl) • :'R/PO I I r; I • ::.~~ .cpc, I 101 ".1 PU ( 101 • 
" [IPO( 10 I .S2PO( 10 I .!::2PO() a I, T~N:PIj( Ie I. T4/'J?PUI;U I 
o I MEN':' I Qr..., LC':'.], 61 } ,.s I G~( ~3, U 1) , ~ I GeL (fj,j.:j 1 ) ':.J 1 G r {'_,.J. 'i 1 } ,~J G~L (':.1-1. 
I 911 .DlR(':)3d:lI).DEZI 53.81 I .U~I-lZ(~,.1. 81) .DL:PSI I~,~l,[ll I. 
2 ERPP.(:,3.81) 'ELPR{~J.81) .~TP~(~:.idJl J .:::I~LPi-l(~.Jdill' 
Ef1~ 1 (53. B 1 , • oS I G ( 5:J. a 1 ) • EP;)' 53. '3 J 1 ,r~ET ('):1,!J J I 
EOUIVAL:.':NCr- (UIII.LCIJII. ISIII.f::PS)IIII' 
I IBI 4301 I .l:.RPRI II I • l[l( ElbOI I .=:ZPRI III • 
2 (BI129011.lTPRII)1 • IbI172011.~.RlP~II)) • 
IB( 21CjOI I .!:oICR( I I .OEPI 1 I I, I;JL258.01 I .:"10Ri( 11.!Jlci<LI 111. 
IS( 30101) .!JIGZI I) ,!JELl I I I .Il>! ]4401) .:"IG'I I) ",,,,D~III) 1. 
5 IB( 36701 I ."IGI I I I. 1f1l4300: I,!::P:::I I I 1.1;1I473C: I.ul.rl II I 
DEFINE: FIL=: 21 1400.10.U.Ir:lF.CI 
IF I I I-I 1*1 I-IICI+I I-IECI*IJ-I 1"'1 J-_'l"I',I,J-JI.·1 I 1).Ii'.1 I 
II E.);! = (UII~I.J)-U(I-!·JII/ALR 
EZ = Iwll.~+II-wll.~-III/ALL 
E T = I U I I + I • ~ I + U I I - I • ~ I I? I 2 • *R ( I I I 
ERL = IVI I .~+I) -;.II I .~-I I I/ALl+IWI 1>\ .~I-"II-I. J/I/"L1. 
GO TO 300 
12 IF II-IICI 13.14015 
13 IF 11-1116017.1(, 
16 ER" IUII+I.~I-UII-I.~))/ALR 
ET= IU( 1+1 .~I+UI I-I.~I 1/(2.+RI I I I 
EZ = O. 
IP (CI421) IAol9'IA 
18 A'? = C 1.1'2) ,1C I "2 ) 
AI = C(24)-A2*CI44) 
GO TO 20 
19 Al " C(24) 
A2 = O. 
20 IF (AI) 21.22.21 
21 Er:lZ "-«(CI211-A2*CI411l"Er:l+IC(c31-A;:*CI4JII'I.TI/I.1 
IF IJ-~IP) 23.24.23 
23 IF" (I-IIC) 25.26.26 
26 ERZ = EI'lZ+PZP( III/AI 
GO TO 25 
24 ERl = ERl+DELP/AI 
GO TO 25 
17 EI'l" 2,"U(2.~I/AL.R 
ET = E'l 
E7 = O. 
EPZ :u C1" 
IF II~-~IPI*(~-~EP)) 10.25.25 
(d ) 
10 EZ = ew(I.~+I)-\IIII.~-III/ALZ 
GO TO 300 
22 ER7 = O. 
-------;2:;-;.5ril .i-F "-;-;(C"'( .. 44I ) ~B~'------
27 A2 = ,C e 2") /C ( 44 I 
Al = C(221-A2*CI42) 
GO TO ?Cl 
28 A I " C (22 I 
A2 := 0. 
29 IF (J-JIPI 30.31.30 
30 IF (I-IIC) 32.33.33 
33 GO TO (3~.35).LG 
34 EZ" -(PZPIII)+AR(III"\11((.~-I)/(H-ALZ/2.JI/Al 
GO TO 32 
3'5 AI" AI-A);!(II) 
EZ = O. 
GO TO 32 
31 EZ = EZ-DELP/AI 
32 EZ = EZ-((Cct!1 I -A2*C(,,1 I )*ER+lC(231-A2*C(431 I*~TI/AI 
GO TO 300 
14 IF (J-~IP), 36011.37 
37 IF (J-JEP) 11.49.49 
36 IF I~-I) 38.38.39 
3A EZ = 2.+I/JII.2)/ALZ 
GO TO ,,0 
.1<1 EZ = (\!/(I.J+I)-W(I,J-I)I/ALZ 
40 IF (CI44) I 41.42.41 
41 AJ = -C(14).Cf42)/C(44) 
A4 = -CI 14).(C( 'II )/ALR-CC431/(2."RI II I )/C(441 
A5 = -C( 14)*(C(41 )/ALP.+C(43)/(2."R( I I) )/CI4"1 
GO TO 43 
42 Ala. 
AI> = O. 
A5 = O. 
43 All = A4+C(II),1ALR-C(131/12.*RII)1 
IF lA'll 4'4,45.44 
45 ER = O. 
EZ " 0, 
ERZ " O. 
.. 0 TO 300 
<14 A5 z A5+Cllt)/ALR+CI13)/(?.*R(II) 
A I = A I +C I I 2 ) 
UFICT = IAS*U( 1+1.~)+AI*EZ+DELPI/A4 
ER = (UI I+I.~)-UFICT)/ALR 
ET • (Uel+I.J)+UFICT)/12 •• R(II) 
ERZ " ([ I C ( I 1 ) / AL.R+C ( 13) / ( 2. *R I I ) ) ) .. I C I'll ) / ALR-C ( "j I / (c,.~ I I ) I I-
I IC(41 )/ALR+CI431/(2 •• RI I) I )*(C( II )/AU-l-C( 131/!2."WI III I I·U( 1+). 
2 ~ 1+( ce 12) * (C I'll ) I ALR-C I 43) / (2, +R ( I I ) ) -C ( "2 I" (C ( I I I ,ALR-C ( 13 1,1 12. "R 
3 ( I) ) ) ) *EZ+ (C (41 ),1 ALR-C (43 I / (2 .*R! I ) I ) *DELP I /44 
GO TO 300 
15 IF II-IEC) "6.47."6 
46 IF·(J-~IP) 48011.49 
48 EZ = 2,"WI 1.2)/ALZ 
ER = (U(I+I.J)-uel-I.~))/ALR 
ET = (U( I+I.J)+U( I-I.~I )/e2.*);!ct I) 
E);!Z z O. 
GO TO 300 
( a) 
49 I I " I-II C+2 
(;1) TO 16 
47 IF (J-JEP) 50.51.51 
'i('\ IF (J-I I S2. 52 • 53 
'i2 FZ " 2 •• W( 1.21/ALZ 
GO TO 54 
';. EZ = (\!I{f.J+Il-lII{r.J-II)/ALZ 
'54 IF (C(44)1 55.56.55 
~5 Al = -C(14)*C(421/C(44) 
44: .-C()41.CCC411/ALI'I-C(43)/{2 •• I'I(II))/C{44) 
11.5 = -C(14)"CC(411/ALR+C(43)/(2.+R{I)))/C(44) 
GO TO 57 
',6 Al o. 
A4 = 0 .. 
A<;i " O. 
'i7 A5 " A5+C(III/ALI'<+CCI3)/(Z.IIR(I)) 
IF CA5) 58.59.58 
[T " O. 
ERZ s O. 
GO TO 300 
'5811.4 = A4+CCIII/ALR-C(13)/(Z.+R(I)) 
A I " A I +C ( 1 2 ) 
IF (J-l) 60.60.61 
60 PHPF " PHP+AK+U( 1 .J+Il/R(11 
F.R? = O. 
GO TO 62 
61 PHPF" PHP+AKI>(U(I • .J+II+U(I • .J-111/(Z.*R(I)) 
ERZ = (( (C ( .. I ) I ALR-C (4311 C Z. "R C I ) ) I"! C C I I I/ALIHC C 13) / (Z. <I" ( I ) ) )..; 
I CCCIII/ALR-CCI31/CZ.*R!IIII*!CC411/ALR+CC431/CZ,"RCIIII)" 
U( l-l • .JI+(C! 12)"CCC41 )/ALR+CC431/CZ.<>R( III )-C!4ZI"{C( II I/ALR+ 
C( 131/(2. "RC III I I*EZ+ (C(" I I/ALR+C{"31/(2,+R{ I I I I"'PHPFI lAS 
62 UFICT = (A".U(I-l.J)-AH<EZ-PHPF)/A5 
ER = (UFICT-U( I-I .JI )/ALI'I 
ET = (UFICT+;'}(I-I • .JII/(2.+RCIII 
GO TO 300 
=1 II = l-1IC+2 
lF (C(4ZI) 63.64 • ..,3 
nJ All = C(24)-C(2Z)*C{""I/C(4Z) 
AI2 = 1./(CIZ41.C~42)-CIZZ)+C{44)) 
GO TO 65 
64 All = C(24) 
A 12 = o. 
65 ERZ = O. 
IF (All) 66.67.66 
66 "I'IZ • -PZP( III/AI I 
67 A4 " C(42HHC{ZI I/ALR+C(Z3)/(2.+RI II )1-C{ZZI"IC(411/ALR+CI43)/ 
I (Z •• I'II III) 
AS = C(421*{C(21 )/ALR-C(23)/(Z.<lR{ I)I)-C(2Z)+CC{411/A~~-C(43)/ 
I (?+I'I( rIll 
IF (C{'I4)) 6B.69.68 
68 Al = CIZ21-C(24).C(4Z)/C(44) 
11.10 • (C(141.C(221-C(12)"'C{Z4))/IC(Z4)ilC(4Z)-CI22111C(41l)1 
A6 -11.4+11.10 
A7 -AS"AIO 
A8 -C(2")"{C( 41 )/A~I'I+C(431/(2."R( I)) )/CC44) 
11.9 -C (24) + (C ( " I ) IA~I'I-C (43) / 12. *R I I I ) )/C C 44 I 
AIO " C(42)*AIO 
GO TO 70 
6'1 A I = C (22 I 
(b) 
EI3 ( c ) 
SlG2 z SIG~T.SIN(~(I.J))**2+SIGZT~COS(W(I·J)I.*2-
I SIGRZT*SIN(2.*\!IC I.Jll 
TANI • TANC\!I( I. Jll 
91'! TAN2 • -I./TANI 
GO TO 93 
99 TANZ '" 10000. 
GO To 93 
97 CONTlNUE 
51GI • 0.5+{SIGI'IT+SIGZT+SORT( (SIGRT-SIGZT).*2+4,*SIG~ZT.*2)1 
SIGZ • 0.S+{SIGRT.SIGZT-50RT( (SIG~T-SIGZTI+.2+4.*SIG~/T.rZI) 
IF CSIGRT-SIGZTI 81.3Z.83 
8Z IF (SIGRZT) 85.86.87 
85 TANI " -I. 
TANZ,. I 
GO TO 84 
86 TANI " O. 
TANZ" 10000. 
GO TO 1'l4 
B7·TANI" I. 
TAN2,,-I. 
GO TO 84 
B3 ANGLE " 0.5"ATAN(A6~(2.*:'IGRLT/(;'lGI<'-:'IGLTI I) 
IF (ABS(I.5708-ANGLE)-.IE-031 89.91.91 
91 TANI = TAN(ANGLCI 
IF (SIGI'IZTI AA.Fl/i.C;O 
81 ARG" Z.+SlGRZT/(Slr,RT-S1C;ZTI 
lF (SIGI'IZTI FlO.8'1.80 
80 ANGLE : 0.5.ATAN(AB~(ARG) I 
ANGLE 2 1.570B-ANGLE 
IF (AB5( I .570B-ANGLE I-.IE-O:q 89.92.',/2 
9Z TANI " TANIANGLEI 
IF (ARGI '10.89.8A 
89 T AN I = I oono • 
TANZ ~ O. 
GO TO 84 
88 TANi " -TANI 
'10 TANZ " -I./TANI 
84 III( I.J) • ATAN(TANII 
IF CICRI ZOI.201.20Z 
ZOI IF (I+ICR) 93.204.93 
204 IF (J+JCRI 93.205.93 
205 SIGICR " 51GTT 
GO TO 93 
ZOZ IF II-ICRI 93.94.93 
94 IF (~-JCR) 93.95.93 
95 SIG1CR " 51GI 
93 OER{ I.J) " ER 
OEZ( I .JI = EZ 
OET( I.J) " ET 
DER Z ( I • J )" E"R7. 
OEP51 ( I • J) = E 1 




SZPO( LI I 51GZT 
EZPO(LII EPSZ 
STPO(LII SIGTT 
ETPOCLII » EP5T 
SRZPO(LI I S SIGRZT 
ERZPO(~ll " EPSRZ 
SIPO(LII " SIGI 
(d ) 
A12 " C(24)+C(42) 
----------~O. 
A7 = O. 
11.8 • O. 
A9 " O. 
A 10 • O. 
~----------------~P~~~~'~-------------------------------­
S2PO(LI; • SIGZ 
70 A9 A9+C(211/AL~-C(c3)/(Z.+R(l)) 
EZ " -(PZP(II)-A9.U(l-I.~II/AI 
A6 = A6.C(22)+(C(lll/ALR.C(131/{Z'''~(II))-C{121'''{C{211/ALJII+ 
1 C(23)/(2."RCII)) 
IF (A6) 71.72.71 
7Z ER = O. 
ET = O. 
GO TO 73 
71 11.7 = A7+C(Z2)+( C{ Ill/ALR-C( 13)/.CZ."R( I) I )-C{ IZ)"(CCZII/ALR-
i C{Z3j;{2.vi:cCiiii 
A8 = A8+C(21)/ALR+C(231/(2."R(I)) 
UFICT " CA7"U( I-I .JI-C{2Z)*(PHP+AK"{U( I-I.~)+U{ I.J-lll/{l! •• ~C I) I Ii 
I PZP( II I"(CI 121+AIOI 1/.116 
ER (UFICT-U( I-I.JI)/ALR 
ET" (UFICT+U{I-I.JII/C2."R(J)) 
EZ = EZ-A8+( A7"UC I-I.~ I-C(ZZI*CPHP+AK'" (UC l-l.J)+U{ 1 ,J-!) I/{Z.iK'I( II 
I II.PZP{III"(C(L21.AIO)I/{AI"'A61 
ERZ " ERZ-AIZ*(A7+A4*UII-I.JI+C{ZZ)"A4"(PHP+AK"'IUII-I.J,+UII.J-Ill 
I /IZ .... R(lll I ·+A4"PZP(III*(C(IZI+AI0)I/A6 
73 (RZ • ERZ.AI2*A5"U{1-I.JI 
300 DSIG~ : C(III"'ER+C(lZI*EZ+C(13)+ET+C(141*ERZ 
OSIGZ = C(211*ER+C(22)"'EZ+C(Z31*ET+C~Z41"ERZ 
OSIGT • C(31 )*ER+C(321"'EZ+C(331"ET+CI341*ERZ 
OSIGRZ" C(411*ER+C(42)+EZ+CI431+ET+C{44)*ERZ 
SIGI'IT : SIGR(I.JI+OSIGI'I 
SlGZT • SIGZ(I.J)+OSIGZ 
SIGTT • SIGTCI.JI+OSIGT 
SIGRZT"SIGRZ(I.JI+OSIGRZ 
EPSR • ERPR(I.~)+ER 
EPSZ " EZPR('.JI+EZ 
EPST : ETPI'I(I.JI+ET 
EPSRZ"EI'IZPR( 1.JI+EI'IZ 
EI ~ 0.5*(ER+EZ.SO~TCIER-EZI*"2.ERZ"'*2)1 
EPS I C I. J I " 0.5'" I EPSR.EPSZ.SORT ( I EPSI'I-EP5Z) " .. 2+1:PSIiZ .... Z I) 
EPS2 " 0.5+ (EPSR+EPSZ-SQRT C IEPSR-EPSZ 1 .... Z+EP .. RZ*.ZII 
IF ILCI I.~I-I) 97.S20.520 
5Z0 IF (I-IIC) 521.521.96 
5Z1 IF {J-~IP-I I 523.5Z3.96 
5Z3 IF (LC(I.JI-21 5Z4.96.SZ4 
524 IF (ABS(TAN(W{I.J)II-I.21 96.97.97 
96 SIGI'IT = C(lll*EP5R.CCIZ)*EP5Z+CI13)"EPST+C(14).EPSRZ 
SIGZT "C(ZII+EPSR.CIZZ).EP5Z+CC23)+EPST+CIZ41.£PS~Z 
51GTT " C(31)"EPSR+CI32)*EPSZ+C(33)"EPST.CI341.EPSRZ 
S I GRZT. C (411 "EPSI'I+C C 42 I"'EPSZ+C( 43) "'EP5T.C (441 ltEJII'SRZ 
IF (LC(I.~I-Z) 200.97.200 
ZOO CONTINUE 
SIGI " 5IGRT .. COS(W(I.JII .... Z+5IGZT ... 5IN(I!I(I.J)I ... Z. 
SIGRZT*SIN(Z.*\!I(I'~I) 
E2PO(LII ".EPS2 
TANIP01LII " TAN I 
TANZPOILl) " TAN? 
RETlJRN 
END 
ft. ..................... **** .. _ .. _ tHt*"" ."it ............ ******* ..... * ft ..................... * ......... - ..... .. 
SUBROUT I NE OUTPUT 
**_ ....................... * ... * .. *.* ... * ... *.* ................ **** it it *** ...... ******.ifo ...... **it ....... .. 
COM/I!ON ALR. ALZ. I I C. IEC. J [P. JEP. EC. H.UI:.LP .LRC.LR.LG.LPO.LCyC.PR. 
I PHP.MW,N\II.AK.ITOTl.1 TOT,NO.KO.KLO'JI.KHIGH.KHR.KDR.I.J. IA. 
JA.NL. CON. ERR. CF'. PRF I • PRF2. PRF3. P~F4. L'JCAT .LADO. LCL. 51 t;;N 
3 .CI.CE.CI.CZ.C:l.C".ICR.JCR.LPRCSS.LCQ.P •. J10T.JTOTI.ECRIT. 
EXCF. S! GI CR. TPLflTE. TCYLDR. I I CM I. I I CP I .LI. J,)f<UM 
COM!>ION A ( ISO I .8 (53000 I • U 153. BlI .IN I 53.81 I .N~ ( 1800 I .NC ( 1800 I • C (44 I • 
1 S( 1800) .MS( 18001.R(531.SUMRC5J) .DIFF'RC ;'3) ,ARI2U) .ALf.'(ZO I. 
Z FLP( 201 • PZP ( 20 ) • UC { 41 • WC ( 4 ) • ;,RPO ( 101 • !;;I'iPO ( 101 • ~ZPO ( 101 • 
3 EZPO ( 10 I • S TPO ( 10) • E TI'D ( Ie) • SRZPO ( .01 • EI<ZP() ( 101 .5 I PO I 101 • 
4 E I PO ( 101. S2JlO ( 101. E2PO I) 0) • TAN I PO I 101. TANL!PO ( 101 
DIMENSION LC( 53.01) .~IGR{53.81 1.5 IGZ(!::J3.!J1 I.SIGT(!:l:l.811.SIGRZI53. 
I 81) .OER(53dlll.OEZ(:;3.1:l1 1 .D~.I<Z(53.S1 I .OE:.PSI 153.811. 
2 ERPI'I(S3.SI) .ElPRI5:1,ElII.ETP~(5:J.!:l1 I .EJ'ZP~(53.81 I. 
EP:'I (53.81) .SIG(53.011.EPSIS3.Cl) .OLT!!:l:l.811 
EQUIVALENCE (U{lloLCIIII • lalll.cPSI!II) • 
I (B( 43011.E;<PRClII. In( 060I)oCZ:";;:(III. 
Z (fHI29011.ETPR(III. CB{172CI).ERZPR(II) • . 
I B C 2150 I I • ~ 1 Gn ( I I • DER ( I ) I • {r.; (2580 I I. =:1 G~<Z { I I • DI:.RZ ( I ) 1 • 
4 (B ( 30 I 0 I) ." I GZ { I I • DEZ I I I I • (I:l (3"'40 I I • S I GT I I I • ClEPS 1 C I I I. 
5 IBC387011. S IGIIII.CB{430011.EPSCIII.(E){/173011.0I:.T'I)1 
DEFINE FILE 2{1400.10.U.IRECI 
00 331 KO"I.8 
GO TO 11.2.3.4,5.6.7.91.KO 
1 DO II 1"1. IEC 
00 II J_IoJEP. 
51GIJ .JI " U{ I. Jl 
1 I EPS C I • J) = \!I ( I , J I 
LCL .. LCL.I 
LRC Ii LRC+I 
GO TO 9 
Z LCL .. LCL-I 
LRC .. LI'IC-I 
DO 12 K"I.JORUM 
READ (ZIK) SRPO 
READ (Z'IOO+K) ERPO 
00 12 L .. I 01 0 
NO " 2"C Cl<-I )I~IO+LI 
CALL COORD 
SIGCI.~1 • SRPOIL) 
lOPS ( 1 • J I .. EI'IF>O (L I 
IF' (NQ-Z.~TOTI 12.12.9 
IZ CONTINUE 
300 13 ~.I.~O~UM 
(0) 
READ (2'?00+K) SZPO 
READ I?'~OO+K) EZPO 
flO 13 L= I .t 0 
NO ='2*1 (K-I I"IO+L) 
CALL COORD 
SIGI[.J) • SZPOCL) 
EPSII.JI = EZPOILI 
IF INO-24.JTOT) 13013.9 
4 D~ 14 K=I,JDRUM 




,~'O 14 L= I • 10 
NO = 2+1 IK-I )"IO+L) 
CALL COORD 
5 leI I. J) = 5 TPO 1 L) 
EPSII.JI = FTPOCL) 
IF INO-2*,JTOT) 14.14.9 
14 CONTINUE 
5 00 15 K=I .JDRUM 
READ C2'600+K) So:lZPO 
READ C?'700+K) Eo:lZPO 
NO = 2+CCK-I )~IO+L) 
CALL COORD 
SIGC 1 • .11 • SRZPOCL) 
FPSCI.J) = ERZPOCL) 
IF CNO-2",JTOT) 15.15.9 
15 CONTINUF. 
6 DO 16 K=I.,JORUM 
READ C2'80Q+K) 51PO 
RFAO CZ'90Q+K) EIPO 
DO 16 L= I 01 0 
NO = 2"1 CK-I )"IO+L.) 
CALL COORD 
S I G C I • .1) = S I PO C L 1 
EPS ( I • .1) = E 11"'0 (L ) 
IF INO-2"JTOT) 16016.9 
16 CONT I NUE 
7 DO 17 K=I .JORUM 
~EAO 12'1000+K) 52PO 
REAO C2'llOO+K) E2PO 
DO 17 L= I. 10 
NO = 2"CCK-II*10+L) 
CALL COORD 
SIGI [,Jl = S2POIL) 
EPSII.JI = E2POIL) 
IF INO-2"JTOTI 17017.9 
17 CONT [NUE 
B DO 18 K=I .JDRUM 
READ 12'120Q+K) TANIPO 
READ IZ'1300+K) TAN2PO 
DO 18 L= 1 01 0 
NO = 2.HIK-II"10+L.1 
CALL COORD 
SIGII.JI TANIPOCL) 
EPSII.JI = TAN2POCL) 
( b) 
IF INQ-Z"JTOTI 18.18.9 
18 CONT INUE 
CAI..L TITLES 
WR I TE 16. I 00 I I I • I -I • 171 
100 FORMAT C9X0I71 [71/111 
DO 131 J_I.M\II 
,Jl = .JEP-J+! 
IF IJ+LCL.-2"CIJ+LCLI/21 I 13201330132 
I 33 lIIR I TE 16. I 0 I) J I • I S I GIl • .J I I • I .. 1 • I 7 • 2 I 
101 FORMAT I IHO.IX. 12.3)(.9EI4.51 
WRITE 16t1021 IEPSII • .JII.\·ld7.Z1 
102 FORMAT (7)(,9EI4.SI GO 'TO 1'31 " 
132 IIIR[TE 1601031 .J1.cS[G(I.jlld 3 2017.21 
103 FOP.MAT(IHO.IX,12.IOX.8EI4.51 
IIIr'!ITE 1601'04) (EPS([.")I).I a 2d7.Z1 
I 0"1 FOP.MA T (I tI X • 8E I "I .51 ' 
I 3 I CONTt NUE 
[F ti IC-ISI 1290129012/8 
128 IF II[C-341 1270127.126 
127 11= 17 
III • IICMI 
GO TO 130 
126 II = 17 
III " 33 
I 30 CALL TITLES 
IIIR tTE 1601 00 I (I" -I I • [ I II 
I i PI " I I + I 
DO 231 Jm I ,M'd 
JI = JEP-J+I 
[F (J4oLCL-2*CC.J+LCLI/211 232.233.232 
233 IIIR I TE 16. I 01 I '.J I • ( S 1 G ( I 1 J I I • [ " I I • I I I • Z) 
WR I TE (6. 102 I C EPS ( I • J I I • I. [ I • I [ I .21 
GO TO 231 
232 ... P.ITE (6.103) .J1t!SIGII.Jllti a IIPltllI.2.1 
WRITE (6010"11 IEPS!I • .J'II;J=IIPloIll.21 
231 CaNT I NUE 
I F I I I I - I I CM 1 I 1 2S • 129 • 129 
125 11 a 33 
III • I ICM I 
GO TO 130 
129 CALL TI TLES 
IIIRITEI6ol001 (ItI"IICtiECI 
00,331 J"I.JEP 
JI " JEP-J+I 
! F (J .. I,.RC .. MIII-2* ( C J+LRC+MIII 1/2 I I 332,333.332, 
332 IIIRITE (601011 ,Jlt!SIG(I,Jll"·IICtlEC.ZI 
WR I TE (6.102 I (EF'S C I • .J I I • I- I I C '.1 EC. 2 I 
<;0 TO 331 
333 IIIRITE (601031 JI.cSIG!i,JlloI-IICPloIEC.ZI 




t+* ...... it .............. ** ** ................. **** .. it" +* ......... *. it 0"' ................... 6" ............ ... 
SUBROUT I NE T I TL.ES 





( C ) 
AI..R. ALZ,' II C. I EC • .J I P. JEP. EC. H.DELP .L~C .L.~ .LG.Lf.>U. L.LYC. ~'I •• 
"'MII'.MW,NW •• V:.ITOTI. ITOT.NO.KD.KLOIII.KHIGH,,';H['.,:i)ll. I • ..;. IA. 
JA .NL. CON. ERR • CF .Pf'lF I .pr~F2. P~F3.PRF4. LCJCAT .LAI.);). L::L.:, IGN 
.CI .CE.C I.CZ.C3.C"I. ICR.JCR.LPRCSS.LC,~.f.>.,JTCJT .,JT,:.IT j.C;::'kl T., 
EXCF. S IGICR. TPL.ATE. TC'fL.Df..1. II'CMI • I I CP I ;L I • .J01'0,'" 
A ( 1501. e (53000 I .UI 53.1:11 I. W (53./:1 1 I. Nk 1 I flOO I • ~K C IUOO) • C (4', ) • 
S( 1800 I .MS( 18001 .RIS3) .SU"'~(531 .DIFFR('::iJ) .1\1,(,;:). /ILl' (20 I. 
FL.I"I 20) • PZP (20 I • UC (4) • WC (" I • SRPO ( 101. EI<I"'O I I (J I. : .. ,,'!>C) ( 1::J I. 
~ZI"O { I 0 I • STPO ( 10) • ETPO { I 0 I • SRZPO ( 10' I • EI1ZPCJ ( 1;J I." 1 J'lJ C 10) • 
4 EIPO{ 101 .Sj!PO (10 I.EZPOI 101. TANIPOC 10 I. TAN2;JOC 1;J I 
o IM!!:",S I ON \.. C{ 53. B I I .5 I GR (5J. Ell) .:.; I Gl (53.81 ) • S I::' T C:'J.!); ) • ~ I Gil C '• .J. 
I 81 I .OER(53.81 I .DEZ(5.3.8Il.DERZ(5J.81) • CJCP::' 1 (".Jd)I]. 
2 EJ;lI"RIS3.81 I .EZF>RI':;3.BI l.ETPRISJ.8Il ,Ef'l;':PI-/C',J.:JI), 
:3 EPS I (53.BI) .SIG( 53.01) .EPSC5:l.811.0t::TI ~,:j.fil I 
EQU[VAL.ENCE (U(II.L.CIII) • IBII).EPS1Cll) • 
I IB{ 4JOI) ,ERfl>j:Il II) • C6{ d60IlIE.7PRCI)l I 
(6112901).ETPQlil,. 181172011.ERlPR()ll • 
(B ( 2150 I I • S I GR C I 1 .DER ( I I ) • (A C 2580 I ) • ~~ I GFII C I ) .lJ~,"/ C I 1 ) , 
4 C8{ 30(01) .:;IGZ( I I .DEOZI 11). (f11.J4~OI) .SIGTC I) olJl.f':, I , I i I. 
S (!!! 1 3!!!70 1 I ,S I G ( 1 I ) • 19 C 4300 I ) • EPS ( 1 I I • C ~I C '17 JO I ) ,DL T ( I I 1 
WRITE (~,IOOI TP\..ATE.TCYLOR,P 
100 F~AT COISTJ;lUCTI,IRE'/IIX.F4,r.' IN, SL.AB.I.FBd.' IN. "'''IHT 'II :,'.,,_ 
ILI/'OL.OAOINGI/IIX.IP~E:'TRES.s[NG AND INTE.f.lNflL PRE!'SU~o. :' .FHoI.' P" 
GO TO CI .2.3.4,5.6.7.81 IKO 
I \!tRITE (6,(01 I LJ;I 
101 FOfIIMAT I' LR =1. {, ... 45X. 1 TOT-AI.. DISPLACE.MENTS U/"'///l 
RETURN 
2 \!tR[TE {6,(OZI 
10.!! ,..O>IMAT 144X.'0IRECT STRESSES!"STI'<AIN5 11'1 h'-UII-.LCTl'-.l;"/,'/l 
RETURN 
3 \!tR I TE (6. I 03 ) 
103 FORMAT loII4X,"OIRECT STRESSES/STRAINS IN L-OIRECTIONI//", 
RETURN 
4 \!IR I TE 16. I 04 1 
104 FORMAT 144X.IDIRECT STRESSES/STRAINS IN T-0If.l~CTI0NII//l 
PIIETUI'!N 
S WR I TE 16. 1 05 ,. 
105 FORMAT 146X.'SHEAr:l STRESSES/!;;TRAINS IN I-IZ-PLANF 1/1/) 
P.ETUJ;lN 
6 WR I TE 16. I 06 I 
106 FORMAT (45X,''''IAXIMUM PRINCIPAL. STRESSES/STI-.,\IN," -RZ-PLAN,-I///I 
7 IIIP.[TE 16o!07) 
107 FORMAT (45X.'M[NIMUI'\ P><INCIPAI.. STRESSES/STRAINS -I-il-PLAI"I:.-I//-'I 
I:l!:TUI:lN 
a WP. I TE (6. I OB I 
loa FORMAT CZ3X"0IRECTION OF PP.INCIPAL.'STRE5SE!' MAXIMUM/MINIMoJl', Cd 
IVEN THROUGH TANGENT FNCT OF ANGLE 'II/R TO R-OIf.<E.CTI0N 1///1 
RETUI'IN 
END 
